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Abstract

RSVP-TE [RFC3209] describes the use of standard RSVP [RFC2205] to establish Label Switched Paths (LSPs). As such, RSVP-TE inherited some properties of RSVP that adversely affect its control plane scalability. Specifically these properties are (a) reliance on periodic refreshes for state synchronization between RSVP neighbors and for recovery from lost RSVP messages, (b) reliance on refresh timeout for stale state cleanup, and (c) lack of any mechanisms by which a receiver of RSVP messages can apply back pressure to the sender(s) of these messages.

Subsequent to [RFC2205] and [RFC3209] further enhancements to RSVP and RSVP-TE have been developed. In this document we describe how an implementation of RSVP-TE can use these enhancements to address the above mentioned properties to improve RSVP-TE control plane scalability.

Conventions used in this document

The key words "MUST", "MUST NOT", "REQUIRED", "SHALL", "SHALL NOT", "SHOULD", "SHOULD NOT", "RECOMMENDED", "MAY", and "OPTIONAL" in this document are to be interpreted as described in RFC-2119 [RFC2119].
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1. Introduction

RSVP-TE [RFC3209] describes the use of standard RSVP [RFC2205] to establish Label Switched Paths (LSPs). As such, RSVP-TE inherited some properties of RSVP that adversely affect its control plane scalability. Specifically these properties are (a) reliance on periodic refreshes for state synchronization between RSVP neighbors and for recovery from lost RSVP messages, (b) reliance on refresh timeout for stale state cleanup, and (c) lack of any mechanisms by which a receiver of RSVP messages can apply back pressure to the sender(s) of these messages. The following elaborates on this.

1.1. Reliance on refreshes and refresh timeouts

Standard RSVP [RFC2205] maintains state via the generation of RSVP Path/Resv refresh messages. Refresh messages are used to both synchronize state between RSVP neighbors and to recover from lost RSVP messages. The use of Refresh messages to cover many possible failures has resulted in two operational problems. The first relates to scaling, the second relates to the reliability and latency of RSVP signaling.

The scaling problem is linked to the control plane resource requirements of running RSVP-TE. The resource requirements increase proportionally with the number of LSPs established by RSVP-TE. Each such LSP requires the generation, transmission, reception and processing of RSVP Path and Resv messages per refresh period. Supporting a large number of LSPs and the corresponding volume of refresh messages, presents a scaling problem for the RSVP-TE control plane.

The reliability and latency problem occurs when a triggered (non-refresh) RSVP message such as Path, Resv, or PathTear is lost in transmission. Standard RSVP [RFC2205] recovers from a lost message via RSVP refresh messages. In the face of transmission loss of RSVP messages, the end-to-end latency of RSVP signaling, and thus the end-to-end latency of RSVP-TE signaled LSP establishment, is tied to the refresh interval of the Label Switch Router(s) experiencing the loss. When end-to-end signaling is limited by the refresh interval, the delay incurred in the establishment or the change of an RSVP-TE signaled LSP may be beyond the range of what is acceptable in practice. This is because RSVP-TE ultimately controls establishment...
of the forwarding state required to realize RSVP-TE signaled LSPs. Thus delay incurred in the establishment or the change of such LSPs results in delaying the data plane convergence, which in turn adversely impacts the services that rely on the data plane.

One way to address the scaling problem caused by the refresh volume is to increase the refresh period, "R" as defined in Section 3.7 of [RFC2205]. Increasing the value of R provides linear improvement on RSVP-TE signaling overhead, but at the cost of increasing the time it takes to synchronize state. For the reasons mentioned in the previous paragraph, in the context of RSVP-TE signaled LSPs, increasing the time to synchronize state is not an acceptable option.

One way to address the reliability and latency of RSVP signaling is to decrease the refresh period R. Decreasing the value of R increases the probability that state will be installed in the face of message loss, but at the cost of increasing refresh message rate and associated processing requirements, which in turn adversely affects RSVP-TE control plane scalability.

An additional problem is the time to clean up the stale state after a tear message is lost. RSVP does not retransmit ResvTear or PathTear messages. If the sole tear message transmitted is lost, the stale state will only be cleaned up once the refresh timeout has expired. This may result in resources associated with the stale state being allocated for an unnecessary period of time. Note that even when the refresh period is adjusted, the refresh timeout must still expire since tear messages are not retransmitted. Decreasing the refresh timeout by decreasing the refresh interval will speed up timely stale state cleanup, but at the cost of increasing refresh message rate, which in turn adversely affects RSVP-TE control plane scalability.

1.2. Lack of back pressure

In standard RSVP, an RSVP speaker sends RSVP messages to a peer with no regard for whether the peer's RSVP control plane is busy. There is no control plane mechanism by which an RSVP speaker may apply back pressure to the peer by asking the peer to reduce the rate of RSVP messages that the peer sends to the speaker. RSVP-TE inherited this from standard RSVP. Lack of such a mechanism could result in RSVP-TE control plane congestion.

RSVP-TE control plane is especially susceptible to congestion during link/node failures, as such failures produce bursts of RSVP-TE
messages: Path/Resv for re-routing LSPs affected by the failures, Path/Resv for setup of new backup LSPs (as required by RSVP-TE Fast Reroute [RFC4090]), Tear/Error messages for the affected LSPs. Note that the load on the RSVP-TE control plane caused by these bursts is in addition to the load due to the periodic refreshes of Path/Resv messages for the LSPs not affected by the failures.

RSVP-TE control plane congestion may result in loss of RSVP messages, which in turn have detrimental effects on the overall system behavior. Path/Resv refreshes lost by a peer’s busy control plane will cause refresh timeout for some or all of its existing RSVP-TE state on the peer, thus inadvertently deleting existing LSPs and disrupting traffic carried over these LSPs. Triggered Path/Resv lost by a peer’s busy control plane may result in failure to establish new backup LSPs used by RSVP-TE Fast Reroute [RFC4090] before the state for the corresponding protected primary LSPs times out, thus defeating the whole purpose of RSVP-TE Fast Reroute.

2. Recommendations

Subsequent to the publication of [RFC2205] and [RFC3209] further enhancements to RSVP and RSVP-TE have been developed. In this section we describe how these enhancements could be used to address the problems listed in Section 1.

2.1. Eliminating reliance on refreshes and refresh timeouts

To eliminate reliance on refreshes for both state synchronization between RSVP neighbors and for recovery from lost RSVP messages, as well as to address both the refresh volume and the reliability issues with RSVP mechanisms other than adjusting refresh rate, this document RECOMMENDS the following:

- Implement reliable delivery of Path/Resv messages using the procedures specified in [RFC2961].

- Indicate support for RSVP Refresh Overhead Reduction Extensions (as specified in Section 2 of [RFC2961]) by default, with the ability to override the default via configuration.

- Make the value of the refresh interval configurable with the default value of 20 minutes.

To eliminate reliance on refresh timeouts, in addition to the above, this document RECOMMENDS the following:
- Implement reliable delivery of Tear/Err messages using the procedures specified in [RFC2961].

- Implement coupling the state of individual LSPs with the state of the corresponding RSVP-TE signaling adjacency. When an RSVP-TE speaker detects RSVP-TE signaling adjacency failure, the speaker MUST clean up the LSP state for all LSPs affected by the failed adjacency. The LSP state is the combination of "path state" maintained as Path State Block and "reservation state" maintained as Reservation State Block (see Section 2.1 of [RFC2205]).

- Use of Node-ID based Hello session ([RFC3209], [RFC4558]) for detection of RSVP-TE signaling adjacency failures. Make the value of the node hello_interval [RFC3209] configurable; increase the default value from 5 ms (as specified in Section 5.3 of [RFC3209]) to 9 seconds.

- Implement procedures specified in [draft-chandra-mpls-enhanced-frr-bypass] which describes methods to facilitate FRR that works independently of the refresh-interval.

2.2. Providing the ability to apply back pressure

To provide an RSVP speaker with the ability to apply back pressure to its peer(s) to reduce/eliminate RSVP-TE control plane congestion, in addition to the above, this document RECOMMENDS the following:

- Use lack of ACKs from a peer as an indication of peer’s RSVP-TE control plane congestion, in which case the local system SHOULD throttle RSVP-TE messages to the affected peer. This has to be done on a per-peer basis.

- Retransmit of all RSVP-TE messages using exponential backoff, as specified in Section 6 of [RFC2961].

- Increase the Retry Limit (Rl), as defined in Section 6.2 of [RFC2961], from 3 to 7.

- Prioritize Tear/Error over trigger Path/Resv sent to a peer when the local system detects RSVP-TE control plane congestion in the peer.

2.3. Making Acknowledgements mandatory

The reliable message delivery mechanism specified in [RFC2961] states that "Nodes receiving a non-out of order message containing a
MESSAGE_ID object with the ACK_Desired flag set, SHOULD respond with a MESSAGE_ID_ACK object. To improve predictability of the system in terms of reliable message delivery this document RECOMMENDS that nodes receiving a non-out-of-order message containing a MESSAGE_ID object with the ACK_Desired flag set, MUST respond with a MESSAGE_ID_ACK object.

2.4. Clarifications on reaching Rapid Retry Limit (Rl)

According to section 6 of [RFC2961] "The staged retransmission will continue until either an appropriate MESSAGE_ID_ACK object is received, or the rapid retry limit, Rl, has been reached." The following clarifies what actions, if any, a router should take once Rl has been reached.

If it is the retransmission of Tear/Err messages and Rl has been reached, the router need not take any further actions.

If it is the retransmission of Path/Resv messages and Rl has been reached, then the router starts periodic retransmission of these messages every 30 seconds. The retransmitted messages MUST carry MESSAGE_ID object with ACK_Desired flag set. This periodic retransmission SHOULD continue until an appropriate MESSAGE_ID_ACK object is received indicating acknowledgement of the (retransmitted) Path/Resv message.

2.5. Avoiding use of Router Alert IP Option

In RSVP-TE the Path message is carried in an IP packet that is addressed to the tail end of the LSP that is signaled using this message. To make all the intermediate/transit LSRs process this message, the IP packet carrying the message includes the Router Alert IP option. The same applies to the PathTear message.

An alternative to relying on the Router Alert IP option is to carry the Path or PathTear message as a sub-message of a Bundle message [RFC2961], as Bundle messages are "addressed directly to RSVP neighbors" and "SHOULD NOT be sent with the Router Alert IP option in their IP headers" [RFC2961]. Notice that since a Bundle message could contain only a single sub-message, this approach could be used to send just a single Path or PathTear message. This document RECOMMENDS implementing support for Bundle messages [RFC2961], and carrying Path and PathTear message(s) as sub-message(s) of a Bundle message.
2.6. Checking Data Plane readiness

In certain scenarios, like Make-Before-Break (MBB), a router needs to move traffic from an existing LSP to a new LSP in the least disruptive fashion. To accomplish this the data plane of the new LSP must be operational before the router moves the traffic.

A possible mechanism by which the router can determine whether the data plane of the new LSP is operational is specified in [draft-bonica-mpls-self-ping]. This document RECOMMENDS implementing this mechanism and using it whenever the ingress of an LSP needs to check whether the data plane of the LSP is operational.

3. Security Considerations

This document does not introduce new security issues. The security considerations pertaining to the original RSVP protocol [RFC2205] and RSVP-TE [RFC3209] remain relevant.

4. IANA Considerations

This document makes no request of IANA.

Note to RFC Editor: this section may be removed on publication as an RFC

5. Normative References
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Abstract

This draft provides a framework for abstraction and control of transport networks.
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1. Introduction

Transport networks have a variety of mechanisms to facilitate separation of data plane and control plane including distributed signaling for path setup and protection, centralized path computation for planning and traffic engineering, and a range of management and provisioning protocols to configure and activate network resources. These mechanisms represent key technologies for enabling flexible and dynamic networking.

Transport networks in this draft refer to a set of different type of connection-oriented networks, primarily Connection-Oriented Circuit Switched (CO-CS) networks and Connection-Oriented Packet Switched (CO-PS) networks. This implies that at least the following transport networks are in scope of the discussion of this draft: Layer 1(L1)
and Layer 0 (L0) optical networks (e.g., Optical Transport Network (OTN), Optical Channel Data Unit (ODU), Optical Channel (OCh)/Wavelength Switched Optical Network (WSON)), Multi-Protocol Label Switching - Transport Profile (MPLS-TP), Multi-Protocol Label Switching - Traffic Engineering (MPLS-TE), as well as other emerging technologies with connection-oriented behavior. One of the characteristics of these network types is the ability of dynamic provisioning and traffic engineering such that resource guarantees can be provided to their clients.

One of the main drivers for Software Defined Networking (SDN) is a decoupling of the network control plane from the data plane. This separation of the control plane from the data plane has been already achieved with the development of MPLS/GMPLS [GMPLS] and PCE [PCE] for TE-based transport networks. One of the advantages of SDN is its logically centralized control regime that allows a global view of the underlying network under its control. Centralized control in SDN helps improve network resources utilization from a distributed network control. For TE-based transport network control, PCE is essentially equivalent to a logically centralized control for path computation function.

Two key aspects that need to be solved by SDN are:

- Network and service abstraction
- End to end coordination of multiple SDN and pre-SDN domains e.g. NMS, MPLS-TE or GMPLS.

As transport networks evolve, the need to provide network and service abstraction has emerged as a key requirement for operators; this implies in effect the virtualization of network resources so that the network is "sliced" for different tenants shown as a dedicated portion of the network resources.

Particular attention needs to be paid to the multi-domain case, where Abstraction and Control of Transport Networks (ACTN) can facilitate virtual network operation via the creation of a single virtualized network or a seamless service. This supports operators in viewing and controlling different domains (at any dimension: applied technology, administrative zones, or vendor-specific technology islands) as a single virtualized network.

Network virtualization, in general, refers to allowing the customers to utilize a certain amount of network resources as if they own them and thus control their allocated resources in a way most optimal with higher layer or application processes. This empowerment of customer control facilitates introduction of new services and
applications as the customers are permitted to create, modify, and delete their virtual network services. More flexible, dynamic customer control capabilities are added to the traditional VPN along with a customer specific virtual network view. Customers control a view of virtual network resources, specifically allocated to each one of them. This view is called an abstracted network topology. Such a view may be specific to the set of consumed services as well as to a particular customer. As the Customer Network Controller is envisioned to support a plethora of distinct applications, there would be another level of virtualization from the customer to individual applications.

The framework described in this draft is named Abstraction and Control of Transport Network (ACTN) and facilitates:

- Abstraction of the underlying network resources to higher-layer applications and users (customers); abstraction for a specific application or customer is referred to as virtualization in the ONF SDN architecture. [ONF-ARCH]

- Slicing infrastructure to connect multiple customers to meet specific customer’s service requirements;

- Creation of a virtualized environment allowing operators to view and control multi-subnet multi-technology networks into a single virtualized network;

- Possibility of providing a customer with abstracted network or abstracted services (totally hiding the network).

- A virtualization/mapping network function that adapts customer requests to the virtual resources (allocated to them) to the supporting physical network control and performs the necessary mapping, translation, isolation and security/policy enforcement, etc.; This function is often referred to as orchestration.

- The multi-domain coordination of the underlying transport domains, presenting it as an abstracted topology to the customers via open and programmable interfaces. This allows for the recursion of controllers in a customer-provider relationship.
The organization of this draft is as follows. Section 2 provides a discussion for a Business Model, Section 3 ACTN Architecture, Section 4 ACTN Applicability, and Section 5 ACTN Interface requirements.

2. Business Model of ACTN

The traditional Virtual Private Network (VPN) and Overlay Network (ON) models are built on the premise that one single network provider provides all virtual private or overlay networks to its customers. This model is simple to operate but has some disadvantages in accommodating the increasing need for flexible and dynamic network virtualization capabilities.

The ACTN model is built upon entities that reflect the current landscape of network virtualization environments. There are three key entities in the ACTN model [ACTN-PS]:

- Customers
- Service Providers
- Network Providers

2.1. Customers

Within the ACTN framework, different types of customers may be taken into account depending on the type of their resource needs, on their number and type of access. As example, it is possible to group them into two main categories:

Basic Customer: Basic customers include fixed residential users, mobile users and small enterprises. Usually the number of basic customers is high; they require small amounts of resources and are characterized by steady requests (relatively time invariant). A typical request for a basic customer is for a bundle of voice services and internet access. Moreover basic customers do not modify their services themselves; if a service change is needed, it is performed by the provider as proxy and they generally have very few dedicated resources (subscriber drop), with everything else shared on the basis of some SLA, which is usually best-efforts.

Advanced Customer: Advanced customers typically include enterprises, governments and utilities. Such customers can ask for both point to point and multipoint connectivity with high resource demand significantly varying in time and from customer to customer. This is one of the reasons why a bundled services offer is not enough but it is desirable to provide each of them with customized virtual network
services. Advanced customers may own dedicated virtual resources, or share resources, but shared resources are likely to be governed by more complex SLA agreements; moreover they may have the ability to modify their service parameters directly (within the scope of their virtualized environments. As customers are geographically spread over multiple network provider domains, the necessary control and data interfaces to support such customer needs is no longer a single interface between the customer and one single network provider. With this premise, customers have to interface multiple providers to get their end-to-end network connectivity service and the associated topology information. Customers may have to support multiple virtual network services with different service objectives and QoS requirements. For flexible and dynamic applications, customers may want to control their allocated virtual network resources in a dynamic fashion. To allow that, customers should be given an abstracted view of topology on which they can perform the necessary control decisions and take the corresponding actions. ACTN’s primary focus is Advanced Customers.

Customers of a given service provider can in turn offer a service to other customers in a recursive way. An example of recursiveness with 2 service providers is shown below.

- Customer (of service B)
- Customer (of service A) & Service Provider (of service B)
- Service Provider (of service A)
- Network Provider

```
+------------------------------------------------------------+   ---
|                                                            |    ^
|                                     Customer (of service B)|    .
| +--------------------------------------------------------+ |    B
| |                                                        | |--- .
| |Customer (of service A) & Service Provider(of service B)| | ^  .
| | +---------------------------------------------------+  | | .  .
| | |                                                   |  | | .  .
| | |                    Service Provider (of service A)|  | | A  .
| | |+------------------------------------------+       |  | | .  .
| | ||                                          |       |  | | .  v
| | ||                          Network provider|       |  | | v  v
| |+------------------------------------------+       |  | |------
| | +---------------------------------------------------+  | |
| +--------------------------------------------------------+ |
+------------------------------------------------------------+
```

Figure 1: Network Recursiveness.
2.2. Service Providers

Service providers are the providers of virtual network services to their customers. Service providers may or may not own physical network resources. When a service provider is the same as the network provider, this is similar to traditional VPN models. This model works well when the customer maintains a single interface with a single provider. When customer location spans across multiple independent network provider domains, then it becomes hard to facilitate the creation of end-to-end virtual network services with this model.

A more interesting case arises when network providers only provide infrastructure while service providers directly interface their customers. In this case, service providers themselves are customers of the network infrastructure providers. One service provider may need to keep multiple independent network providers as its end-users span geographically across multiple network provider domains.

Customer  X -----------------X
Service Provider A X -----------------X
Network Provider B X--------------X
Network Provider A X-------------X

The ACTN network model is predicated upon this three tier model and is summarized in figure below:
There can be multiple types of service providers.

- Data Center providers: can be viewed as a service provider type as they own and operate data center resources to various WAN clients, they can lease physical network resources from network providers.
- Internet Service Providers (ISP): can be a service provider of internet services to their customers while leasing physical network resources from network providers.
- Mobile Virtual Network Operators (MVNO): provide mobile services to their end-users without owning the physical network infrastructure.

The network provider space is the one where recursiveness occurs. A customer-provider relationship between multiple service providers can be established leading to a hierarchical architecture of controllers within service provider network.

### 2.3. Network Providers

Network Providers are the infrastructure providers that own the physical network resources and provide network resources to their customers. The layered model proposed by this draft separates the concerns of network providers and customers, with service providers acting as aggregators of customer requests.

### 3. ACTN architecture

This section provides a high-level control and interface model of ACTN.
The ACTN architecture, while being aligned with the ONF SDN architecture [ONF-ARCH], is presenting a 3-tiers reference model. It allows for hierarchy and recursiveness not only of SDN controllers but also of traditionally controlled domains. It defines three types of controllers depending on the functionalities they implement. The main functionalities that are identified are:

- **Multi domain coordination function:** With the definition of domain being "everything that is under the control of the same controller", it is needed to have a control entity that oversees the specific aspects of the different domains and to build a single abstracted end-to-end network topology in order to coordinate end-to-end path computation and path/service provisioning.

- **Virtualization/Abstraction function:** To provide an abstracted view of the underlying network resources towards customer, being it the client or a higher level controller entity. It includes computation of customer resource requests into virtual network paths based on the global network-wide abstracted topology and the creation of an abstracted view of network slices allocated to each customer, according to customer-specific virtual network objective functions, and to the customer traffic profile.

- **Customer mapping function:** In charge of mapping customer VN setup commands into network provisioning requests to the Physical Network Controller (PNC) according to business OSS/NMS provisioned static or dynamic policy. Moreover it provides mapping and translation of customer virtual network slices into physical network resources.

- **Virtual service coordination:** Virtual service coordination function in ACTN incorporates customer service-related knowledge into the virtual network operations in order to seamlessly operate virtual networks while meeting customer’s service requirements.

The functionality is covering two types of services:

- **Service-aware Connectivity Services:** This category includes all the network service operations used to provide connectivity between customer end-points while meeting policies and service related constraints. The data model for this category would include topology entities such as
virtual nodes, virtual links, adaptation and termination points and service-related entities such as policies and service related constraints. (See Section 4.2.2)

- Network Function Virtualization Services: These kinds of services are usually setup between customers’ premises and service provider premises and are provided mostly by cloud providers or content delivery providers. The context may include, but not limited to a security function like firewall, a traffic optimizer, the provisioning of storage or computation capacity where the customer does not care whether the service is implemented in a given data center or another. These services may be hosted virtually by the provider or physically part of the network. This allows the service provider to hide his own resources (both network and data centers) and divert customer requests where most suitable. This is also known as "end points mobility" case and introduces new concepts of traffic and service provisioning and resiliency. (e.g. Virtual Machine mobility)." (See Section 4.2.3)

About the Customer service-related knowledge it includes:

- VN Service Requirements: The end customer would have specific service requirements for the VN including the customer endpoints access profile as well as the E2E customer service objectives. The ACTN framework architectural "entities" would monitor the E2E service during the lifetime of VN by focusing on both the connectivity provided by the network as well as the customer service objectives. These E2E service requirements go beyond the VN service requirements and include customer infrastructure as well.

- Application Service Policy: Apart for network connectivity, the customer may also require some policies for application specific features or services. The ACTN framework would take these application service policies and requirements into consideration while coordinating the virtual network operations, which require end customer connectivity for these advanced services.

While the "types" of controller defined are shown in Figure 3 below and are the following:

- CNC - Customer Network Controller
. MDSC - Multi Domain Service Coordinator
. PNC - Physical Network Controller
3.1. Customer Network Controller

A Virtual Network Service is instantiated by the Customer Network Controller via the CMI (CNC-MDSC Interface). As the Customer Network Controller directly interfaces the application stratum, it understands multiple application requirements and their service needs. It is assumed that the Customer Network Controller and the MDSC have a common knowledge on the end-point interfaces based on their business negotiation prior to service instantiation. End-point interfaces refer to customer-network physical interfaces that connect customer premise equipment to network provider equipment. Figure 10 in Appendix shows an example physical network topology that supports multiple customers. In this example, customer A has
three end-points A.1, A.2 and A.3. The interfaces between customers and transport networks are assumed to be 40G OTU links.

In addition to abstract networks, ACTN allows to provide the CNC with services. Example of services include connectivity between one of the customer’s end points with a given set of resources in a data center from the service provider.

3.2. Multi Domain Service Coordinator

The MDSC (Multi Domain Service Coordinator) sits between the CNC (the one issuing connectivity requests) and the PNCs (Physical Network Controllers – the ones managing the physical network resources). The MDSC can be collocated with the PNC, especially in those cases where the service provider and the network provider are the same entity.

The internal system architecture and building blocks of the MDSC are out of the scope of ACTN. Some examples can be found in the Application Based Network Operations (ABNO) architecture [ABNO] and the ONF SDN architecture [ONF-ARCH].

The MDSC is the only building block of the architecture that is able to implement all the four ACTN main functionalities, i.e. multi domain coordination function, virtualization/abstraction function, customer mapping function and virtual service coordination. A hierarchy of MDSCs can be foreseen for scalability and administrative choices.
A key requirement for allowing recursion of MDSCs is that a single interface needs to be defined both for the north and the south bounds.

In order to allow for multi-domain coordination a 1:N relationship must be allowed between MDSCs and between MDSCs and PNCs (i.e. 1 parent MDSC and N child MDSC or 1 MDSC and N PNCs). In addition to that it could be possible to have also a M:1 relationship between MDSC and PNC to allow for network resource partitioning/sharing among different customers not necessarily connected to the same MDSC (e.g. different service providers).

It should be noted that the interface between the parent MDSC and a child MDSC does not introduce any complexity as it is "internal" and "transparent" from the perspective of the CNCs and the PNCs and it makes use of the same interface model and its primitives as the CMI and MPI.

3.3. Physical Network Controller

The physical network controller is the one in charge of configuring the network elements, monitoring the physical topology of the network and passing it, either raw or abstracted, to the MDSC.
The internal architecture of the PNC, his building blocks and the way it controls its domain, are out of the scope of ACTN. Some examples can be found in the Application Based Network Operations (ABNO) architecture [ABNO] and the ONF SDN architecture [ONF-ARCH].

The PNC, in addition to being in charge of controlling the physical network, is able to implement two of the four ACTN main functionalities: multi domain coordination function and virtualization/abstraction function.

A hierarchy of PNCs can be foreseen for scalability and administrative choices.

3.4. ACTN interfaces

To allow virtualization and multi domain coordination, the network has to provide open, programmable interfaces, in which customer applications can create, replace and modify virtual network resources and services in an interactive, flexible and dynamic fashion while having no impact on other customers. Direct customer control of transport network elements and virtualized services is not perceived as a viable proposition for transport network providers due to security and policy concerns among other reasons. In addition, as discussed in the previous section, the network control plane for transport networks has been separated from data plane and as such it is not viable for the customer to directly interface with transport network elements.

While the current network control plane is well suited for control of physical network resources via dynamic provisioning, path computation, etc., a multi service domain controller needs to be built on top of physical network controller to support network virtualization. On a high-level, virtual network control refers to a mediation layer that performs several functions:

Figure 4 depicts a high-level control and interface architecture for ACTN. A number of key ACTN interfaces exist for deployment and operation of ACTN-based networks. These are highlighted in Figure 4 (ACTN Interfaces) below:
Figure 4: ACTN Interfaces

The interfaces and functions are described below:

- Interface A: A north-bound interface (NBI) that will communicate the service request or application demand. A request will include specific service properties, including: services, topology, bandwidth and constraint information.
. Interface B: The CNC-MDSC Interface (CMI) is an interface between a Customer Network Controller and a Multi Service Domain Controller. It requests the creation of the network resources, topology or services for the applications. The Virtual Network Controller may also report potential network topology availability if queried for current capability from the Customer Network Controller.

. Interface C: The MDSC-PNC Interface (MPI) is an interface between a Multi Domain Service Coordinator and a Physical Network Controller. It communicates the creation request, if required, of new connectivity of bandwidth changes in the physical network, via the PNC. In multi-domain environments, the MDSC needs to establish multiple MPIs, one for each PNC, as there are multiple PNCs responsible for its domain control.

. Interface D: The provisioning interface for creating forwarding state in the physical network, requested via the Physical Network Controller.

. Interface E: A mapping of physical resources to overlay resources.

The interfaces within the ACTN scope are B and C.

3.5. Work in Scope of ACTN

This section provides a summary of use-cases in terms of two categories: (i) service-specific requirements; (ii) network-related requirements.

Service-specific requirements listed below are uniquely applied to the work scope of ACTN. Service-specific requirements are related to virtual service coordination function defined in Section 3. These requirements are related to customer’s VNs in terms of service policy associated with VNs such as service performance objectives, VN endpoint location information for certain required service-specific functions (e.g., security and others), VN survivability requirement, or dynamic service control policy, etc.
Network-related requirements are related to virtual network operation function defined in Section 3. These requirements are related to multi-domain and multi-layer signaling, routing, protection/restoration and synergy, re-optimization/re-grooming, etc. These requirements are not inherently unique for the scope of ACTN but some of these requirements are in scope of ACTN, especially for coherent/seamless operation aspect of multiple controller hierarchy.

The following table gives an overview of service-specific requirements and network-related requirements respectively for each ACTN use-case and identifies the work in scope of ACTN.

Details on these requirements will be developed into the information model in [ACTN-Info].
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Use-case Specific Requirements</th>
<th>Network-related Requirements</th>
<th>ACTN Work Scope</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| [Cheng]  
- E2E service provisioning  
- Performance monitoring  
- Resource utilization abstraction | - Multi-layer (L2/L2.5) coordination  
- VNO for multi-domain transport networks | - Dynamic multi-layer coordination based on utilization is in scope of ACTN  
- YANG for utilization abstraction |
| [Dhody]  
- Service awareness/coordination between P/O. | - POI Performance monitoring  
- Protection/Restoration synergy | - Performance related data model may be in scope of ACTN  
- Customer’s VN survivability policy enforcement for protection/restoration is unique to ACTN |
| [Fang]  
- Dynamic VM migration (service), Global load balancing (utilization efficiency), Disaster recovery  
- Service-aware network | - On-demand virtual circuit request  
- Network Path Connection request | - Multi-destination service selection policy enforcement and its related primitives/information are unique to ACTN |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>[Klee]</th>
<th>[Kumaki]</th>
<th>[Lopez]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>- On-demand VN creation</td>
<td>- Multi-service level for VN</td>
<td>- E2E accounting and resource usage data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- VN survivability/diversity/confidentiality</td>
<td></td>
<td>- E2E connection management, path provisioning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Two stage path computation</td>
<td>- E2E network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>E2E signaling coordination</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Abstraction of inter-domain info</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Enforcement of network policy (peering, domain preference)</td>
<td>- Escalation of performance and fault management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Network capability exchange (pull/push, abstraction level, etc.)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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- E2E service policy enforcement
- Monitoring and fault management
- Data to CNC and the policy enforcement for this area is unique to ACTN.

<p>| | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>--------------------</th>
<th>--------------------</th>
<th>--------------------</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[Shin]</td>
<td>- Current network resource abstraction</td>
<td>- LB for recovery</td>
<td>- Multi-layer routing and optimization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Endpoint/DC dynamic selection (for VM migration)</td>
<td></td>
<td>are related to VN’s dynamic endpoint selection policy.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------</td>
<td>----------------------</td>
<td>--------------------</td>
<td>----------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Xu]</td>
<td>- Dynamic service control policy enforcement</td>
<td>- Traffic monitoring</td>
<td>- Dynamic service control policy enforcement and its control primitives are in scope of ACTN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Dynamic service control</td>
<td>- SLA monitoring</td>
<td>- Data model to support traffic monitoring data is an extension of YANG model ACTN can extend.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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1. Introduction

The number of routers in a network becomes larger and larger as the Internet traffic keeps growing. Through splitting the network into multiple areas, we can extend the network further. However, there are a number of issues when a network is split further into more areas.

At first, dividing a network into more areas is a very challenging and time consuming since it is involved in significant network architecture changes.

Secondly, the services carried by the network may be interrupted while the network is being split into more areas.

Furthermore, it is complex for a TE LSP crossing areas to be setup. In one option, a TE path crossing areas is computed by using collaborating PCEs [RFC5441] through PCEP [RFC5440], which is not easy to configure.

Topology-transparent zone (TTZ) resolves these issues. This document briefs TTZ and presents the procedures for the establishment of TE LSPs crossing TTZs.

2. Conventions Used in This Document

The key words "MUST", "MUST NOT", "REQUIRED", "SHALL", "SHALL NOT", "SHOULD", "SHOULD NOT", "RECOMMENDED", "MAY", and "OPTIONAL" in this document are to be interpreted as described in RFC 2119.

3. Overview of Topology-Transparent Zone (TTZ)

A Topology-Transparent Zone (TTZ) is identified by an Identifier (ID) called TTZ ID, and it includes a group of routers and a number of links connecting the routers. A TTZ is in an IGP area.

In addition to having the functions of an IGP area, an IGP TTZ makes some improvements on an IGP area, which include:

- An IGP TTZ is virtualized as the TTZ edge routers connected.
- An IGP TTZ receives the link state information about the topology outside of the TTZ, stores the information in the TTZ and floods the information through the TTZ to the routers outside of the TTZ.

The figure below shows an area containing a TTZ: TTZ 600.
The area comprises routers R15, R17, R23, R25, R29 and R31. It also contains TTZ 600, which comprises routers R61, R63, R65, R67, R71 and R73, and the links connecting them.

There are two types of routers in a TTZ: TTZ internal routers and TTZ edge routers. A TTZ internal router is a router inside the TTZ and its adjacent routers are in the TTZ. A TTZ edge router is a router inside the TTZ and has at least one adjacent router that is outside of the TTZ.

The TTZ in the figure above comprises four TTZ edge routers R61, R63, R65 and R67. Each TTZ edge router is connected to at least one router outside of the TTZ. For instance, router R61 is a TTZ edge router since it is connected to router R15, which is outside of the TTZ.

In addition, the TTZ comprises two TTZ internal routers R71 and R73. A TTZ internal router is not connected to any router outside of the TTZ. For instance, router R71 is a TTZ internal router since it is not connected to any router outside of the TTZ. It is just connected to routers R61, R63, R65, R67 and R73 in the TTZ.
A TTZ hides the information inside the TTZ from the outside. It does not directly distribute any internal information about the TTZ to a router outside of the TTZ.

For instance, the TTZ in the figure above does not send the information about TTZ internal router R71 to any router outside of the TTZ in the routing domain; it does not send the information about the link between TTZ router R61 and R65 to any router outside of the TTZ.

From a router outside of the TTZ, a TTZ is seen as a group of routers fully connected. For instance, router R15 in the figure above, which is outside of TTZ 600, sees TTZ 600 as a group of TTZ edge routers: R61, R63, R65 and R67. These four TTZ edge routers are fully connected.

The cost of the "link" from one edge router to another edge router is the cost of the shortest path between these two routers. The bandwidth of the "link" is the maximum bandwidth of a path between the two routers.

In addition, a router outside of the TTZ sees TTZ edge routers having normal connections to the routers outside of the TTZ. For example, router R15 sees four TTZ edge routers R61, R63, R65 and R67, which have the normal connections to R15, R29, R17 and R23, R25 and R31 respectively.

4. Set up TE LSPs crossing TTZs

On a source node, we can configure a TE LSP from the source to a destination crossing TTZs in the same way as we configure it without any TTZs. This is because the source node is not aware of any TTZs.

For example, on node R15 in Figure 1, to set up a TE LSP from R15 to R31, we just configure the TE LSP by giving its source R15, its destination R31, and some constraints such as bandwidth as needed.

On the source node, it computes the path to the destination based on the configuration of the TE LSP. It just sees a full mess connection of edge nodes for every TTZ. Thus the computation of the path is done in the same way as it is done without any TTZ. After the path is computed, the source node starts to signal the LSP automatically along the path.

For example, on node R15 in Figure 1, it computes the path to the destination R31. It sees the full mess connection of four TTZ edge nodes R61, R63, R65 and R67 in its topology. It computes the path in...
the same way as before and may get the path: R15 - R61 - R67 - R31. And then it signals the TE LSP along this path. It sends a RSVP-TE PATH message to R61.

When an edge node of a TTZ receives a PATH message, it checks if the next hop in the ERO in the message is another edge node of the TTZ. If so, it computes the path segment to the other edge node and continues to signal the TE LSP along the path segment computed.

For instance, when R61, which is an edge node of a TTZ, receives the PATH message, it computes the path segment to the other edge node R67 (Supposed that the path segment is: R61 - R71 - R67) and continues to signal the TE LSP to R67 along the path segment computed. It sends a PATH message to R71, which sends a PATH message to R67, which sends a PATH message to R31.

Figure 2: LSP from R15 to R31

When R31 receives the PATH message from R67, it allocates a label (e.g., 71), reserves the bandwidth as needed, and sends a RESV message with the label (71) to R67. It sets the forwarding entry for the TE LSP using label 71 as inbound label.
When R67 receives the RESV message from R31, it allocates a label (e.g., 17), and sends a RESV message with the label (17) to R71. It also sets the cross connect for the TE LSP using labels 17 and 71 as inbound label and outbound label respectively.

When R71 receives the RESV message with the label (17) from R67, it allocates a label (e.g., 11), and sends a RESV message with the label (11) to R61. It sets the cross connect for the TE LSP using labels 11 and 17 as inbound label and outbound label respectively.

When R61 receives the RESV message with the label (11) from R71, it allocates a label (e.g., 51), and sends a RESV message with the label (51) to R15. It sets the cross connect for the TE LSP using labels 51 and 11 as inbound label and outbound label respectively.

When R15 receives the RESV message with the label (51) from R61, it sets the forwarding entry for the TE LSP using label 51 as outbound label. At this point, the set up of TE LSP from R15 to R31 is done.

The source node (i.e., head-end LSR) sets the "label recording requested" flag in the SESSION_ATTRIBUTE object for LSPs requesting local protection. This will cause all LSRs to record their INBOUND labels.

For a TE LSP crossing a TTZ, we may assume that it goes into the TTZ through an in edge node of the TTZ and goes out of the TTZ from a out edge node of the TTZ.

For example, the TE LSP crossing TTZ 600 in Figure 2 is from R15 to R61 to R71 to R67 to R31. The LSP goes into TTZ 600 through the edge node R61, which is the in edge node. The LSP goes out of TTZ 600 from the edge node R67, which is the out edge node.

On the in edge node of the TTZ for the TE LSP, it does not record all the INBOUND labels inside the TTZ in the RESV message to be sent to its previous hop node. It just records the INBOUND label of the out edge node.

For example, R61 (the in edge node of TTZ 600 for the TE LSP in Figure 2) just keeps the INBOUND label 17 of R67 (the out edge node). It does not record any other INBOUND labels inside TTZ 600. It will remove the INBOUND label 11 of the TTZ internal node R71. Thus the RESV message sent by R61 to its previous hop node R15 records two INBOUND labels 17 and 71, which are the INBOUND labels of R67 and R31 respectively.

On the out edge node of the TTZ for the TE LSP, it does not record all the hops inside the TTZ in the PATH message to its next hop node.
It just records one hop from the in edge to the out edge.

5. Security Considerations

The mechanism described in this document does not raise any new security issues for the RSVP-TE protocols.

6. IANA Considerations

There is not any requirement for IANA to assign a code point.
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Abstract

In transport networks, there are requirements where Generalized Multi-Protocol Label Switching (GMPLS) end-to-end recovery scheme needs to employ restoration Label Switched Path (LSP) while keeping resources for the working and/or protecting LSPs reserved in the network after the failure occurs.

This document reviews how the LSP association is to be provided using Resource Reservation Protocol - Traffic Engineering (RSVP-TE) signaling in the context of GMPLS end-to-end recovery scheme when using restoration LSP where failed LSP is not torn down. In addition, this document clarifies the RSVP-TE signaling procedure to support resource sharing-based setup and teardown of LSPs as well as LSP reversion. No new extensions are defined by this document, and it is strictly informative in nature.
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1. Introduction

Generalized Multi-Protocol Label Switching (GMPLS) [RFC3945] defines a set of protocols, including Open Shortest Path First - Traffic Engineering (OSPF-TE) [RFC4203] and Resource ReserVation Protocol - Traffic Engineering (RSVP-TE) [RFC3473]. These protocols can be used to setup Label Switched Paths (LSPs) in transport networks. The GMPLS protocol extends MPLS to support interfaces capable of Time Division Multiplexing (TDM), Lambda Switching and Fiber Switching. These switching technologies provide several protection schemes [RFC4426][RFC4427] (e.g., 1+1, 1:N and M:N).

Resource Reservation Protocol - Traffic Engineering (RSVP-TE) signaling has been extended to support various GMPLS recovery schemes, such as end-to-end recovery [RFC4872] and segment recovery [RFC4873]. As described in [RFC6689], ASSOCIATION object can be used to identify the LSPs for restoration using Association Type set to "Recovery" [RFC4872]. [RFC6689] Section 2.2 reviews the procedure for providing LSP associations for GMPLS end-to-end recovery and covers the schemes where the failed working LSP and/or protecting LSP are torn down.

In GMPLS end-to-end recovery schemes generally considered, restoration LSP is signaled after the failure has been detected and notified on the working LSP. For revertive recovery mode, a restoration LSP is signaled while working LSP and/or protecting LSP are not torn down in control plane due to a failure. In transport networks, as working LSPs are typically signaled over a nominal path, service providers would like to keep resources associated with the working LSPs reserved. This is to make sure that the service (working LSP) can be reverted to the nominal path when the failure is repaired to provide deterministic behavior and guaranteed Service Level Agreement (SLA).

Following behaviors are not fully documented in the existing standards for LSP associations, resource sharing based LSP setup, teardown and LSP reversion in transport networks:

- The procedure for providing LSP associations for the GMPLS recovery using restoration LSP where working and protecting LSPs are not torn down after the failure is not clearly documented.

- In [RFC3209], the MBB method assumes the old and new LSPs share the SESSION object and signal Shared Explicit (SE) flag in SESSION_ATTRIBUTE object. According to [RFC6689], ASSOCIATION object with Association Type "Resource sharing" enables the sharing of resources across LSPs with different SESSION objects. However, existing documents do not mention the usage of SE flag for resource sharing.
sharing with ASSOCIATION object.

- As described in [RFC3209], Section 2.5, the purpose of make before break (MBB) is "not to disrupt traffic, or adversely impact network operations while TE tunnel rerouting is in progress". In transport networks, the label has a mapping into the data plane resource used and the nodes along the LSP need to send triggering commands to data plane for setting up cross-connections accordingly during the RSVP-TE signaling procedure. Due to the nature of transport networks, node may not be able to fulfill this purpose when sharing resources in some scenarios.

- When using end-to-end recovery with revertive mode, methods for LSP reversion and resource sharing have not been described.

This document reviews how the LSP association is to be provided for GMPLS end-to-end recovery when using restoration LSP where working and protecting LSP resources are kept reserved in the network after the failure. In addition, this document clarifies the signaling procedure for sharing resources during setup and teardown of LSPs as well as LSP reversion. This document is strictly informative in nature and does not define any RSVP-TE signaling extensions.

2. Overview

The GMPLS end-to-end recovery scheme, as defined in [RFC4872] and being considered in this document, "fully dynamic rerouting switches normal traffic to an alternate LSP that is not even partially established only after the working LSP failure occurs. The new alternate route is selected at the LSP head-end node, it may reuse resources of the failed LSP at intermediate nodes and may include additional intermediate nodes and/or links". Two examples, 1+R and 1+1+R are described in the following sections.

2.1. 1+R Restoration

One example of the recovery scheme considered in this document is 1+R recovery. The 1+R recovery is exemplified in Figure 1. In this example, working LSP on path A-B-C-Z is pre-established. Typically after a failure detection and notification on the working LSP, a second LSP on path A-H-I-J-Z is established as a restoration LSP. Unlike protection LSP, restoration LSP is signaled per need basis.
During failure switchover with 1+R recovery scheme, in general, working LSP resources are not released so that working and restoration LSPs coexist in the network. Nonetheless, working and restoration LSPs can share network resources. Typically when failure is recovered on the working LSP, restoration LSP is no longer required and torn down, while the traffic is reverted to the original working LSP.

2.2. 1+1+R Restoration

Another example of the recovery scheme considered in this document is 1+1+R. In 1+1+R, a restoration LSP is signaled for the working LSP and/or the protecting LSP after the failure has been detected, and this recovery is exemplified in Figure 2.

In this example, working LSP on path A-B-C-Z and protecting LSP on path A-D-E-F-Z are pre-established. After a failure detection and notification on a working LSP or protecting LSP, a third LSP on path A-H-I-J-Z is established as a restoration LSP. The restoration LSP in this case provides protection against a second order failure.
During failure switchover with 1+1+R recovery scheme, in general, failed LSP resources are not released so that working, protecting and restoration LSPs coexist in the network. Nonetheless, restoration LSP with working LSP it is restoring as well as restoration LSP with protecting LSP it is restoring can share network resources. Typically, restoration LSP is torn down when the failure on the working or protecting LSP is repaired and while the traffic is reverted to the original LSP.

2.3. Resource Sharing By Restoration LSP

Using the network shown in Figure 3 as an example, LSP1 (A-B-C-D-E) is the working LSP and it allows for resource sharing when the LSP is dynamically rerouted due to link failure. Upon detecting the failure of a link along the LSP1, e.g. Link C-D, node A needs to decide which alternative path it will use to signal restoration LSP and reroute traffic. In this case, A-B-C-F-G-E is chosen as the restoration LSP path and the resources on the path segment A-B-C are re-used by this LSP when working LSP is not torn down as in 1+R recovery scheme.

3. RSVP-TE Signaling Procedure

3.1. Restoration LSP Association

Where GMPLS end-to-end recovery scheme needs to employ restoration LSP while keeping resources for the working and/or protecting LSPs reserved in the network after the failure, restoration LSP is signaled with ASSOCIATION object that has Association Type set to "Recovery" [RFC4872] with the association ID set to the LSP ID of the LSP it is restoring. For example, when a restoration LSP is signaled for a working LSP, the ASSOCIATION object in the restoration LSP contains the association ID set to the LSP ID of the working LSP. Similarly, when a restoration LSP is signaled for a protecting LSP, the ASSOCIATION object in the restoration LSP contains the association ID set to the LSP ID of the protecting LSP.

The procedure for signaling the PROTECTION object is specified in
Specifically, restoration LSP being used as a working LSP is signaled with P bit cleared and being used as a protecting LSP is signaled with P bit set.

3.2. Resource Sharing-based Restoration LSP Setup

GMPLS LSPs can share resources if they have Shared Explicit (SE) flag set in their SESSION_ATTRIBUTE objects and:

- As defined in [RFC3209], LSPs have identical SESSION objects
- As defined in [RFC6689], LSPs have matching ASSOCIATION object with Association Type set to "Resource Sharing". LSPs in this case can have different SESSION objects i.e. different tunnel ID, source and destination.

For LSP restoration upon failure, as explained in Section 11 of [RFC4872], reroute procedure may re-use existing resources. The behavior of the intermediate nodes during rerouting process to reconfigure cross-connections does not further impact the traffic since it has been interrupted due to the already failed LSP.

The node behavior for setting up the restoration LSP can be categorized into the following three categories:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Node Behavior during Restoration LSP Setup</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C1</td>
<td>Reusing existing resource on both input and output interfaces (node A &amp; B in Figure 3). + This type of nodes only needs to book the existing resources and no cross-connection setup command is needed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C2</td>
<td>Reusing existing resource only on one of the interfaces, either input or output interfaces and need to use new resource on the other interface. (node C &amp; E in Figure 3). + This type of nodes needs to book the resources and send the re-configuration cross-connection command to its corresponding data plane node on the interfaces where new resources are needed and re-use the existing resources on the other interfaces.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C3</td>
<td>Using new resources on both interfaces.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
+ (node F & G in Figure 3).
+ This type of nodes needs to book the new resources
+ and send the cross-connection setup
+ command on both interfaces.

Depending on whether the resource is re-used or not, the node
behaviors differ. This deviates from normal LSP setup since some
nodes do not need to re-configure the cross-connection, and it should
not be viewed as an error. Also, the judgment whether the control
plane node needs to send a cross-connection setup/modification
command to its corresponding data plane node(s) relies on the check
whether the LSPs are sharing resources.

3.3. LSP Reversion

If the end-to-end LSP recovery is revertive, as described in Section
2, traffic can be reverted from the restoration LSP to the working or
protecting LSP after its failure is recovered. The LSP reversion can
be achieved using two methods:

1. Make-while-break reversion, where resources associated with
working or protecting LSP are reconfigured while removing
reservations for the restoration LSP.

2. Make-before-break reversion, where resources associated with
working or protecting LSP are reconfigured before removing the
restoration LSP.

In transport networks, both of the above reversion methods will
result in some traffic disruption when the restoration LSP and the
LSP being restored are sharing resources and the cross-connections
need to be reconfigured on intermediate nodes.

3.3.1. Make-while-break Reversion

In this reversion method, restoration LSP is simply requested to be
deleted by the head-end. Removing reservations for restoration LSP
triggers reconfiguration of resources associated with working or
protecting LSP on every node where resources are shared. Whenever
reservation for restoration LSP is removed from a node, data plane
configuration changes to reflect reservations of working or
protection LSP as signaling progresses. Eventually, after the whole
restoration LSP is deleted, data plane configuration will fully match
working or protecting LSP reservations on the whole path. Thus
reversion is complete.
Make-while-break, while being relatively simple in its logic, has few limitations as follows which may not be acceptable in some networks:

- No rollback

Deletion of restoration LSPs is not a revertive process. If for some reason reconfiguration of data plane on one of the nodes to match working or protection LSP reservations fails, falling back to restoration LSP is no longer an option, as its state might have already been removed from other nodes.

- No completion guarantee

Deletion of an LSP provides no guarantees of completion. In particular, if RSVP packets are lost due to nodal or DCN failures it is possible for an LSP to be only partially deleted. To mitigate this, RSVP could maintain soft state reservations and hence eventually remove remaining reservations due to refresh timeouts. This approach is not feasible in transport networks however, where control and data channels are often separated and hence soft state reservations are not useful.

Finally, one could argue that graceful LSP deletion [RFC3473] would provide guarantee of completion. While this is true for most cases, many implementations will time out graceful deletion if LSP is not removed within certain amount of time, e.g. due to a transit node fault. After that, deletion procedures which provide no completion guarantees will be attempted. Hence, in corner cases completion guarantee cannot be provided.

- No explicit notification of completion to head-end node

In some cases, it may be useful for a head-end node to know when the data plane has been reconfigured to match working or protection LSP reservations. This knowledge could be used for initiating operations like enabling alarm monitoring, power equalization and others. Unfortunately, for the reasons mentioned above, make-while-break reversion lacks such explicit notification.

### 3.3.2. Make-before-break Reversion

This reversion method can be used to overcome limitations of make-while-break reversion. It is similar in spirit to MBB concept used for re-optimization. Instead of relying on deletion of restoration LSP, head-end chooses to establish a new LSP to reconfigure resources on the working or protection LSP path, and uses identical ASSOCIATION and PROTECTION objects from the LSP it is replacing. Only if setup of this LSP is successful will other
MBB reversion consists of two parts:

A) Make part:

Creating a new reversion LSP following working or protection LSP’s path. Reversion LSP is sharing resources both with working and restoration LSPs. As reversion LSP is created, resources are reconfigured to match its reservations. Hence, after reversion LSP is created, data plane configuration essentially reflects working or protecting LSP reservations.

B) Break part:

After "make" part is finished, working and restoration LSPs are torn down. Removing reservations for working and restoration LSPs does not cause any resource reconfiguration on reversion LSP’s path - nodes follow same procedures as for "break" part of any MBB operation. Hence, after working and restoration LSPs are removed, data plane configuration is exactly the same as before starting restoration. Thus reversion is complete.

MBB reversion uses make-before-break characteristics to overcome challenges related to make-while-break reversion as follow:

- Rollback

If "make" part fails, (existing) restoration LSP will still be used to carry existing traffic. Same logic applies here as for any MBB operation failure.

- Completion guarantee

LSP setup is resilient against RSVP message loss, as Path and Resv messages are refreshed periodically. Hence, given that network recovers its DCN eventually, reversion LSP setup is guaranteed to finish with either success or failure.

- Explicit notification of completion to head-end node

Head-end knows that data plane has been reconfigured to match working or protection LSP reservations on intermediate nodes when it receives Resv for the reversion LSP.

4. Security Considerations

This document reviews procedures defined in [RFC3209] [RFC4872]
[RFC4873] and [RFC6689] and does not define any new procedure. This document does not introduce any new security issues other than those already covered in [RFC3209] [RFC4872] [RFC4873] and [RFC6689].

5. IANA Considerations

This informational document does not make any request for IANA action.
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Abstract

RFC 4874 specifies methods by which path exclusions can be communicated during RSVP-TE signaling in networks where precise
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1. Introduction

Path diversity for multiple connections is a well-known Service Provider requirement. Diversity constraints ensure that Label-Switched Paths (LSPs) can be established without sharing resources, thus greatly reducing the probability of simultaneous connection failures.

When a source node has full topological knowledge and is permitted to signal an Explicit Route Object, diverse paths for LSPs can be computed by this source node. However, there are scenarios when path computations are performed by different nodes, and there is therefore a need for relevant diversity constraints to be
communicated to those nodes. These include (but are not limited to):

. LSPs with loose hops in the Explicit Route Object (ERO), e.g. inter-domain LSPs;

. Generalized Multi-Protocol Label Switching (GMPLS) User-Network Interface (UNI), where path computation may be performed by the core node [RFC4208].

[RFC4874] introduced a means of specifying nodes and resources to be excluded from a route, using the eXclude Route Object (XRO) and Explicit Exclusion Route Subobject (EXRS). It facilitates the calculation of diverse paths for LSPs based on known properties of those paths including addresses of links and nodes traversed, and Shared Risk Link Groups (SRLGs) of traversed links. Employing these mechanisms requires that the source node that initiates signaling knows the relevant properties of the path(s) from which diversity is desired. However, there are circumstances under which this may not be possible or desirable, including (but not limited to):

. Exclusion of a path which does not originate, terminate or traverse the source node of the diverse LSP, in which case the addresses of links and SRLGs of the path from which diversity is required are unknown to the source node.

. Exclusion of a path which is known to the source node of the diverse LSP for which the node has incomplete or no path information, e.g. due to operator policy. In this case, the existence of the reference path is known to the source node but the information required to construct an XRO object to guarantee diversity from the reference path is not fully known. Inter-domain and GMPLS overlay networks can present such restrictions.

This is exemplified in the Figure 1, where overlay reference model from [RFC4208] is shown.
Figure 1 depicts two types of UNI connectivity: single-homed and dual-homed ENs (which also applies to higher order multi-homed connectivity.). Single-homed EN devices are connected to a single CN device via a single UNI link. This single UNI link may constitute a single point of failure. UNI connection between EN1 and CN1 is an example of single-homed UNI connectivity.

A single point of failure caused by a single-homed UNI can be avoided when the EN device is connected to two different CN devices, as depicted for EN2 in Figure 1. For the dual-homing case, it is possible to establish two different UNI connections from the same source EN device to the same destination EN device. For example, two connections from EN2 to EN3 may use the two UNI links EN2-CN1 and EN2-CN4. To avoid single points of failure within the provider network, it is necessary to also ensure path (LSP) diversity within the core network.

In a UNI network such as that shown in Figure 1, the CNs typically perform path computation. Information sharing across
the UNI boundary is restricted based on the policy rules imposed by the core network. Typically, the core network topology information is not exposed to the ENs. In the network shown in Figure 1, consider a use case where an LSP from EN2 to EN4 needs to be SRLG diverse from an LSP from EN1 to EN3. In this case, EN2 may not know SRLG attributes of the EN1-EN3 LSP and hence cannot construct an XRO to exclude these SRLGs. In this example EN2 cannot use the procedures described in [RFC4874]. Similarly, an LSP from EN2 to EN3 traversing CN1 needs to be diverse from an LSP from EN2 to EN3 going via CN4. Again in this case, exclusions based on [RFC4874] cannot be used.

This document addresses these diversity requirements by introducing the notion of excluding the path taken by particular LSP(s). The reference LSP(s) or route(s) from which diversity is required is/are identified by an "identifier". The type of identifier to use is highly dependent on the networking deployment scenario; it could be client-initiated, allocated by the (core) network or managed by a PCE. This document defines three different types of identifiers corresponding to these three cases: a client initiated identifier, a PCE allocated Identifier and CN ingress node (UNI-N) allocated Identifier.

1.1. Client-Initiated Identifier

There are scenarios in which the ENs have the following requirements for the diversity identifier:

- The identifier is controlled by the client side and is specified as part of the service request.
- Both client and server understand the identifier.
- It is necessary to be able to reference the identifier even if the LSP referenced by it is not yet signaled.
- The identifier is to be stable for a long period of time.
- The identifier is to be stable even when the referenced tunnel is rerouted.
- The identifier is to be human-readable.

These requirements are met by using the Resource ReserVation Protocol (RSVP) tunnel/ LSP Forwarding Equivalence Class (FEC) as the identifier. LSP FEC uniquely identifies an LSP in the network and comprises of the following fields: IPv4 tunnel sender
address, IPv4 tunnel end point address, Tunnel ID, LSP ID, and Extended Tunnel ID. These fields are defined in [RFC3209], sections 4.6.1.1 and 4.6.2.1. Similarly, tunnel FEC uniquely identifies a tunnel in the network and comprises of the following fields: IPv4 tunnel sender address, IPv4 tunnel end point address, Tunnel ID, and Extended Tunnel ID. These fields are defined in [RFC3209], sections 4.6.1.1 and 4.6.2.1.

The usage of the client-initiated identifier is illustrated by using Figure 1. Suppose a tunnel from EN2 to EN4 needs to be diverse with respect to a tunnel from EN1 to EN3. The tunnel FEC of the EN1-EN3 tunnel is FEC1, where FEC1 is defined by the tuple (tunnel-id = T1, source address = EN1.ROUTE Identifier (RID), destination address = EN3.RID, extended tunnel-id = EN1.RID). Similarly, tunnel FEC of the EN2-EN3 tunnel is FEC2, where FEC2 is defined by the tuple (tunnel-id = T2, source address = EN2.RID, destination address = EN4.RID, extended tunnel-id = EN2.RID). The EN1-EN3 tunnel is signaled with an exclusion requirement from FEC2, and the EN2-EN3 tunnel is signaled with an exclusion requirement from FEC1. In order to maintain diversity between these two connections within the core network, it is assumed that the core network implements Crankback Signaling [RFC4920]. Note that crankback signaling is known to lead to slower setup times and sub-optimal paths under some circumstances as described by [RFC4920].

1.2. PCE-allocated Identifier

In scenarios where a PCE is deployed and used to perform path computation, the core edge node (e.g., node CN1 in Figure 1) could consult a PCE to allocate identifiers, which are used to signal path diversity constraints. In other scenarios a PCE is deployed in each border node or a PCE is part of a Network Management System (NMS). In all these cases, the Path Key as defined in [RFC5520] can be used in RSVP signaling as the identifier to ensure diversity.

An example of specifying LSP diversity using a Path Key is shown in Figure 2, where a simple network with two domains is shown. It is desired to set up a pair of path-disjoint LSPs from the source in Domain 1 to the destination in Domain 2, but the domains keep strict confidentiality about all path and topology information.

The first LSP is signaled by the source with ERO \{A, B, loose Dst\} and is set up with the path \{Src, A, B, U, V, W, Dst\}. However, when sending the RRO out of Domain 2, node U would normally strip the path and replace it with a loose hop to the destination. With
this limited information, the source is unable to include enough
detail in the ERO of the second LSP to avoid it taking, for
example, the path \{(Src, C, D, X, V, W, Dst)\} for path-disjointness.
In order to improve the situation, node U performs the PCE function and replaces the path segment {U, V, W} in the RRO with a Path Key Subobject. The Path Key Subobject assigns an "identifier" to the key. The PCE ID in the message indicates that it was node U that made the replacement.

With this additional information, the source is able to signal the subsequent LSPs with the ERO set to (C, D, exclude Path Key(EXRS), loose Dst). When the signaling message reaches node X, it can consult node U to expand the Path Key and know how to avoid the path of the first LSP. Alternatively, the source could use an ERO of (C, D, loose Dst) and include an XRO containing the Path Key.

This mechanism can work with all the Path-Key resolution mechanisms, as detailed in [RFC5553] section 3.1. A PCE, co-located or not, may be used to resolve the Path-Key, but the node (i.e., a Label Switching Router (LSR)) can also use the Path Key information to index a Path Segment previously supplied to it by the entity that originated the Path-Key, for example the LSR that inserted the Path-Key in the RRO or a management system.

1.3. Network-Assigned Identifier

There are scenarios in which the network provides diversity-related information for a service that allows the client device to include this information in the signaling message. If the Shared Resource Link Group (SRLG) identifier information is both available and shareable (by policy) with the ENs, the procedure...
defined in [DRAFT-SRLG-RECORDING] can be used to collect SRLG identifiers associated with an LSP (LSP1). When a second LSP (LSP2) needs to be diverse with respect to LSP1, the EN constructing the RSVP signaling message for setting up LSP2 can insert the SRLG identifiers associated with LSP1 as diversity constraints into the XRO using the procedure described in [RFC4874]. However, if the core network SRLG identifiers are either not available or not shareable with the ENs based on policies enforced by core network, existing mechanisms cannot be used.

In this draft, a signaling mechanism is defined where information signaled to the CN via the UNI does not require shared knowledge of core network SRLG information. For this purpose, the concept of a Path Affinity Set (PAS) is used for abstracting SRLG information. The motive behind the introduction of the PAS is to minimize the exchange of diversity information between the core network (CNs) and the client devices (ENs). The PAS contains an abstract SRLG identifier associated with a given path rather than a detailed SRLG list. The PAS is a single identifier that can be used to request diversity and associate diversity. The means by which the processing node determines the path corresponding to the PAS is beyond the scope of this document.

A CN on the core network boundary interprets the specific PAS identifier (e.g. "123") as meaning to exclude the core network SRLG information (or equivalent) that has been allocated by LSPs associated with this PAS identifier value. For example, if a Path exists for the LSP with the identifier "123", the CN would use local knowledge of the core network SRLGs associated with the "123" LSPs and use those SRLGs as constraints for path computation. If a PAS identifier is included for exclusion in the connection request, the CN (UNI-N) in the core network is assumed to be able to determine the existing core network SRLG information and calculate a path that meets the determined diversity constraints.

When a CN satisfies a connection setup for a (SRLG) diverse signaled path, the CN may optionally record the core network SRLG information for that connection in terms of CN based parameters and associates that with the EN addresses in the Path message. Specifically for Layer-1 Virtual Private Networks (L1VPNs), Port Information Tables (PIT) [RFC5251] can be leveraged to translate between client (EN) addresses and core network addresses.

The PAS and the associated SRLG information can be distributed within the core network by an Interior Gateway Protocol (IGP) or
by other means such as configuration. They can then be utilized by other CNs when other ENs are requesting paths to be setup that would require path/connection diversity. In the VPN case, this information is distributed on a VPN basis and contains a PAS identifier, CN addresses and SRLG information. In this way, on a VPN basis, the core network can have additional opaque records for the PAS values for various Paths along with the SRLG list associated with the Path. This information is internal to the core network and is known only to the core network.

2. RSVP-TE signaling extensions

This section describes the signaling extensions required to address the aforementioned requirements and use cases.

2.1. Diversity XRO Subobject

New Diversity XRO subobjects are defined by this document as follows.

2.1.1. IPv4 Diversity XRO Subobject

```
0                   1                   2                   3
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
| L |  XRO Type   |     Length    | DI Type| A-Flags| E-Flags| Resvd |
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
| IPv4 Diversity Identifier source address              |
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
| Diversity Identifier Value |
//                     ...                  //
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
```

L:

The L-flag is used as for the XRO subobjects defined in [RFC4874], i.e.,

0 indicates that the attribute specified MUST be excluded.

1 indicates that the attribute specified SHOULD be avoided.
XRO Type

Type for IPv4 diversity XRO subobject (to be assigned by IANA).

Length

The Length contains the total length of the subobject in bytes, including the Type and Length fields. The Length is variable, depending on the diversity identifier value.

Diversity Identifier Type (DI Type)

Diversity Identifier Type (DI Type) indicates the way the reference LSP(s) or route(s) with which diversity is required is identified. The following three DI type values are defined in this document:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DI Type value</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>IPv4 Client Initiated Identifier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>IPv4 PCE Allocated Identifier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>IPv4 Network Assigned Identifier</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Attribute Flags (A-Flags):

The Attribute Flags (A-Flags) are used to communicate desirable attributes of the LSP being signaled. The following flags are defined. Each flag acts independently. Any combination of flags is permitted.

0x01 = Destination node exception

Indicates that the exclusion does not apply to the destination node of the LSP being signaled.

0x02 = Processing node exception

Indicates that the exclusion does not apply to the border node(s) performing ERO expansion for the LSP being signaled. An ingress UNI-N node is an example of such a node.
Indicates that the penultimate node of the LSP being signaled MAY be shared with the excluded path even when this violates the exclusion flags.

0x08 = LSP ID to be ignored

This flag is only applicable when the diversity is specified using the client-initiated identifier, the flag indicates tunnel level exclusion, as detailed in section 2.2.

Exclusion Flags (E-Flags):

The Exclusion-Flags are used to communicate the desired type(s) of exclusion. The following flags are defined. Any combination of these flags is permitted.

0x01 = SRLG exclusion

Indicates that the path of the LSP being signaled is requested to be SRLG-diverse from the excluded path specified by the Diversity XRO subobject.

0x02 = Node exclusion

Indicates that the path of the LSP being signaled is requested to be node-diverse from the excluded path specified by the Diversity XRO subobject.

(Note: the meaning of this flag may be modified by the value of the Attribute-flags.)

0x04 = Link exclusion

Indicates that the path of the LSP being signaled is requested to be link-diverse from the path specified by the Diversity XRO subobject.

Resvd

Expires September 10, 2015
IPv4 Diversity Identifier source address:

This field is set to the IPv4 address of the node that assigns the diversity identifier. Depending on the diversity identifier type, the diversity identifier source may be a client node, PCE entity or network node. Specifically:

- When the diversity identifier type is set to "IPv4 Client Initiated Identifier", the value is set to IPv4 tunnel sender address of the reference LSP against which diversity is desired. IPv4 tunnel sender address is as defined in [RFC3209].

- When the diversity identifier type is set to "IPv4 PCE Allocated Identifier", the value indicates the IPv4 address of the node that assigned the Path Key identifier and that can return an expansion of the Path Key or use the Path Key as exclusion in a path computation. The Path Key is defined in [RFC5553].

- When the diversity identifier type is set to "IPv4 Network Assigned Identifier", the value indicates the IPv4 address of the node publishing the Path Affinity Set (PAS).

Diversity Identifier Value:

Encoding for this field depends on the diversity identifier type, as defined in the following.

When the diversity identifier type is set to "IPv4 Client Initiated Identifier", the diversity identifier value is encoded as follows:

```
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
Expires September 10, 2015 [Page 13]```
The IPv4 tunnel end point address, Tunnel ID, Extended Tunnel ID and LSP ID are as defined in [RFC3209].

When the diversity identifier type is set to "IPv4 PCE Allocated Identifier", the diversity identifier value is encoded as follows:

```
  0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
| Must Be Zero          |           Path Key            |
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
```

The Path Key is defined in [RFC5553].

When the diversity identifier type is set to "IPv4 Network Assigned Identifier", the diversity identifier value is encoded as follows:

```
  0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
| Path Affinity Set (PAS) identifier |
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
```

The Path affinity Set (PAS) identifier is a single number that represents a summarized SRLG for the reference path against which diversity is desired. The node identified by the "IPv4 Diversity Identifier source address" field of the diversity XRO subobject assigns the PAS value.
2.1.2. IPv6 Diversity XRO Subobject

L: The L-flag is used as for the XRO subobjects defined in [RFC4874], i.e.,

0 indicates that the attribute specified MUST be excluded.
1 indicates that the attribute specified SHOULD be avoided.

XRO Type

Type for IPv6 diversity XRO subobject (to be assigned by IANA).

Length

The Length contains the total length of the subobject in bytes, including the Type and Length fields. The Length is variable, depending on the diversity identifier value.

Attribute Flags (A-Flags):

As defined in Section 2.1.1 for the IPv4 counterpart.
Exclusion Flags (E-Flags):

As defined in Section 2.1.1 for the IPv4 counterpart.

Reserved

This field is reserved. It SHOULD be set to zero on transmission, and MUST be ignored on receipt.

Diversity Identifier Type (DI Type)

This field is defined in the same fashion as its IPv4 counterpart described in Section 2.1.1. The three DI Types associated with IPv6 addresses are defined, as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DI Type value</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>IPv6 Client Initiated Identifier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>IPv6 PCE Allocated Identifier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>IPv6 Network Assigned Identifier</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These identifier are assigned and used as defined in Section 2.1.1.

IPv4 Diversity Identifier source address:

This field is set to IPv6 address of the node that assigns the diversity identifier. How identity of node for various diversity types is determined is as described in Section 2.1.1 for the IPv4 counterpart.

Diversity Identifier Value:

Encoding for this field depends on the diversity identifier type, as defined in the following.
When the diversity identifier type is set to "IPv6 Client Initiated Identifier", the diversity identifier value is encoded as follows:

```
+---------------------------------+---------------------------------+---------------------------------+---------------------------------+
| IPv6 tunnel end point address    | IPv6 tunnel end point address    | IPv6 tunnel end point address    | IPv6 tunnel end point address    |
| IPv6 tunnel end point address    | IPv6 tunnel end point address    | IPv6 tunnel end point address    | IPv6 tunnel end point address    |
| Must Be Zero                     | Tunnel ID                        | Extended Tunnel ID               | Extended Tunnel ID               |
| Extended Tunnel ID               | Extended Tunnel ID               | Extended Tunnel ID               | Extended Tunnel ID               |
| Must Be Zero                     | LSP ID                           |                                 |                                 |
```

The IPv6 tunnel end point address, Tunnel ID, IPv6 Extended Tunnel ID and LSP ID are as defined in [RFC3209].

When the diversity identifier type is set to "IPv6 PCE Allocated Identifier", the diversity identifier value is encoded as follows:

```
+---------------------------------+---------------------------------+---------------------------------+---------------------------------+
| Must Be Zero                     | Path Key                         |
```

The Path Key is defined in [RFC5553].
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When the diversity identifier type is set to "IPv6 Network Assigned Identifier", the diversity identifier value is encoded as follows:

```
  0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|         Path Affinity Set (PAS) identifier               |
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
```

The Path affinity Set (PAS) identifier is as defined in Section 2.1.1.

2.2. Processing rules for the Diversity XRO subobject

The procedure defined in [RFC4874] for processing XRO and EXRS is not changed by this document. If the processing node cannot recognize the IPv4/IPv6 Diversity XRO subobject, the node is expected to follow the procedure defined in [RFC4874].

An XRO object MAY contain multiple Diversity subobjects. E.g., in order to exclude multiple Path Keys, an EN may include multiple Diversity XRO subobjects each with a different Path Key. Similarly, in order to exclude multiple PAS identifiers, an EN may include multiple Diversity XRO subobjects each with a different PAS identifier. However, all Diversity subobjects in an XRO SHOULD contain the same Diversity Identifier Type. If a Path message contains an XRO with Diversity subobjects with multiple Diversity Identifier Types, the processing node SHOULD return a PathErr with the error code "Routing Problem" (24) and error sub-code "XRO Too Complex" (68).

It shall be noted that only those nodes in the domain that perform path computation (typically the domain ingress node), shall process the diversity information signaled in the Diversity subobjects. The transit nodes in a domain and the domain egress node typically do not need to process it.

The attribute-flags affect the processing of the Diversity XRO subobject as follows:

- When the "destination node exception" flag is set, the exclusion SHOULD be ignored for the destination node.
When the "processing node exception" flag is set, the exclusion SHOULD be ignored for the processing node. The processing node is the node performing path calculation.

When the "penultimate node exception" flag is set, the exclusion SHOULD be ignored for the penultimate node on the path of the LSP being established.

The "LSP ID to be ignored" flag is only defined for the "IPv4/IPv6 Client Initiated Identifier" diversity types. When the Diversity Identifier Type is set to any other value, this flag SHOULD NOT be set on transmission and MUST be ignored in processing. When this flag is not set, the lsp-id is not ignored and the exclusion applies only to the specified LSP (i.e., LSP level exclusion).

If the L-flag of the diversity XRO subobject is not set, the processing node proceeds as follows.

- "IPv4/IPv6 Client Initiated Identifiers" Diversity Type: the processing node MUST ensure that any path calculated for the signaled LSP is diverse from the RSVP TE FEC identified by the client in the XRO subobject.

- "IPv4/IPv6 PCE Allocated Identifiers" Diversity Type: the processing node MUST ensure that any path calculated for the signaled LSP is diverse from the route identified by the Path-Key. The processing node MAY use the PCE identified by the IPv4/IPv6 Diversity Identifier source address in the subobject for route computation. The processing node MAY use the Path-Key resolution mechanisms described in [RFC5553].

- "IPv4/IPv6 Network Assigned Identifiers" Diversity Type: the processing node MUST ensure that the path calculated for the signaled LSP respects the requested PAS exclusion.

- Regardless of whether the path computation is performed locally or at a remote node (e.g., PCE), the processing node MUST ensure that any path calculated for the signaled LSP respects the requested exclusion flags with respect to the excluded path referenced by the subobject, including local resources.

- If the excluded path referenced in the XRO subobject is unknown to the processing node, the processing node SHOULD ignore the diversity XRO subobject and SHOULD proceed with the signaling request. After sending the Resv for the signaled LSP,
the processing node SHOULD return a PathErr with the error code "Notify Error" (25) and error sub-code "Route reference in diversity XRO identifier unknown" (value to be assigned by IANA) for the signaled LSP.

- If the processing node fails to find a path that meets the requested constraint, the processing node MUST return a PathErr with the error code "Routing Problem" (24) and error sub-code "Route blocked by Exclude Route" (67).

If the L-flag of the diversity XRO subobject is set, the processing node proceeds as follows:

- "IPv4/IPv6 Client Initiated Identifiers" Diversity Type: the processing node SHOULD ensure that the path calculated for the signaled LSP is diverse from the RSVP TE FEC identified by the client in the XRO subobject.

- "IPv4/IPv6 PCE Allocated Identifiers" Diversity Type: the processing node SHOULD ensure that the path calculated for the signaled LSP is diverse from the route identified by the Path-Key.

- "IPv4/IPv6 Network Assigned Identifiers" Diversity Type: the processing node SHOULD ensure that the path calculated for the signaled LSP respects the requested PAS exclusion. The means by which the processing node determines the path corresponding to the PAS is beyond the scope of this document.

- The processing node SHOULD respect the requested exclusion flags with respect to the excluded path to the extent possible.

- If the processing node fails to find a path that meets the requested constraint, it SHOULD proceed with signaling using a suitable path that meets the constraint as far as possible. After sending the Resv for the signaled LSP, it SHOULD return a PathErr message with error code "Notify Error" (25) and error sub-code "Failed to respect Exclude Route" (value: to be assigned by IANA) to the source node.

If, subsequent to the initial signaling of a diverse LSP:

- An excluded path referenced in the XRO subobject becomes known to the processing node, or a change in the excluded path becomes known to the processing node, the processing node SHOULD re-evaluate the exclusion and diversity constraints.
If the requested exclusion constraints for the diverse LSP are no longer satisfied and an alternative path for the diverse LSP that can satisfy those constraints exists, then:

- If the L-flag was not set in the original exclusion, the processing node MUST send a PathErr message for the diverse LSP with the error code "Routing Problem" (24) and error sub-code "Route blocked by Exclude Route" (67). The PSR flag SHOULD NOT be set. A source node receiving a PathErr message with this error code and sub-code combination SHOULD take appropriate actions to migrate the compliant path.

- If the L-flag was set in the original exclusion, the processing node SHOULD send a PathErr message for the diverse LSP with the error code "Notify Error" (25) and a new error sub-code "compliant path exists" (value: to be assigned by IANA). The PSR flag SHOULD NOT be set. A source node receiving a PathErr message with this error code and sub-code combination MAY signal a new LSP to migrate the compliant path.

If the requested exclusion constraints for the diverse LSP are no longer satisfied and no alternative path for the diverse LSP that can satisfy those constraints exists, then:

- If the L-flag was not set in the original exclusion, the processing node MUST send a PathErr message for the diverse LSP with the error code "Routing Problem" (24) and error sub-code "Route blocked by Exclude Route" (67). The PSR flag SHOULD be set.

- If the L-flag was set in the original exclusion, the processing node SHOULD send a PathErr message for the diverse LSP with the error code error code "Notify Error" (25) and error sub-code "Failed to respect Exclude Route" (value: to be assigned by IANA). The PSR flag SHOULD NOT be set.

The following rules apply whether or not the L-flag is set:

- A source node receiving a PathErr message with the error code "Notify Error" (25) and error sub-codes "Route of XRO tunnel expires September 10, 2015" [Page 21]
2.3. Diversity EXRS Subobject

[RFC4874] defines the EXRS ERO subobject. An EXRS is used to identify abstract nodes or resources that must not or should not be used on the path between two inclusive abstract nodes or resources in the explicit route. An EXRS contains one or more subobjects of its own, called EXRS subobjects [RFC4874].

An EXRS MAY include Diversity subobject as specified in this document. In this case, the IPv4 EXRS format is as follows:

```
0                   1                   2                   3
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|L|    Type     |     Length    |           Reserved            |
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|L|  XRO Type   |     Length    |DI Type|A-Flags|E-Flags| Resvd |
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|           IPv4 Diversity Identifier source address            |
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|                  Diversity Identifier Value                   |
| //                            ...                              |
|                                                               |
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
```

Similarly, the IPv6 EXRS format is as follows:

```
0                   1                   2                   3
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|L|    Type     |     Length    |           Reserved            |
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|L|  XRO Type   |     Length    |DI Type|A-Flags|E-Flags| Resvd |
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|           IPv6 Diversity Identifier source address            |
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|         IPv6 Diversity Identifier source address (cont.)      |
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|         IPv6 Diversity Identifier source address (cont.)      |
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
```

Expires September 10, 2015
The meanings of respective fields in EXRS header are as defined in [RFC4874]. The meanings of respective fields in the Diversity subobject are as defined earlier in this document for the XRO subobject.

The processing rules for the EXRS object are unchanged from [RFC4874]. When the EXRS contains one or more Diversity subobject(s), the processing rules specified in Section 2.2 apply to the node processing the ERO with the EXRS subobject.

If a loose-hop expansion results in the creation of another loose-hop in the outgoing ERO, the processing node MAY include the EXRS in the newly created loose hop for further processing by downstream nodes.

The processing node exception for the EXRS subobject applies to the node processing the ERO.

The destination node exception for the EXRS subobject applies to the explicit node identified by the ERO subobject that identifies the next abstract node. This flag is only processed if the L bit is set in the ERO subobject that identifies the next abstract node.

The penultimate node exception for the EXRS subobject applies to the node before the explicit node identified by the ERO subobject that identifies the next abstract node. This flag is only processed if the L bit is set in the ERO subobject that identifies the next abstract node.

3. Security Considerations

This document does not introduce any additional security issues above those identified in [RFC5920], [RFC2205], [RFC3209], [RFC3473] and [RFC4874].
4. IANA Considerations

IANA is requested to administer the assignment of new values defined in this document and summarized in this section.

4.1. New XRO subobject types

iana registry: RSVP PARAMETERS
subsection: Class Names, Class Numbers, and Class Types

This document defines two new subobjects for the EXCLUDE_ROUTE object [RFC4874], C-Type 1. (see: http://www.iana.org/assignments/rsvp-parameters/rsvp-parameters.xhtml#rsvp-parameters-94)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subobject Description</th>
<th>Subobject Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IPv4 Diversity subobject</td>
<td>TBA1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IPv6 Diversity subobject</td>
<td>TBA2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.2. New EXRS subobject types

The diversity XRO subobjects are also defined as new EXRS subobjects. (see: http://www.iana.org/assignments/rsvp-parameters/rsvp-parameters.xhtml#rsvp-parameters-24)

4.3. New RSVP error sub-codes

iana registry: RSVP PARAMETERS
subsection: Error Codes and Globally Defined Error Value Sub-Codes

For Error Code "Notify Error" (25) (see [RFC3209]) the following sub-codes are defined. (see: http://www.iana.org/assignments/rsvp-parameters/rsvp-parameters.xhtml#rsvp-parameters-105)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Error Value</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sub-codes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TBA3</td>
<td>Route of XRO tunnel</td>
<td>This document</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>identifier unknown</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TBA4</td>
<td>Failed to respect</td>
<td>This document</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Exclude Route</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TBA5</td>
<td>Compliant path exists</td>
<td>This document</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Abstract

The benefits of using a common Information Model (IM) as a foundation for deriving purpose and protocol specific interfaces, particularly for complex networking domains, has been described in draft-betts-netmod-framework-data-schema-uml. This draft describes an existing information model relevant to Network Topology ([ONF Liaison]) and illustrates how it can be used to help ensure the consistency and
completeness of the YANG data model for TE topologies solutions work in TEAS.
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1. Introduction

This draft describes an existing information model (IM) relevant to Network Topology [ONF Liaison] and illustrates how it can be used to help ensure the consistency and completeness of the YANG data model (DM) for TE topologies solutions development work in TEAS.

2. Background and Motivation

Information Models (IM) and Data Models (DM) are related but different. An IM provides an abstract, conceptual view of the system being modeled in terms of its constituent parts (objects), independent of any specific implementations or protocols used to transport the data; it hides all protocol and implementation details (RFC 3444, TM Forum/NGCOR, ITU-T SG 15). A DM is a concrete specification in a particular language of an interface to, in this case, a controlled/managed system. The intention of the distinction between IMs and DMs has been to separate the modeling of problem space semantics from the modeling of the implementation of those semantics (though the dividing line has not always been clearly articulated).

A DM may be derived from an IM though it is often created without (explicit or obviously implicit) reference to one. When a DM is derived from an IM, the DM and the components of the system it provides control/management access to are traceable to the definitions provided in the IM. There is no ambiguity between designer, developer, user or operator regarding the name, function, and information elements that are associated with a particular managed object.
As described in [I-D.betts], when DMs are created "in isolation" solely for the purpose of encoding specific interfaces, they may do that job adequately for any particular interface but in complex domains may create opportunities for confusion, duplication of effort, lack of interoperability, and lack of extensibility. In the past, ad-hoc development of DMs has caused significant operational and implementation inefficiencies in our industry.

Since March 2014, upon IESG recommendation that SNMP no longer be used for new work re configuration and that NETCONF/YANG be used instead, there has been an explosion of YANG DM development in IETF. It has consequently been recognized as essential to assure proper coordination of YANG DM development (including reaching out to different SDOs/consortia), as well as to assure that the YANG modules themselves provide a good representation of what is being modeled, to meet expectations of functionality, quality, and interoperability. In order to facilitate this objective, guidance from available pertinent IMs can be valuable.

This draft describes an existing information model relevant to Network Topology [ONF Liaison], which is part of the Common Information Model (ONF-CIM) of network resources (as described in [I-D.betts]), that can be leveraged to assess the consistency and completeness of related YANG modules under development. Being part of a Common Information Model, it will not lead to development of incompatible/uncoordinated models that can be difficult to maintain as other purpose-specific interfaces are developed.

3. The Common Information Model

This section provides a high level introduction to the ONF Common Information Model (ONF-CIM), and in particular its Core Model Fragment (see [ONF Liaison]), to provide an overall context for the topology relevant subset.

An information model describes the things in a domain in terms of objects, their properties (represented as attributes), and their relationships.

The ONF-CIM is expressed in a formal language called UML (Unified Modeling Language). UML has a number of basic model elements, called
UML artifacts. In order to assure a consistent and harmonized modeling approach, only a selected subset of these UML artifacts were used in the development of the ONF-CIM according to guidelines for creating an information model expressed in UML (see the UML Guidelines document in the ONF Liaison [ONF Liaison]).

The ONF-CIM has been developed using the Papyrus open source UML Tool, for which a detailed guidelines document is available (see the Papyrus Guidelines document in the ONF Liaison [ONF liaison]). This guidelines document also describes how the modelers constructing the ONF-CIM can cooperate in the GitHub environment to allow for separate and still coordinated development of the ONF-CIM fragments.

The OMF-CIM includes all of the artifacts (objects, attributes, relationships, etc.) that are necessary to describe the domain for the applications being developed.

It will be necessary to continually expand and refine the ONF-CIM over time as, for example to add, new applications, capabilities or forwarding technologies, or to refine the ONF-CIM as new insights are gained. To allow these extensions to be made in a seamless manner, the ONF-CIM is structured into a number of model fragments. This modeling process allows the fragments that contain these extensions to be developed, by the domain experts, with as much independence as possible. This process is further articulated in [I-D.betts].

3.1. Core Model Fragment

The Core Model Fragment of the ONF-CIM consists of model artifacts that are intended for use by multiple applications and/or forwarding technologies.

For navigability, the Core Model Fragment is further sub-structured into modules. Currently, these consist of a Core Network Module and a Core Foundation Module.

3.1.1. Core Network Module

The Core Network Module (CNM) consists of artifacts that model the essential network aspects that are neutral to the forwarding technology of the network. The CNM currently encompasses Topology,
Termination, and Forwarding aspects (subsets of the CNM) as described below:

- **Topology Subset of CNM**

  The Topology subset of the CNM supports the modeling of network topology information, which can be used to build the topology database and depict the topology. Object classes representing topological entities include:

  - **Forwarding Domain (FD):** Offers the potential to enable forwarding of information.

  - **Link (L):** Models the adjacency between two or more FDs. A Link has LinkEnds (LE).

  - **Logical Termination Point (LTP):** Models the ports of a link. It encapsulates the termination, adaptation, and OAM functions of one or more transport layers.

  - **Network Element (NE):** While not actually part of topology, a NE brings meaning to the FD and the LTP contexts (and hence the links). A NE represents physical equipment "bundling" to provide a view of management scope, management access, and session.

  The Topology subset of the CNM supports network topology abstraction and virtualization. FD abstraction is supported via recursive aggregation and virtualization via partitioning of resources according to the resource dedication criterion.

- **Forwarding Subset of CNM**

  The Forwarding subset of the CNM (not covered in detail in this draft) supports configuration of forwarding entities, including their setup, modification, and tear down. Artifacts representing the forwarding construct include:

  - **ForwardingConstruct (FC):** In conjunction with the EndPoint, FC models the enabled forwarding between two EPs across a FD.
-  **EndPoint (EP):** Models the access to the FC, and associates the FC to the LTP. When the FC supports protection, the EP also indicates its role in the protection scheme, i.e., whether it is a working or protection EP.

-  **FcRoute:** Also known as SncRoute. It models the individual routes of an FC.

-  **FcSwitch:** Also known as SncSwitch. It models the switched forwarding of traffic (traffic flow) between EPs and is present where there is protection functionality in the FD.

- **Termination Subset of CNM**

The Termination subset of the CNM (not covered in detail in this draft) supports modeling of the processing of transport characteristic information, such as termination, adaptation, OAM, etc. Artifacts representing the termination and adaptation and OAM construct include:

-  **Logical Termination Point (LTP):** See the LTP description in the Topology Subset

-  **Layer Protocol (LP):** This identifies the type of signal and is the anchor for transport layer protocol specific definitions, which are modeled as conditional packages, e.g., for OTN, ODUk_TTP_Pac, OCh_TTP_Pac, etc.

### 3.1.2. Core Foundation Module

To communicate about an entity, it is important to have some way of referring to that entity, i.e., to have some way of referencing it. The Core Foundation module defines the artifacts for referencing entities; i.e.:

-  **Global Unique ID (GUID):**

An identifier that is globally unique where an identifier is a property of an entity/role with a value that is unique within an identifier space, where the identifier space is itself unique, and immutable. The identifier therefore represents the identity of the
entity/role. An identifier carries no semantics with respect to the purpose of the entity.)

- Local ID:

An identifier that is unique in the context of some scope that is less than the global scope (where an identifier is as defined in GUID above).

- Name:

A property of an entity with a value that is unique in some namespace but may change during the life of the entity. A name carries no semantics with respect to the purpose of the entity.

- Label:

A property of an entity with a value that is not expected to be unique and is allowed to change. A label carries no semantics with respect to the purpose of the entity and has no effect on the entity behavior or state.

The Core Foundation module also provides the opportunity to extend any entity using the Extension structure.

The module also defines two foundation object classes:

- GlobalClass:

Super class of object classes for which their instances can exist on their own right, e.g. NE, LTP, FD, Link, and FC. Global classes shall have one and only one globally unique identifier (GUID) and may have zero or more local identifiers, zero or more names, zero or more labels, zero or more extensions.

- LocalClass:

Super class of object classes for which the existence of their instances depends on instances of global classes; e.g., LP (of LTP), EP (of FC), and LE (of Link). Local classes shall have at
least one local identifier, may have zero or more names, zero or more labels, zero or more extensions.

Artifacts for Referencing of Entities
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Figure 3-1 Artifacts for Referencing of Entities

The Core Foundation module also defines a State_Pac artifact, which is a package of state attributes. The State_Pac is inherited by GlobalClass and LocalClass object classes. The State_Pac consists of the following state-related attributes:

- Operational State:
  Read-only with values: DISABLED, ENABLED

- Administrative State:
  Read-only with values: LOCKED, UNLOCKED

- Usage State:
3.2. Other Fragments

In addition to the Core Fragment, the ONF-CIM contains forwarding technology and application specific fragments. The Optical Transport Fragment of the ONF-CIM (see [ONF Liaison]) encompasses transport technology layers 0, 1, and 2.

4. High Level Description of the Topology Subset of the CNM

This section provides a high-level overview of the Topology Subset of the CNM. Figure 4-1 below is a skeleton class diagram illustrating the key object classes. To avoid cluttering the figure, not all associations have been shown and all of the attributes were omitted.
Overview of the CNM Topology Subset
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Figure 4-1 Overview of the CNM Topology Subset

4.1. Object Classes of the CNM Topology Subset

This section describes the object classes of the Topology Subset of the CNM. Relationships between these classes are described in section 4.2 below.

4.1.1. LogicalTerminationPoint (LTP) and LayerProtocol (LP)

The LogicalTerminationPoint (LTP) object class encapsulates the termination, adaptation and OAM functions of one or more transport protocol layers. The structure of the LTP supports all transport protocols including circuit and packet forms. Each transport layer is represented by a LayerProtocol (LP) instance. The LayerProtocol instances of the LTP can be used for controlling the termination and OAM functionality of that layer. It can also be used for controlling the adaptation (i.e. encapsulation and/or multiplexing of client signal). Where the client - server relationship is fixed 1:1 and
immutable, the different layers can be encapsulated in a single LTP instance. Where there is a n:1 relationship between client and server, the layers must be split over separate instances of LTP.

The LP object class is defined with generic attributes "layerProtocolName" for indicating the supported transport layer protocol.

Transport layer specific properties (such as layer-specific termination and adaptation properties) are modeled as attributes of conditional packages (called "_Pacs" in the UML notation of the ONF-CIM) associated with the LP object class.

4.1.2. ForwardingDomain (FD)

The ForwardingDomain (FD) object class models the switching and routing capabilities (see "subnetwork" topological component in [G.852.2] and [TMF612]), which is used to effect forwarding of transport characteristic information and offers the potential to enable forwarding. It represents the resource that supports flows across the FD. The FD object can hold zero or more instances of ForwardingConstruct (FC) (representing constrained forwarding, not discussed further in this document, covering connections, VLANs etc) of one or more layer networks; e.g., OCh, ODU, ETH, and MPLS-TP. The FD object provides the context for operations that create/modify/delete FCs.

The FD object class supports a recursive aggregation relationship such that the internal construction of an FD can be exposed as multiple lower level FDs and associated Links (partitioning) (see section 4.2.1.)

At the lowest level of recursion, a FD (within a network element) could represent a switch matrix (i.e., a fabric).

Note that an NE can encompass multiple switch matrices (FDs), as described in section 4.2.2. An instance of FD is associated with zero or more LTP objects, as described in section 4.2.3.
4.1.3. Link and Link End (LE)

The Link object class models the adjacency between two or more ForwardingDomains (FDs).

In its basic form (i.e., point-to-point Link) it associates a set of LTP clients on one FD with an equivalent set of LTP clients on another FD. Like the FC, the Link has endpoints (LinkEnd) which take roles in the context of the function of the Link. A point-to-point Link can be a TE Link and support parameters such as capacity, delay etc. These parameters depend on the type of technology that supports the link.

A Link can be terminated on two or more FDs. This provides support for technologies such as PON and Layer 2 MAC in MAC configurations.

The LinkEnd further details the relationship between FD and Link for asymmetric cases.

A FD may aggregate Links (see section 4.2.5).

The Link can support multiple transport layers via the associated LTP object. An instance of Link can be formed with the necessary properties according to the degree of virtualization. For implementation optimization, multiple layer-specific links can be merged and represented as a single Link instance.

4.1.4. Network Element (NE)

The NetworkElement (NE) object class represents a network element (traditional NE) in the data plane or a virtual network element visible in an interface where virtualization is used.

In the direct interface from a SDN controller to a network element in the data plane, the NE object defines the scope of control for the resources within the network element, e.g., internal transfer of user information between the external terminations (ports), encapsulation, multiplexing/demultiplexing, and OAM functions, etc. The NE provides the scope of the naming space for identifying objects representing the resources within the network element.
Where virtualization is employed, the NE object represents a virtual NE (VNE). The mapping of the VNE to the NEs is the internal matter of the SDN controller that offers the view of the VNE. Via the interface between hierarchical SDN controllers, NE instances can be created (or deleted) for providing (or removing) virtual views of the combination of slices of network elements in the data plane.

4.2. Relationships between Object Classes of the Topology Subset

4.2.1. ForwardingDomain Recursive Aggregation

(HigherLevelFdEncompassesLowerLevelFds Aggregation)

Figure 4-2 below provides a pictorial example of ForwardingDomain (FD) recursion with Links.

---

Figure 4-2 ForwardingDomain recursion with Links

---
Figure 4-2 shows a UML fragment including the Link and ForwardingDomain (FD). For simplicity it is assumed here that the Links and FDs are for a single LayerProtocol (LP) although it can be seen from the detailed figure earlier in this section that both a FD and link can support a list of LPs.

The pictorial form shows a number of instances of FD interconnected by Links and shows nesting of FDs. The recursive aggregation "HigherLevelFdEncompassesLowerLevelFds" relationship (represented by an open diamond) supports the FD nesting but it should be noted that this is intentionally showing no lifecycle dependency between the lower FDs and the higher ones that nest them (to do this composition, a black diamond would have been used instead of the open diamond). This is to allow for rearrangements of the FD hierarchy (e.g. when regions of a network are split or merged). This emphasizes that the nesting is an abstraction rather than decomposition. The underlying network still operates regardless of how it is perceived in terms of aggregating FDs. The model allows for only one hierarchy.

4.2.2. Network Elements encompassing ForwardingDomains (NeEncompassesFds Aggregation)

Figure 4-3 below provides a pictorial example of ForwardingDomain (FD) recursion with Links and NEs.
Figure 4-3 ForwardingDomain recursion with Links and NEs

Figure 4-3 above shows an overlay of NetworkElement (NE) on the ForwardingDomains and a corresponding fragment of UML showing only the ForwardingDomain and NetworkElement classes.

The figure emphasizes that one level of abstraction of ForwardingDomain is bounded by an NE. This is represented in the UML fragment by the composition association (black diamond) that explains that there is a lifecycle dependency in that the ForwardingDomain at this level that cannot exist without the NE. The figure also shows that a ForwardingDomain need not be bounded by an NE (as explained in the UML fragment by the 0..1 composition) and that a ForwardingDomain may have smaller scope than the whole NE (even when considering only a single LayerProtocol as described below).

In one of the cases depicted (e.g., the right hand side NE encompassing two FDs), the two ForwardingDomains in the NE are completely independent. In the other cases depicted (e.g., the left hand side NE encompassing three FDs) the subordinate ForwardingDomains are themselves joined by Links emphasizing that the
NE does not necessarily represent the lowest level of relevant network decomposition.

The figure also emphasizes that just because one ForwardingDomain at a particular level of decomposition of the network happens to be the one bounded by an NE does not mean that all ForwardingDomains at that level are also bounded by NEs.

4.2.3. ForwardingDomain association with LTPs (FdAggregatesLtps Composition)

An instance of FD is associated with zero or more LTP objects via the "FdAggregatesLtps" composition.

4.2.4. ForwardingDomain aggregating Links (FdEncompassesLinks)

A ForwardingDomain can aggregate links. An example of ForwardingDomain Recursive Aggregation with Links is shows in section 4.2.1 above.

However, the FdAggregatesLink association is not modeled because this association can be inferred from the higherLevelFdContainsLowerLevelFd association together with the linkHasAssociatedFds association.

4.2.5. ForwardingDomain aggregating NEs

A ForwardingDomain can aggregate Network Elements. An example of ForwardingDomain Recursive Aggregation with Links and NEs is shown in section 4.2.2 above.

However, the FdAggregatesNe association is not modeled because this association can be inferred from higherLevelFdContainsLowerLevelFd association and together with the NeEncompassesFd association.

5. Detailed Description of the Topology Subset

The two key classes related to Topology are the ForwardingDomain (FD) and the Link. For simple cases the FD represents the switching capability in the network and the Link represents adjacency. These are depicted in the context of other model classes in Figure 5-1.
Figure 5-1 Object Classes and Relationships in the Topology Subset

Figure 5-1 shows a lightweight view of the model omitting the attributes (where appropriate these will be described later in this section).

The FD and Link will be described in detail later in the document. Figure 5-1 focuses on interrelationships and these will be the focus of this section. The figure shows that:

- An FD may be a subordinate part of a NetworkElement (NE) or may be larger than, and independent of, any NE.

- An FD may encompass lower level FDs. This may be such that:
  - A FD directly contained in an NE is divided into smaller parts
  - A FD not encompassed by an NE is divided into smaller parts some of which may be encompassed by NEs
o The FD represents the whole network

- An FD encompasses Links that interconnect any FDs encompassed by the FD

- A Link may aggregate Links in several ways
  
  o In parallel where several links are considered as one
  
  o In series where Links chain to form a Link of a greater span
    
    . Note that this case requires further development in the model

- A Link has associated FDs that it interconnects
  
  o A Link may interconnect 2 or more FDs
    
    . Note that it is usual for a Link to interconnect 2 FDs but there are cases where many FDs may be interconnected by a Link

- A Link has LinkEnds (LE) that represent the ports of the Link itself
  
  o LEs are especially relevant for multi-ended asymmetric Link

- An LE aggregates LogicalTerminationPoints (LTPs) that bound the Link. The LTP represent a stack LayerProtocol terminations where the details of each is held in the LayerProtocol (LP). The LTP may be:
  
  o Part of an NE
  
  o Conceptually independent from any NE

- An LE references LTPs on which the Link associated to the LE terminates
Both the Link and FD are TopologicalEntities (an abstract class, i.e. a class that will never instantiate) and hence they can acquire contents from the conditional packages (_Pacs). The conditional packages provide all key topology properties.

5.1. Topological Entity

As noted in the previous section the two key topology classes are Forwarding Domain (FD) and Link (L).

The FD topological component is used to show the potential to enable forwarding. At the lowest level of recursion, an FD (within a network element (NE)) represents a switch matrix (e.g., a fabric). Note that an NE can encompass multiple switch matrices (FDs).

As noted earlier the Link models adjacency between two or more Forwarding Domains (FD).

Both the link and the FD have the potential to handle more than one layerProtocol (both have a layerProtocolNameList attribute).

As shown in Figure 5-1 an object class "TopologicalEntity" has been defined to collect topology-related properties (characteristics etc.) that are common for FD and Link.

A TopologicalEntity is an abstract representation of the emergent effect of the combined functioning of an arrangement of components (running hardware, software running on hardware, etc). The effect can be considered as the realization of the potential for apparent communication adjacency for entities that are bound to the terminations at the boundary of the TopologicalEntity.

The TopologicalEntity enables the creation of constrained forwarding to achieve the apparent adjacency. The apparent adjacency has intended performance degraded from perfect adjacency and a statement of that degradation is conveyed via the attributes of the packages associated with this class. In the model both ForwardingDomain and Link are TopologicalEntities.
This abstract class is used as a modeling approach to apply packages of attributes to both Link and ForwardingDomain. Link and ForwardingDomain are the key TopologicalEntities.

5.2. Characteristics of Topological Entity

As noted above the characteristic of a TopologicalEntity are covered by the conditional packages (_PACs).
5.2.1. Risk (RiskParameter_Pac)

The risk characteristics of a TopologicalEntity come directly from the underlying physical realization.
The risk characteristics propagate from the physical realization to the client and from the server layer to the client layer, this propagation may be modified by protection.

A TopologicalEntity may suffer degradation or failure as a result of a problem in a part of the underlying realization.

The realization can be partitioned into segments which have some relevant common failure modes.

There is a risk of failure/degradation of each segment of the underlying realization.

Each segment is a part of a larger physical/geographical unit that behaves as one with respect to failure (i.e. a failure will have a high probability of impacting the whole unit (e.g. all fibers in the same cable).

Disruptions to that larger physical/geographical unit will impact (cause failure/errors to) all TopologicalEntities that use any part of that larger physical/geographical entity.

Any TopologicalEntity that uses any part of that larger physical/geographical unit will suffer impact and hence each TopologicalEntity shares risk.

The identifier of each physical/geographical unit that is involved in the realization of each segment of a Topological entity can be listed in the RiskParameter_Pac of that TopologicalEntity.

A segment has one or more risk characteristic.

Shared risk between two TopologicalEntities compromises the integrity of any solution that use one of those TopologicalEntity as a backup for the other.

Where two TopologicalEntities have a common risk characteristic they have an elevated probability of failing simultaneously compared to two TopologicalEntities that do not share risk characteristics.
- riskCharacteristicList: A list of risk characteristics (RiskCharacteristic) for consideration in an analysis of shared risk. Each element of the list represents a specific risk consideration.

- RiskCharacteristic: The information for a particular risk characteristic where there is a list of risk identifiers related to that characteristic. It includes:
  
  o riskCharacteristicName: The name of the risk characteristic. The characteristic may be related to a specific degree of closeness. For example a particular characteristic may apply to failures that are localized (e.g. to one side of a road) whereas another characteristic may relate to failures that have a broader impact (e.g. both sides of a road that crosses a bridge). Depending upon the importance of the traffic being routed different risk characteristics will be evaluated.

  o riskIdentifierList: A list of the identifiers of each physical/geographic unit (with the specific risk characteristic) that is related to a segment of the TopologicalEntity.

5.2.2. TransferCost

The cost characteristics of a TopologicalEntity not necessarily correlated to the cost of the underlying physical realization.

They may be quite specific to the individual TopologicalEntity e.g. opportunity cost. Relates to layer capacity

There may be many perspectives from which cost may be considered for a particular TopologicalEntity and hence many specific costs and potentially cost algorithms.

Using an entity will incur a cost.

- costCharacterList: The list of costs (CostCharacteristic) where each cost relates to some aspect of the Link
CostCharacteristic: The information for a particular cost characteristic

- costName: The cost characteristic will related to some aspect of the TopologicalEntity (e.g. $ cost, routing weight). This aspect will be conveyed by the costName
- costValue: The specific cost.
- costAlgorithm: The cost may vary based upon some properties of the TopologicalEntity. The rules for the variation are conveyed by the costAlgorithm.

5.2.3. TransferTiming_Pac

A link will suffer effects from the underlying physical realization related to the timing of the information passed by the link.

- fixedLatencyCharacteristic: A TopologicalEntity suffers delay caused by the realization of the servers (e.g. distance related; FEC encoding etc.) along with some client specific processing. This is the total average latency effect of the TopologicalEntity
- jitterCharacteristic: High frequency deviation from true periodicity of a signal and therefore a small high rate of change of transfer latency. Applies to TDM systems (and not packet).
- wanderCharacteristics: Low frequency deviation from true periodicity of a signal and therefore a small low rate of change of transfer latency. Applies to TDM systems (and not packet).
- queuingLatencyList: The effect on the latency of a queuing process. This only has significant effect for packet based systems and has a complex characteristic (QueuingLatency).

- QueuingLatency: Provides information on latency characteristic for a particular stated trafficProperty.
5.2.4. TransferIntegrity_Pac

Transfer integrity characteristic covers expected (specified) error, loss and duplication signal content as well as any damage of any form to total link and to the client signals.

- errorCharacteristic: describes the degree to which the signal propagated can be errored. Applies to TDM systems as the errored signal will be propagated and not packet as errored packets will be discarded.

- lossCharacteristic: Describes the acceptable characteristic of lost packets where loss may result from discard due to errors or overflow. Applies to packet systems and not TDM (as for TDM errored signals are propagated unless grossly errored and overflow/underflow turns into timing slips).

- repeatDeliveryCharacteristic: Primarily applies to packet systems where a packet may be delivered more than once (in fault recovery for example). It can also apply to TDM where several frames may be received twice due to switching in a system with a large differential propagation delay.

- deliveryOrderCharacteristic: Describes the degree to which packets will be delivered out of sequence. Does not apply to TDM as the TDM protocols maintain strict order.

- unavailableTimeCharacteristic: Describes the duration for which there may be no valid signal propagated.

- serverIntegrityProcessCharacteristic: Describes the effect of any server integrity enhancement process on the characteristics of the TopologicalEntity.

5.2.5. TransferCapacity_Pac

The TopologicalEntity derives capacity from the underlying realization.
A TopologicalEntity may be an abstraction and virtualization of a subset of the underlying capability offered in a view or may be directly reflecting the underlying realization.

A TopologicalEntity may be directly used in the view or may be assigned to another view for use.

The clients supported by a multi-layer TopologicalEntity may interact such that the resources used by one client may impact those available to another. This is derived from the LTP spec details.

A TopologicalEntity represents the capacity available to user (client) along with client interaction and usage.

A TopologicalEntity may reflect one or more client protocols and one or more members for each profile.

- totalPotentialCapacity: A "best case" view of the capacity of the TopologicalEntity assuming that any shared capacity is available to be taken.

Note that this area is still under development to cover concepts such as:

- exclusiveCapacityList: The capacity allocated to this TopologicalEntity for its exclusive use
- sharedCapacityList: The capacity allocated to this TopologicalEntity that is not exclusively available as it is shared with others.
- assignedAsExclusiveCapacityList: The capacity assigned from this TopologicalEntity to another TopologicalEntity for its exclusive use
- assignedAsSharedCapacityList: The capacity assigned to one or more other TopologicalEntities for shared use where the interaction follows some stated algorithm.
- Capacity which includes:
5.2.6. Validation_Pac

Validation covers the various adjacent discovery and reachability verification protocols. Also may cover Information source and degree of integrity.

- validationMechanismList: Provides details of the specific validation mechanism(s) used to confirm the presence of an intended topologicalEntity.

5.2.7. LayerProtocolTransition_Pac

Relevant for a Link that is formed by abstracting one or more LTPs (in a stack) to focus on the flow and deemphasize the protocol transformation.

This abstraction is relevant when considering multi-layer routing.

The layer protocols of the LTP and the order of their application to the signal is still relevant and need to be accounted for. This is derived from the LTP spec details.

This Pac provides the relevant abstractions of the LTPs and provides the necessary association to the LTPs involved.

Links that included details in this Pac are often referred to as Transitional Links.

- transitionedLayerProtocolList: Provides the ordered structure of layer protocol transitions encapsulated in the TopologicalEntity. The ordering relates to the LinkEnd role.
6. Usage of the CNM Topology Subset regarding TE Topology DM

As discussed earlier, a data model (DM) may be derived from an IM. It is possible to leverage the CNM Topology Subset to assess the consistency and completeness of related YANG modules under development. Appendix A provides a simple example of such a derivation.

7. Security Considerations

This informational document is intended only to provide a description of an interface-protocol-neutral information model, and the security concerns are therefore out of the scope of this document.

8. IANA Considerations

This document includes no request to IANA.

9. Conclusions

The information model described in this draft, which is relevant to Network Topology [ONF Liaison], can be leveraged in assessing the consistency and completeness of related YANG modules under development.
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Shown below is the YANG specification for the Link object class. To also illustrate the concept of pruning (see [I-D.betts-netmod-framework-data-schema-uml]), not all of the attributes of the Link object class (see Section 5.2) defined in the ONF-CIM CNM are taken for mapping to YANG.

The YANG module has been created using the simple mapping rules listed below. Note: ONF is currently working on UML to YANG mapping guideline technical recommendation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>UML artifact</th>
<th>YANG artifact</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>identifiable object class</td>
<td>list statement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>attribute</td>
<td>leaf statement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>attribute list</td>
<td>leaf-list statement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>non-identifiable object class</td>
<td>container statement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Pac)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>attribute referring to data</td>
<td>container statement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>type</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>data type</td>
<td>grouping statement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>attribute multiplicity</td>
<td>min/max-elements substatements</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A.1. Link YANG Specification

```
// Contents of "Topology IM Draft for IETF-92"
module OnfCimCnmTopologyIM {
    namespace "urn:OnfCimCnmTopologyIM";
    prefix "TopIM";
    organization "IETF";
    revision 2015-02-26 {
        description "Brief YANG example for Link object class of the ONF Common Information Model (ONF-CIM ) Core Network Module (CNM).";
    }

    list Link {
        key "name";
    }
```
leaf name {
    type string;
}

leaf guid {
    type string;
}

leaf-list layerProtocolNameList {
    type string;
    min-elements "1";
}

container TransferCapacity_Pac {
    container totalLinkCapacity {
        uses Capacity;
    }
    container availableLinkCapacity {
        uses Capacity;
    }
    leaf capacityInteractionAlgorithmen {
        type string;
    }
    container capacityAssignedToUserView {
        uses Capacity;
    }
}

container LinkValidation_Pac {
    leaf validationMechanismList {
        type string;
    }
}

container LayerTransition_Pac {
    leaf-list transitionedLayerList {
        type string;
        min-elements "1";
    }
}
A.2. Tree-Style Summary of the Link YANG Specification

module: OnfCimCnmTopologyIM
   +--rw Link* [name]
       +--rw name string
       +--rw guid? string
       +--rw layerProtocolNameList* string
   +--rw TransferCapacity_Pac
       +--rw totalLinkCapacity
           +--rw bandwidth? string
           +--rw numberOfClientInstances? string
       +--rw availableLinkCapacity
           +--rw bandwidth? string
           +--rw numberOfClientInstances? string
       +--rw capacityInteractionAlgorithm? string
       +--rw capacityAssignedToUserView
           +--rw bandwidth? string
           +--rw numberOfClientInstances? string
   +--rw LinkValidation_Pac
       +--rw validationMechanismList? string
   +--rw LayerTransition_Pac
       +--rw transitionedLayerList* string
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Abstract

This draft provides an information model for abstraction and control of transport networks.

Status of this Memo

This Internet-Draft is submitted to IETF in full conformance with the provisions of BCP 78 and BCP 79.

Internet-Drafts are working documents of the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF), its areas, and its working groups. Note that other groups may also distribute working documents as Internet-Drafts.

Internet-Drafts are draft documents valid for a maximum of six months and may be updated, replaced, or obsoleted by other documents at any time. It is inappropriate to use Internet-Drafts as reference material or to cite them other than as "work in progress."

The list of current Internet-Drafts can be accessed at http://www.ietf.org/ietf/1id-abstracts.txt

The list of Internet-Draft Shadow Directories can be accessed at http://www.ietf.org/shadow.html.
This draft provides information model for the ACTN interfaces identified in the ACTN architecture and framework document [ACTN-Frame].
The ACTN architecture identified a three-tier control hierarchy as depicted in Figure 1:

- Customer Network Controllers (CNC)
- Multi-Domain Service Coordinator (MDSC)
- Physical Network Controllers (PNC).

![Diagram of a three-tier ACTN control hierarchy]

Figure 1. A Three-tier ACTN control hierarchy

The two interfaces with respect to the MDSC, one north of the MDSC and the other south of the MDSC are referred to as CMI (CNC-MDSC Interface) and MPI (MDSC-PNC Interface), respectively. It is intended to model these two interfaces with one common model.

Section 2 provides a high-level applicability of ACTN based on a number of use-cases listed in the following:

- draft-cheng-actn-ptn-requirements-00 (ACTN Use-cases for Packet Transport Networks in Mobile Backhaul Networks)
- draft-dhody-actn-poi-use-case-03 (Packet Optical Integration (POI) Use Cases for Abstraction and Control of Transport Networks (ACTN))

- draft-fang-actn-multidomain-dci-01 (ACTN Use Case for Multi-domain Data Center Interconnect)

- draft-klee-actn-connectivity-multi-vendor-domains-03 (ACTN Use-case for On-demand E2E Connectivity Services in Multiple Vendor Domain Transport Networks)

- draft-kumaki-actn-multitenant-vno-00 (ACTN : Use case for Multi Tenant VNO)

- draft-lopez-actn-vno-multidomains-01 (ACTN Use-case for Virtual Network Operation for Multiple Domains in a Single Operator Network)

- draft-shin-actn-mvno-multi-domain-00 (ACTN Use-case for Mobile Virtual Network Operation for Multiple Domains in a Single Operator Network)

- draft-xu-actn-perf-dynamic-service-control-02 (Use Cases and Requirements of Dynamic Service Control based on Performance Monitoring in ACTN Architecture)

2. ACTN Applications

This section provides the scope of the ACTN applicability to support the following applications.

- Coordination of Multi-destination Service Requirement/Policy (Section 2.2.1)
- Application Service Policy-aware Network Operation (section 2.2.2)
- Network Function Virtualization Service Enabled Connectivity (2.2.3)
- Dynamic Service Control Policy Enforcement for Performance/Fault Management (Section 2.2.4)
- E2E VN Survivability and Multi-Layer (Packet-Optical) Coordination for Protection/Restoration (Section 2.2.5)
2.1.1. Coordination of Multi-destination Service Requirement/Policy

Figure 2: Service Policy-driven Data Center Selection

Figure 2 shows how VN service policies from the CNC are incorporated by the MDSC to support multi-destination applications. Multi-

DR: Disaster Recovery
LB: Load Balancing
destination applications refer to applications in which the selection of the destination of a network path for a given source needs to be decided dynamically to support such applications.

Data Center selection problems arise for VM mobility, disaster recovery and load balancing cases. VN’s service policy plays an important role for virtual network operation. Service policy can be static or dynamic. Dynamic service policy for data center selection may be placed as a result of utilization of data center resources supporting VN’s. The MSDC would then incorporate this information to meet the service objective of this application.
2.1.2. Application Service Policy-aware Network Operation

Figure 3: Application Service Policy-aware Network Operation
This scenario is similar to the previous case in that the VN service policy for the application can be met by a set of multiple destinations that provide the required virtual network functions (VNF). Virtual network functions can be, for example, security functions required by the VN application. The VN service policy by the CNC would indicate the locations of a certain VNF that can be fulfilled. This policy information is critical in finding the optimal network path subject to this constraint. As VNFs can be dynamically moved across different DCs, this policy should be dynamically enforced from the CNC to the MDSC and the PNCs.
2.1.3. Network Function Virtualization Service Enabled Connectivity

Figure 4: Network Function Virtualization Service Enabled Connectivity
Network Function Virtualization Services are usually setup between customers’ premises and service provider premises and are provided mostly by cloud providers or content delivery providers. The context may include, but not limited to a security function like firewall, a traffic optimizer, the provisioning of storage or computation capacity where the customer does not care whether the service is implemented in a given data center or another.

These services may be hosted virtually by the provider or physically part of the network. This allows the service provider to hide his own resources (both network and data centers) and divert customer requests where most suitable. This is also known as "end points mobility" case and introduces new concepts of traffic and service provisioning and resiliency (e.g., Virtual Machine mobility).

2.1.4. Dynamic Service Control Policy Enforcement for Performance and Fault Management

Figure 5 shows the flow of dynamic service control policy enforcement for performance and fault management initiated by customer per their VN. The feedback loop and filtering mechanism tailored for VNs performed by the MDSC differentiates this ACTN
scope from traditional network management paradigm. VN level dynamic OAM data model is a building block to support this capability.
2.1.5. E2E VN Survivability and Multi-Layer (Packet-Optical) Coordination for Protection/Restoration

---

Customer

Network

Controller

---

\* | E2E VN Survivability Req.
\* | - VN Protection/Restoration
\* v | - 1+1, Restoration, etc.
---

\* | - End Point (EP) info.

---

MDSC

MDSC enforces VN survivability requirement, determining the optimal combination of Packet/Optical protection/restoration, Optical bypass, etc.

---

Figure 6: E2E VN Survivability and Multi-layer Coordination for Protection and Restoration
Figure 6 shows the need for E2E protection/restoration control coordination that involves CNC, MDSC and PNCs to meet the VN survivability requirement. VN survivability requirement and its policy need to be translated into multi-domain and multi-layer network protection and restoration scenarios across different controller types. After an E2E path is setup successfully, the MSDC has a unique role to enforce policy-based flexible VN survivability requirement by coordinating all PNC domains.

As seen in Figure 6, multi-layer (i.e., packet/optical) coordination is a subset of this E2E protection/restoration control operation. The MDSC has a role to play in determining an optimal protection/restoration level based on the customer’s VN survivability requirement. For instance, the MDSC needs to interface the PNC for packet core as well as the PNC for optical core and enforce protection/restoration policy as part of the E2E protection/restoration. Neither the PNC for packet core nor the PNC for optical core is in a position to be aware of the E2E path and its protection/restoration situation. This role of the MSDC is unique for this reason. In some cases, the MDSC will have to determine and enforce optical bypass to find a feasible reroute path upon packet core network failure which cannot be resolved the packet core network itself.

To coordinate this operation, the PNCs will need to update its domain level abstract topology upon resource changes due to a network failure or other factors. The MSDC will incorporate all these update to determine if an alternate E2E reroute path is necessary or not based on the changes reported from the PNCs. It will need to update the E2E abstract topology and the affected CN’s VN topology in real-time. This refers to dynamic synchronization of topology from Physical topology to abstract topology to VN topology.

MDSC will also need to perform the path restoration signaling to the affected PNCs whenever necessary.

3. ACTN common interfaces information model

This section provides ACTN common interface information model to support primitives between controllers: CNC-MDSC and MDSC-PNC.

The basic primitives are required between the controllers. It is described between a client controller and a server controller. A client-server relationship is recursive between a CNC and a MDSC and between a MDSC and a PNC. In the CMI interface, the client is a CNC
while the server is a MDSC. In the MPI interface, the client is a MDSC and the server is a PNC. At a minimum, the following primitives should be supported:

- Virtual Network (VN) Instantiate/Modify/Delete
- VN Topology Update (Push Model)

\[
<VN> ::= <VN Identifier> \\
    <VN Action> \\
    <End-Point List> \\
    <VN Topology Metric> \\
    <Traffic-Matrix> \\
    <VN Survivability> \\
    <VN Status> \\
    <VN Topology>
\]

Where

\(<VN Identifier>\) is an identifier that identifies a particular VN.

\(<VN Action>\) is an indicator if this \(<VN>\) is for (i) instantiate, (ii) modify; (iii) delete. There may be a case where a query of a VN is necessary before an instantiate request. This is subject to further investigation.

\(<End-Point List> ::= (\langle Interface Identifier\rangle[\langle Client Capability\rangle]))...\]

\(<Location Service Profile> \]

\(<End-Point Dynamic Selection Policy> \]

Where
It is assumed that a list of interface identifiers has been known to the server prior to the VN Query message flow.

<Client Capability> ::= <Client Interface Capability> [ <Client Service Policy> ]

The Client Capability comprises the client interface capability (e.g., maximum interface bandwidth, etc.) and other Service policy information of the client.

<Client Service Policy> ::= <Customer-Level | <Network-Level>

Where

<Customer-Level> pertains to end-client service policies which specify the end-client related service/operational policies. Details of this field will be supplied in a later revision.

<Network-Level> pertains to the policies related to multi-domain network operation assumed by the MDSC. For example, domain selection preference in the context of multi-domain networks is a network-level service policy. Details of this field will be supplied in a later version.

<Location Service Profile> describes the End-Point Location’s support for certain Virtual Network Functions (VNFs) (e.g., security function, firewall capability, etc.).

<End-Point Dynamic Selection Policy> describes if the End-Point can support load balancing, disaster recovery or VM migration.

<VN Topology Metric> ::= <VN Topology Type> 
<VN Topology Cost>
[<VN Topology Preference>]
[<VN Topology Objective Function>]

Where

<VN Topology Type> ::= <Path> | <Graph>

<VN Topology Cost> describes a particular cost associated with the VN Topology link/path such as reservable bandwidth, maximum link/path capacity, latency, etc.

<VN Topology Preference> describes if the request is

. a single vs. a bulk request,
. VN diversity preference (in case of a bulk request, whether VNs should be disjoint or not),
. SRLG is required in describing link/path topology, or
. Others TDB.

<VN Topology Objective Function> indicates a specific objective function for computing a path. This only applies when the VN Topology Type is a path vector.

<Traffic-Matrix> ::= <End-Point List>

  <Connectivity Type>
  <Connectivity Metric>

Where

<Connectivity Type> ::= <P2P> | <P2MP> | <MP|MP> | <MP|P>

  <Multi-destination>

<Connectivity Metric> ::= <Bandwidth>
<VN Survivability> ::= <VN Protection Level>

<VN Survivability Policy>

Where

<VN Protection Level> ::= <No Protection> | <1+1> | <1:N> | <restoration>

<VN Survivability Policy> ::= <Local Reroute Allowed>  
[<Domain Preference>]  
<Push Allowed>  
<Incremental Update>

Where

<Local Reroute Allowed> is a delegation policy to the Server to allow or not a local reroute fix upon a failure of the primary LSP.

<Domain Preference> is only applied on the MPI where the MDSC (client) provides a domain preference to each PNC (server).

<Push Allowed> is a policy that allows a server to trigger an updated VN topology upon failure without an explicit request from the client.

<Increment Update> is another policy that triggers an increment update from the server.

<VN Status> is the status indicator whether the VN has been successfully instantiated/modified/deleted in the server network or not in response to <VN Action>.

<VN Topology> describes the resulting VN topology. Details of <VN Topology> are TDB.
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1. Introduction

YANG [RFC6020] a data definition language that was introduced to define the contents of a conceptual data store that allows networked devices to be managed using NETCONF [RFC6241]. YANG is proving relevant beyond its initial confines, as bindings to other interfaces (e.g. ReST) and encoding other than XML (e.g. JSON) are being defined. Furthermore, YANG data models can be used as the basis of implementation for other interface, such as CLI and programmatic APIs. This document defines a YANG data model for representing and manipulating TE Topologies. This model contains technology agnostic TE Topology building blocks that can be augmented and used by other technology-specific TE Topology models.

1.1. Tree Structure - Legend

A simplified graphical representation of the data model is presented in Section 3 of this document. The following notations are used for the YANG model data tree representation.
<status> <flags> <name> <opts> <type>

<status> is one of:
+  for current
x  for deprecated
o  for obsolete

<flags> is one of:
rw  for read-write configuration data
ro  for read-only non-configuration data
-x  for execution rpcs
-n  for notifications

<name> is the name of the node

If the node is augmented into the tree from another module, its name is printed as <prefix>:<name>

<opts> is one of:
? for an optional leaf or node
! for a presence container
* for a leaf-list or list
Brackets [<keys>] for a list’s keys
Curly braces (<condition>) for optional feature that make node conditional
Colon : for marking case nodes
Ellipses ("...") subtree contents not shown

Parentheses enclose choice and case nodes, and case nodes are also marked with a colon (":").

<type> is the name of the type for leafs and leaf-lists.

1.2. Prefixes in Data Node Names

In this document, names of data nodes and other data model objects are prefixed using the standard prefix associated with the corresponding YANG imported modules, as shown in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Prefix</th>
<th>YANG module</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>yang</td>
<td>ietf-yang-types</td>
<td>[RFC6991]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>inet</td>
<td>ietf-inet-types</td>
<td>[RFC6991]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Prefixes and corresponding YANG modules
1.3. Terminology

In this document, the key words "MUST", "MUST NOT", "REQUIRED", "SHALL", "SHALL NOT", "SHOULD", "SHOULD NOT", "RECOMMENDED", "MAY", and "OPTIONAL" are to be interpreted as described in BCP 14, RFC 2119 [RFC2119].

2. Design Considerations

2.1. Generic extensible Model

The TE Topology model proposed in this document is meant to be technology agnostic. Other technology specific TE Topology models can augment and use the building blocks provided by the proposed model.

2.1.1. Generic TE Link Attributes

The model covers the definitions for generic TE Link attributes – bandwidth, admin groups, SRLGs, switching capabilities, TE metric extensions etc.

2.1.2. Generic TE Node Attributes

The model covers the definitions for generic TE Node attributes like connectivity matrix.

    +--rw connectivity-matrix* [id]
        +--rw id        uint32
        +--rw from-link
            +--rw topo-ref?    leafref
            +--rw node-ref?    leafref
            +--rw link-end-ref? leafref
        +--rw to-link
            +--rw topo-ref?    leafref
            +--rw node-ref?    leafref
            +--rw link-end-ref? leafref
        +--rw is-allowed?    Boolean

2.1.3. TED Information Sources

The model allows each TE topological element to have multiple TE information sources (OSPF-TE, ISIS-TE, BGP-LS, User-Configured, Other). Each information source is associated with a credibility preference to indicate precedence.

The model captures overlay and underlay relationship for TE nodes/links. For example – in networks where multiple TE Topologies are
built hierarchically, this model allows the user to start from a specific topological element in the top most topology and traverse all the way down to the supporting topological elements in the bottom most topology.

2.2. Overlay/Underlay Relationship

```yang
++-rw node* [te-node-id]
  :
  +-rw te-node-attributes
  
  +-rw underlay-topology?  leafref {te-topology-hierarchy}?

++-rw link* [source-te-node-id source-te-link-id dest-te-node-id dest-te-link-id]

  :
  +-rw te-link-attributes

  +-rw underlay! {te-topology-hierarchy}?
    +-rw underlay-path
    :

    +-rw underlay-backup-path

    +-rw underlay-protection-type?  uint16
    
    +-rw underlay-trail-src

    +-rw underlay-trail-des

```

2.3. Scheduling Parameters

The model allows time scheduling parameters to be specified for each topological element. These parameters allow the provider to present different topological views to the client at different time slots.

```yang
++-rw schedules* [schedule-id]
    |
    +-rw schedule-id          uint32
    +-rw start?               yang:date-and-time
    +-rw schedule-duration?   string
    +-rw repeat-interval?     string
```

2.4. Abstract TE Topologies

The model allows the provider to present the network in abstract terms on per client basis and facilitates the notion of "TE Topology as a service". These topologies are typically decoupled from the actual network topology and are supposed to be fully comprehensible by the clients and contain sufficient information for the client path
computers to select service paths according to the client policies. The model also allows the client to request changes to the abstract TE Topology that is presented to it and thus manipulate it.

2.5. Open Items

- Relationship with "generic network topology" model: The generic network topology building blocks are discussed in [YANG-NET-TOPO]. This version of the document does not use any of those building blocks. The authors would like to explore the possibility of doing that in future revisions of this document.

- Incremental notifications: The model proposed in this version does not cover incremental notifications. The authors intend to add this in future revisions of the document.

3. Tree Structure

module: ietf-te-topology
  +--rw te-topologies
    |  +--rw topology* [te-topology-id] te-topology-id
    |  +--rw topology-types
    |  |  +--rw te-topology!
    |  +--rw node* [te-node-id] te-node-id
    |  |  +--rw te-node-template? leafref
    |  +--rw te-node-attributes
    |    +--rw schedules* [schedule-id] schedule-id
    |    |  +--rw schedule-id uint32
    |    |  +--rw start? yang:date-and-time
    |    |  +--rw schedule-duration? string
    |    |  +--rw repeat-interval? string
    |    +--rw name? inet:domain-name
    |    +--rw signaling-address* inet:ip-address
    |    +--rw flag* flag-type
    |    +--rw is-abstract? boolean
    |    +--rw underlay-topology? leafref
    {te-topology-hierarchy}?
  +--rw te-link* [te-link-id] te-link-id
    +--rw te-link-id
    +--rw (stack-level)?
      +--:(bundle)
        +--rw bundled-links
        |  +--rw bundled-link* [sequence] sequence
        |      +--rw sequence uint32
        |      +--rw te-link-ref? leafref
        +--:(component)
++-rw component-links
  +++-rw component-link* [sequence]
    +++-rw sequence         uint32
  +++-rw component-link-ref? leafref
++-rw connectivity-matrix* [id]
  +++-rw id          uint32
  +++-rw from-link
    +++-rw topo-ref?    leafref
    +++-rw node-ref?    leafref
    +++-rw link-end-ref? leafref
  +++-rw to-link
    +++-rw topo-ref?    leafref
    +++-rw node-ref?    leafref
    +++-rw link-end-ref? leafref
  +++-rw is-allowed?   boolean
++-rw ted
  +++-rw te-router-id-ipv4? inet:ipv4-address
  +++-rw te-router-id-ipv6? inet:ipv6-address
  +++-rw ipv4-local-address* [ipv4-prefix]
    |  +++-rw ipv4-prefix    inet:ipv4-prefix
  +++-rw ipv6-local-address* [ipv6-prefix]
    |  +++-rw ipv6-prefix    inet:ipv6-prefix
    |  +++-rw prefix-option? uint8
  +++-rw pcc-capabilities? pcc-capabilities
++-rw link* [source-te-node-id source-te-link-id
dest-te-node-id dest-te-link-id]
  +++-rw source-te-node-id  leafref
  +++-rw source-te-link-id  leafref
  +++-rw dest-te-node-id    leafref
  +++-rw dest-te-link-id    leafref
  +++-rw te-link-template? leafref
  +++-rw te-link-attributes
  |  +++-rw schedules* [schedule-id]
    |  |  |  +++-rw schedule-id       uint32
    |  |  |  +++-rw start?           yang:date-and-time
    |  |  |  +++-rw schedule-duration? string
    |  |  |  +++-rw repeat-interval? string
    |  |  +++-rw name?             string
    |  ++-rw flag*               flag-type
    |  +++-rw is-abstract?       boolean
  +++-rw underlay! {te-topology-hierarchy}?
    |  +++-rw underlay-path
      |  |  +++-rw topology-id?     leafref
      |  |  +++-rw path-element* [path-element-id]
      |  |  |  +++-rw path-element-id uint32
      |  |  +++-rw loose?           boolean
      |  |  +++-rw (element-type)?
      |  |  |  +++-(numbered-link)
|               |               |               |               | ---rw unidirectional-residual-bandwidth? |
|               |               |               |               | ---rw unidirectional-available-bandwidth? |
|               |               |               |               | ---rw unidirectional-utilized-bandwidth? |
|               |               |               |               | ---rw threshold-in |
|               |               |               |               |  ---rw unidirectional-delay? |
|               |               |               |               |  ---rw unidirectional-min-delay? |
|               |               |               |               |  ---rw unidirectional-max-delay? |
|               |               |               |               |  ---rw unidirectional-delay-variation? |
|               |               |               |               |  ---rw unidirectional-packet-loss? |
|               |               |               |               |  ---rw unidirectional-residual-bandwidth? |
|               |               |               |               |  ---rw unidirectional-available-bandwidth? |
|               |               |               |               |  ---rw unidirectional-utilized-bandwidth? |
|               |               |               |               |  ---rw threshold-accelerated-advertisement |
|               |               |               |               |                  ---rw unidirectional-delay?  uint32 |
|               |               |               |               |                  ---rw unidirectional-min-delay?  uint32 |
|               |               |               |               |                  ---rw unidirectional-max-delay?  uint32 |
|               |               |               |               |                  ---rw unidirectional-delay-variation?  uint32 |
|               |               |               |               |                  ---rw unidirectional-packet-loss?  decimal64 |
|               |               |               |               |                  ---rw unidirectional-residual-bandwidth? |
|               |               |               |               |  ---rw unidirectional-available-bandwidth? |
|               |               |               |               |  ---rw unidirectional-utilized-bandwidth? |
|               |               |               |               |  ---rw information-source?  enumeration |
|               |               |               |               |  ---rw credibility-preference?  uint16 |
|               |               |               |               |  ---rw link-index?  uint64 |
|               |               |               |               |  ---rw administrative-group* [sequence] |
|               |               |               |               |                  ---rw sequence  uint32 |
|               |               |               |               |                  ---rw ag-element?  uint32 |
|               |               |               |               |  ---rw max-link-bandwidth?  decimal64 |
|               |               |               |               |  ---rw max-resv-link-bandwidth?  decimal64 |
|               |               |               |               |  ---rw unreserved-bandwidth* [priority] |
|               |               |               |               |                  ---rw priority  uint8 |
|               |               |               |               |                  ---rw bandwidth?  decimal64 |
|               |               |               |               |  ---rw te-default-metric?  uint32 |
|               |               |               |               |  ---rw performance-metric {te-performance-metric}? |
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| | +--rw measurement
| |  +--rw unidirectional-delay?      uint32
| |  +--rw unidirectional-min-delay?  uint32
| |  +--rw unidirectional-max-delay?  uint32
| |  +--rw unidirectional-delay-variation? uint32
| |  +--rw unidirectional-packet-loss?  decimal64
| |  +--rw unidirectional-residual-bandwidth? decimal64
| |  +--rw unidirectional-available-bandwidth? decimal64
| |  +--rw unidirectional-utilized-bandwidth? decimal64

| |  +--rw normality
| |     +--rw unidirectional-delay?
| |     +--rw unidirectional-min-delay?
| |     +--rw unidirectional-max-delay?
| |     +--rw unidirectional-delay-variation?
| |     +--rw unidirectional-packet-loss?
| |     +--rw unidirectional-residual-bandwidth?
| |     +--rw unidirectional-available-bandwidth?
| |     +--rw unidirectional-utilized-bandwidth?

| |  +--rw link-protection-type?
| |     +--rw interface-switching-capabilities*
| |     +--rw switching-capability
| |     ted:switching-capabilities
| |     +--rw encoding?
| |     ted:encoding-type
| |        +--rw max-lsp-bandwidth* [priority]
| |        +--rw priority      uint8
| |        +--rw bandwidth?    decimal64
| |        +--rw packet-switch-capable
| |        +--rw minimum-lsp-bandwidth? decimal64
| |        +--rw interface-mtu?  uint16
| |        +--rw time-division-multiplex-capable
| |        +--rw minimum-lsp-bandwidth? decimal64
| |        +--rw indication?    enumeration
| |        +--rw srlg
| |        +--rw srlg-values* [srlg-value]
| ++--rw srlg-value    uint32
|   ++--rw alt-information-sources* [information-source]
|     ++--rw information-source enumeration
|     ++--rw credibility-preference?    uint16
|     ++--rw link-index?               uint64
|     ++--rw administrative-group* [sequence]
|     |   ++--rw sequence        uint32
|     |   ++--rw ag-element?     uint32
|     |   ++--rw max-link-bandwidth?    decimal64
|     |   ++--rw max-resv-link-bandwidth?    decimal64
|     |   ++--rw unreserved-bandwidth* [priority]
|     |     ++--rw priority        uint8
|     |     ++--rw bandwidth?      decimal64
|     |     ++--rw te-default-metric?    uint32
|     |     ++--rw performance-metric
|     |         ++--rw measurement
|     |         |   ++--rw unidirectional-delay?    uint32
|     |         |   ++--rw unidirectional-min-delay?    uint32
|     |         |   ++--rw unidirectional-max-delay?    uint32
|     |         |   ++--rw unidirectional-delay-variation?
|     |         |         uint32
|     |         ++--rw unidirectional-packet-loss?
|     |         decimal64
|     |         ++--rw unidirectional-residual-bandwidth?
|     |         decimal64
|     |         ++--rw unidirectional-available-bandwidth?
|     |         decimal64
|     |         ++--rw unidirectional-utilized-bandwidth?
|     |         decimal64
|     |         ++--rw normality performance-metric-normality
|     |         |   ++--rw unidirectional-delay?
|     |         |         ++--rw unidirectional-min-delay?
|     |         |         ++--rw unidirectional-max-delay?
|     |         |         ++--rw unidirectional-delay-variation?
|     |         |         performance-metric-normality
|     |         |         ++--rw unidirectional-packet-loss?
|     |         |         performance-metric-normality
|     |         |         ++--rw unidirectional-residual-bandwidth?
|     |         |         performance-metric-normality
|     |         |         ++--rw unidirectional-available-bandwidth?
|     |         |         performance-metric-normality
|     |         |         ++--rw unidirectional-utilized-bandwidth?
|     |         |         ++--rw link-protection-type?
enumeration
  |              +--rw interface-switching-capabilities*
| [switching-capability] |              |              +--rw switching-capability
|                        |              |    ted:switching-capabilities
|    |    | +--rw encoding?
|    |    |    ted:encoding-type
|    |    |        +--rw max-lsp-bandwidth* [priority]
|    |    | |              | +--rw priority        uint8
|    |    | |              | +--rw bandwidth?      decimal64
|    |    | +--rw packet-switch-capable
|    |    | |              | +--rw minimum-lsp-bandwidth?  decimal64
|    |    | |              | +--rw interface-mtu?    uint16
|    |    | +--rw time-division-multiplex-capable
|    |    | |              | +--rw minimum-lsp-bandwidth?  decimal64
|    |    | +--rw indication?    enumeration
|    |    |    +--rw srlg
|    |    |    +--rw srlg-values* [srlg-value]
|    |    |    | +--rw srlg-value    uint32
|    +--rw node-template* [name]
|    | +--rw name                  te-template-name
|    +--rw te-node-attributes
|    | +--rw schedules* [schedule-id]
|    | | +--rw schedule-id       uint32
|    | | +--rw start?            yang:date-and-time
|    | | +--rw schedule-duration? string
|    | +--rw repeat-interval?  string
|    | +--rw name?              inet:domain-name
|    | +--rw signaling-address* inet:ip-address
|    | +--rw flag*              flag-type
|    | +--rw is-abstract?       boolean
|    | +--rw underlay-topology? leafref

{te-topology-hierarchy}?

| +--rw te-link* [te-link-id]
| | +--rw te-link-id       te-link-id
| | +--rw (stack-level)?
| |     +--:(bundle)
| |     | +--rw bundled-links
| |     | | +--rw bundled-link* [sequence]
| |     | | | +--rw sequence       uint32
| |     | | +--rw te-link-ref?   leafref
| | |     +--:(component)
| |     | +--rw component-links
| |     | | +--rw component-link* [sequence]
| |     | | | +--rw sequence       uint32
| |     | | +--rw component-link-ref? leafref
| +--rw connectivity-matrix* [id]
| | +--rw id        uint32
++rw from-link
  ++rw topo-ref? leafref
  ++rw node-ref? leafref
  ++rw link-end-ref? leafref
++rw to-link
  ++rw topo-ref? leafref
  ++rw node-ref? leafref
  ++rw link-end-ref? leafref
++rw is-allowed? boolean
++rw ted
  ++rw te-router-id-ipv4? inet:ipv4-address
  ++rw te-router-id-ipv6? inet:ipv6-address
  ++rw ipv4-local-address* [ipv4-prefix]
    | ++rw ipv4-prefix inet:ipv4-prefix
  ++rw ipv6-local-address* [ipv6-prefix]
    | ++rw ipv6-prefix inet:ipv6-prefix
    | ++rw prefix-option? uint8
  ++rw pcc-capabilities? pcc-capabilities
++rw link-template* [name]
  ++rw name te-template-name
++rw te-link-attributes
  ++rw schedules* [schedule-id]
    | ++rw schedule-id uint32
    | ++rw start? yang:date-and-time
    | ++rw schedule-duration? string
    | ++rw repeat-interval? string
  ++rw name? string
  ++rw flag* flag-type
  ++rw is-abstract? boolean
++rw underlay! {te-topology-hierarchy}?
  ++rw underlay-path
    | ++rw topology-id? leafref
    | ++rw path-element* [path-element-id]
      | ++rw path-element-id uint32
      | ++rw loose? boolean
      | ++rw (element-type)?
        | | ++:(numbered-link)
        | | | ++rw link-ip-address? inet:ip-address
        | | ++:(unnumbered-link)
        | | | ++rw link-node-id? uint32
        | | | ++rw te-link-id? uint32
        | | ++:(node)
        | | | ++rw te-node-id? uint32
        | | ++:(label)
        | | | ++rw label? uint32
    | ++rw underlay-backup-path
      | ++rw topology-id? leafref
      | ++rw path-element* [path-element-id]
```yang
++-rw path-element-id       uint32
++-rw loose?                boolean
++-rw (element-type)?
    +--:(numbered-link)
        |   ++-rw link-ip-address?  inet:ip-address
    +--:(unnumbered-link)
        |   ++-rw link-node-id?   uint32
        |   ++-rw te-link-id?    uint32
    +--:(node)
        |   ++-rw te-node-id?   uint32
    +--:(label)
        |   ++-rw label?         uint32
++-rw underlay-protection-type?   uint16
++-rw underlay-trail-src
    ++-rw topo-ref?     leafref
    ++-rw node-ref?     leafref
    ++-rw link-end-ref? leafref
++-rw underlay-trail-des
    ++-rw topo-ref?     leafref
    ++-rw node-ref?     leafref
    ++-rw link-end-ref? leafref
++-rw ted
    ++-rw admin-status?       enumeration
    ++-rw oper-status?        enumeration
    ++-rw area-id?            binary
    ++-rw performance-metric-throttle
        (te-performance-metric)?
            ++-rw unidirectional-delay-offset?   uint32
            ++-rw measure-interval?              uint32
            ++-rw advertisement-interval?        uint32
            ++-rw suppression-interval?          uint32
            ++-rw threshold-out
                ++-rw unidirectional-delay?         uint32
                ++-rw unidirectional-min-delay?     uint32
                ++-rw unidirectional-max-delay?     uint32
                ++-rw unidirectional-delay-variation? uint32
                ++-rw unidirectional-packet-loss?   decimal64
                ++-rw unidirectional-residual-bandwidth?
                    decimal64
            ++-rw threshold-in
                ++-rw unidirectional-delay?         uint32
                ++-rw unidirectional-min-delay?     uint32
                ++-rw unidirectional-max-delay?     uint32
                ++-rw unidirectional-delay-variation? uint32
```
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++-rw unidirectional-packet-loss?                decimal64
++-rw unidirectional-residual-bandwidth?
decimal64
++-rw unidirectional-available-bandwidth?
decimal64
++-rw unidirectional-utilized-bandwidth?
decimal64
++-rw threshold-accelerated-advertisement
    +++-rw unidirectional-delay?                    uint32
    +++-rw unidirectional-min-delay?                uint32
    +++-rw unidirectional-max-delay?                uint32
    +++-rw unidirectional-delay-variation?          uint32
    +++-rw unidirectional-packet-loss?              decimal64
    +++-rw unidirectional-residual-bandwidth?
decimal64
++-rw unidirectional-available-bandwidth?
decimal64
++-rw unidirectional-utilized-bandwidth?
decimal64
++-rw information-source?                        enumeration
++-rw credibility-preference?                    uint16
++-rw link-index?                                uint64
    +++-rw administrative-group* [sequence]
        +++-rw sequence                        uint32
        +++-rw ag-element?                     uint32
++-rw max-link-bandwidth?                        decimal64
++-rw max-resv-link-bandwidth?                   decimal64
++-rw unreserved-bandwidth* [priority]
    +++-rw priority                          uint8
    +++-rw bandwidth?                        decimal64
++-rw te-default-metric?                        uint32
++-rw performance-metric {te-performance-metric}?
    +++-rw measurement
        +++-rw unidirectional-delay?            uint32
        +++-rw unidirectional-min-delay?        uint32
        +++-rw unidirectional-max-delay?        uint32
        +++-rw unidirectional-delay-variation?  uint32
        +++-rw unidirectional-packet-loss?      decimal64
        +++-rw unidirectional-residual-bandwidth?
decimal64
++-rw unidirectional-available-bandwidth?
decimal64
++-rw unidirectional-utilized-bandwidth?
decimal64
++-rw normality
    +++-rw unidirectional-delay?
    +++-rw unidirectional-min-delay?

performance-metric-normality
    +++-rw unidirectional-delay?
performance-metric-normality
  |     +--rw unidirectional-max-delay?
performance-metric-normality
  |     +--rw unidirectional-delay-variation?
performance-metric-normality
  |     +--rw unidirectional-packet-loss?
performance-metric-normality
  |     +--rw unidirectional-residual-bandwidth?
performance-metric-normality
  |     +--rw unidirectional-available-bandwidth?
performance-metric-normality
  |     +--rw unidirectional-utilized-bandwidth?
performance-metric-normality
  +--rw link-protection-type?               enumeration
    +--rw interface-switching-capabilities*
        [switching-capability]
          +--rw switching-capability
ted:switching-capabilities
            +++-rw encoding?                   ted:encoding-type
            +++-rw max-lsp-bandwidth* [priority]
            |     +++-rw priority     uint8
            |     +++-rw bandwidth?   decimal64
            +++-rw packet-switch-capable
            |     +++-rw minimum-lsp-bandwidth?   decimal64
            |     +++-rw interface-mtu?           uint16
            +++-rw time-division-multiplex-capable
            |     +++-rw minimum-lsp-bandwidth?   decimal64
            |     +++-rw indication?              enumeration
            +++-rw srlg
            |     +++-rw srlg-values* [srlg-value]
            |       +++-rw srlg-value    uint32
            +++-rw alt-information-sources* [information-source]
            |     +++-rw information-source    enumeration
            |     +++-rw credibility-preference?   uint16
            |     +++-rw link-index?               uint64
            |     +++-rw administrative-group* [sequence]
            |       +++-rw sequence       uint32
            |       +++-rw ag-element?    uint32
            |     +++-rw max-link-bandwidth?     decimal64
            |     +++-rw max-resv-link-bandwidth?  decimal64
            |     +++-rw unreserved-bandwidth* [priority]
            |       +++-rw priority     uint8
            |       +++-rw bandwidth?   decimal64
            +++-rw te-default-metric?               uint32
            +++-rw performance-metric {te-performance-metric}?
            |     +++-rw measurement
            |       +++-rw unidirectional-delay?    uint32
            |       +++-rw unidirectional-min-delay?  uint32
```
decimal64  |   +--rw unidirectional-available-bandwidth?
decimal64  |   |   +--rw unidirectional-utilized-bandwidth?
decimal64  |   |   +--rw normality
performance-metric-normality
performance-metric-normality
performance-metric-normality
performance-metric-normality
performance-metric-normality
performance-metric-normality
performance-metric-normality
performance-metric-normality
---rw link-protection-type?    enumeration
---rw interface-switching-capabilities*
  [switching-capability]
    +--rw switching-capability
ted:switching-capabilities
    ---rw encoding?    ted:encoding-type
    ---rw max-lsp-bandwidth* [priority]
      ---rw priority    uint8
      ---rw bandwidth?  decimal64
    +---rw packet-switch-capable
      ---rw minimum-lsp-bandwidth?  decimal64
      ---rw interface-mtu?    uint16
    +---rw time-division-multiplex-capable
      ---rw minimum-lsp-bandwidth?  decimal64
      +---rw indication?    enumeration
    +--rw srlg
    +---rw srlg-values* [srlg-value]
      +---rw srlg-value    uint32
---ro te-topologies-state
  +---ro topology* [te-topology-id]
  +---ro te-topology-id    te-topology-id
  +---ro server-provided?  boolean
```
++-ro topology-types
  +--ro te-topology!
++-ro node* [te-node-id]
  +--ro te-node-id
  +--ro te-node-template? leafref
  +--ro te-node-attributes
    +--ro schedules* [schedule-id]
      +--ro schedule-id uint32
      +--ro start? yang:date-and-time
      +--ro schedule-duration? string
      +--ro repeat-interval? string
      +--ro name? inet:domain-name
      +--ro signaling-address* inet:ip-address
      +--ro flag* flag-type
      +--ro is-abstract? boolean
      +--ro underlay-topology? leafref

{te-topology-hierarchy}?
  +--ro te-link* [te-link-id]
    +--ro te-link-id
    +--ro (stack-level)?
      +-:(bundle)
        +--ro bundled-links
          +--ro bundled-link* [sequence]
            +--ro sequence uint32
            +--ro te-link-ref? leafref
      +-:(component)
        +--ro component-links
          +--ro component-link* [sequence]
            +--ro sequence uint32
            +--ro component-link-ref? leafref
  +--ro connectivity-matrix* [id]
    +--ro id uint32
    +--ro from-link
      +--ro topo-ref? leafref
      +--ro node-ref? leafref
      +--ro link-end-ref? leafref
    +--ro to-link
      +--ro topo-ref? leafref
      +--ro node-ref? leafref
      +--ro link-end-ref? leafref
    +--ro is-allowed? boolean
  +--ro ted
    +--ro te-router-id-ipv4? inet:ipv4-address
    +--ro te-router-id-ipv6? inet:ipv6-address
    +--ro ipv4-local-address* [ipv4-prefix]
    +--ro ipv4-prefix inet:ipv4-prefix
    +--ro ipv6-local-address* [ipv6-prefix]
    +--ro ipv6-prefix inet:ipv6-prefix
decimal64
  |     |  +--ro threshold-accelerated-advertisement
  |     |     +--ro unidirectional-delay? uint32
  |     |     +--ro unidirectional-min-delay? uint32
  |     |     +--ro unidirectional-max-delay? uint32
  |     |     +--ro unidirectional-delay-variation? uint32
  |     |     +--ro unidirectional-packet-loss? decimal64
  |     |     +--ro unidirectional-residual-bandwidth?
decimal64
  |     |  +--ro unidirectional-available-bandwidth?
decimal64
  |     |  +--ro unidirectional-utilized-bandwidth?
decimal64
  |     |  +--ro information-source? enumeration
  |     |  +--ro credibility-preference? uint16
  |     |  +--ro link-index? uint64
  |     |  +--ro administrative-group* [sequence]
  |     |     |  +--ro sequence uint32
  |     |     |  +--ro ag-element? uint32
  |     |     +--ro max-link-bandwidth? decimal64
  |     |     +--ro max-resv-link-bandwidth? decimal64
  |     |     +--ro unreserved-bandwidth* [priority]
  |     |     |  +--ro priority uint8
  |     |     |  +--ro bandwidth? decimal64
  |     |  +--ro te-default-metric? uint32
  |     |  +--ro performance-metric {te-performance-metric}?
  |     |     |  +--ro measurement
  |     |     |     |  +--ro unidirectional-delay? uint32
  |     |     |     |  +--ro unidirectional-min-delay? uint32
  |     |     |     |  +--ro unidirectional-max-delay? uint32
  |     |     |     |  +--ro unidirectional-delay-variation? uint32
  |     |     |     |  +--ro unidirectional-packet-loss? decimal64
  |     |     |     |  +--ro unidirectional-residual-bandwidth?
decimal64
  |     |  +--ro unidirectional-available-bandwidth?
decimal64
  |     |  +--ro unidirectional-utilized-bandwidth?
decimal64
  |     |  +--ro normality
  |     |     +--ro unidirectional-delay?
  |     |     +--ro unidirectional-min-delay?
  |     |     +--ro unidirectional-max-delay?
  |     |     +--ro unidirectional-delay-variation?
  |     |     +--ro unidirectional-packet-loss?
performance-metric-normality
    |     |     +--ro unidirectional-residual-bandwidth?
performance-metric-normality
    |     |     +--ro unidirectional-available-bandwidth?
performance-metric-normality
    |     |     +--ro unidirectional-utilized-bandwidth?
performance-metric-normality
    |     +--ro link-protection-type? enumeration
    +--ro interface-switching-capabilities*
[switching-capability]
    |     |     +--ro switching-capability
    |     |     +--ro encoding?
    |     ted:encoding-type
    |     |     +--ro max-lsp-bandwidth* [priority]
    |     |     |     +--ro priority uint8
    |     |     |     +--ro bandwidth? decimal64
    |     |     +--ro packet-switch-capable
    |     |     |     +--ro minimum-lsp-bandwidth? decimal64
    |     |     |     +--ro interface-mtu? uint16
    |     |     +--ro time-division-multiplex-capable
    |     |     +--ro minimum-lsp-bandwidth? decimal64
    |     |     +--ro indication? enumeration
    |     +--ro srlg
    |     |     +--ro srlg-values* [srlg-value]
    |     |     |     +--ro srlg-value uint32
    |     +--ro alt-information-sources* [information-source]
    |     |     +--ro information-source enumeration
    |     |     +--ro credibility-preference? uint16
    |     |     +--ro link-index? uint64
    |     |     +--ro administrative-group* [sequence]
    |     |     |     +--ro sequence uint32
    |     |     |     +--ro ag-element? uint32
    |     |     +--ro max-link-bandwidth? decimal64
    |     |     +--ro max-resv-link-bandwidth? decimal64
    |     |     +--ro unreserved-bandwidth* [priority]
    |     |     |     +--ro priority uint8
    |     |     |     +--ro bandwidth? decimal64
    |     |     +--ro te-default-metric? uint32
    |     |     +--ro performance-metric
    |     &{te-performance-metric}?
    |     |     +--ro measurement
    |     |     |     +--ro unidirectional-delay? uint32
    |     |     |     +--ro unidirectional-min-delay? uint32
    |     |     |     +--ro unidirectional-max-delay? uint32
    |     |     |     +--ro unidirectional-delay-variation?
    |     |     +--ro unidirectional-packet-loss?
decimal64 | | --ro unidirectional-residual-bandwidth?
decimal64 | | --ro unidirectional-available-bandwidth?
decimal64 | | --ro unidirectional-utilized-bandwidth?
decimal64 | | --ro normality
  | | --ro unidirectional-delay?
performance-metric-normality | | --ro unidirectional-min-delay?
performance-metric-normality | | --ro unidirectional-max-delay?
performance-metric-normality | | --ro unidirectional-delay-variation?
performance-metric-normality | | --ro unidirectional-packet-loss?
performance-metric-normality | | --ro unidirectional-residual-bandwidth?
performance-metric-normality | | --ro unidirectional-available-bandwidth?
performance-metric-normality | | --ro unidirectional-utilized-bandwidth?
performance-metric-normality
  | | --ro link-protection-type?    enumeration
  | | --ro interface-switching-capabilities*
  [switching-capability]
    | | --ro switching-capability
ted:switching-capabilities
    | | --ro encoding?     ted:encoding-type
    | | --ro max-lsp-bandwidth* [priority]
      | | --ro priority      uint8
      | | --ro bandwidth?   decimal64
    | | --ro packet-switch-capable
      | | --ro minimum-lsp-bandwidth? decimal64
      | | --ro interface-mtu?         uint16
    | | --ro time-division-multiplex-capable
      | | --ro minimum-lsp-bandwidth? decimal64
    | | --ro indication?   enumeration
    | | --ro srlg
      | | --ro srlg-values* [srlg-value]
    | | --ro srlg-value   uint32
++ro te-link-state-attributes
  | | --ro information-source?   enumeration
  | | --ro credibility-preference? uint16

notifications:
  | | --n te-node-event
    | | --ro event-type?   te-topology-event-type
++-ro topo-ref?          leafref
++-ro node-ref?          leafref
++-ro te-topology!
++-ro te-node-attributes
  +++-ro schedules* [schedule-id]
    +++-ro schedule-id    uint32
    +++-ro start?         yang:date-and-time
    +++-ro schedule-duration? string
    +++-ro repeat-interval? string
  +++-ro name?            inet:domain-name
  +++-ro signaling-address* inet:ip-address
  +++-ro flag*            flag-type
  +++-ro is-abstract?      boolean
  +++-ro underlay-topology? leafref {te-topology-hierarchy}?
  +++-ro te-link* [te-link-id]
    +++-ro te-link-id      te-link
    +++-ro (stack-level)?  te-link
      +=:(bundle)
        +++-ro bundled-links
          +++-ro bundled-link* [sequence]
            +++-ro sequence   uint32
            +++-ro te-link-ref? leafref
      +=:(component)
        +++-ro component-links
          +++-ro component-link* [sequence]
            +++-ro sequence   uint32
            +++-ro component-link-ref? leafref
  +++-ro connectivity-matrix* [id]
    +++-ro id               uint32
    +++-ro from-link
      +++-ro topo-ref?       leafref
      +++-ro node-ref?       leafref
      +++-ro link-end-ref?   leafref
    +++-ro to-link
      +++-ro topo-ref?       leafref
      +++-ro node-ref?       leafref
      +++-ro link-end-ref?   leafref
    +++-ro is-allowed?      boolean
  +++-ro ted
    +++-ro te-router-id-ipv4? inet:ipv4-address
    +++-ro te-router-id-ipv6? inet:ipv6-address
    +++-ro ipv4-local-address* [ipv4-prefix]
      +++-ro ipv4-prefix      inet:ipv4-prefix
    +++-ro ipv6-local-address* [ipv6-prefix]
      +++-ro ipv6-prefix      inet:ipv6-prefix
      +++-ro prefix-option?   uint8
    +++-ro pcc-capabilities? pcc-capabilities

---n te-link-event
++--ro event-type?              te-topology-event-type
++--ro topo-ref?                leafref
++--ro source-te-node-id-ref?   leafref
++--ro source-te-link-id-ref?   leafref
++--ro dest-te-node-id-ref?     leafref
++--ro dest-te-link-id-ref?     leafref
++--ro te-topology!
++--ro te-link-attributes
  ++--ro schedules* [schedule-id]
    ++--ro schedule-id          uint32
    ++--ro start?               yang:date-and-time
    ++--ro schedule-duration?   string
    ++--ro repeat-interval?     string
    ++--ro name?          string
    ++--ro flag*          flag-type
    ++--ro is-abstract?   boolean
++--ro underlay! (te-topology-hierarchy)?
  ++--ro underlay-path
    ++--ro topology-id?        leafref
    ++--ro path-element* [path-element-id]
      ++--ro path-element-id    uint32
      ++--ro loose?             boolean
      ++--ro (element-type)?
        +--:(numbered-link)
          | ++--ro link-ip-address?   inet:ip-address
        +--:(unnumbered-link)
          | ++--ro link-node-id?      uint32
          | ++--ro te-link-id?        uint32
        +--:(node)
          | ++--ro te-node-id?        uint32
        +--:(label)
          ++--ro label?             uint32
    ++--ro underlay-backup-path
      ++--ro topology-id?        leafref
      ++--ro path-element* [path-element-id]
        ++--ro path-element-id    uint32
        ++--ro loose?             boolean
        ++--ro (element-type)?
          +--:(numbered-link)
            | ++--ro link-ip-address?   inet:ip-address
          +--:(unnumbered-link)
            | ++--ro link-node-id?      uint32
            | ++--ro te-link-id?        uint32
          +--:(node)
            | ++--ro te-node-id?        uint32
          +--:(label)
            ++--ro label?             uint32
      ++--ro underlay-protection-type?   uint16
+--ro underlay-trail-src
  |  +--ro topo-ref?       leafref
  |  +--ro node-ref?       leafref
  |  +--ro link-end-ref?   leafref
++--ro underlay-trail-des
  |  +--ro topo-ref?       leafref
  |  +--ro node-ref?       leafref
  |  +--ro link-end-ref?   leafref
++--ro dynamic?                    boolean
  |  +--ro committed?                  boolean
++--ro ted
  |  +--ro admin-status?                           enumeration
  |  +--ro oper-status?                           enumeration
  |  +--ro area-id?                                      binary
++--ro performance-metric-throttle{te-performance-metric}?  
  |  +--ro unidirectional-delay-offset?       uint32
  |  +--ro measure-interval?                      uint32
  |  +--ro advertisement-interval?                uint32
  |  +--ro suppression-interval?                  uint32
++--ro threshold-out
  |  |  +--ro unidirectional-delay?                 uint32
  |  |  +--ro unidirectional-min-delay?             uint32
  |  |  +--ro unidirectional-max-delay?             uint32
  |  |  +--ro unidirectional-delay-variation?       uint32
  |  |  +--ro unidirectional-packet-loss?          decimal64
++--ro threshold-in
  |  |  +--ro unidirectional-delay?                 uint32
  |  |  +--ro unidirectional-min-delay?             uint32
  |  |  +--ro unidirectional-max-delay?             uint32
  |  |  +--ro unidirectional-delay-variation?       uint32
  |  |  +--ro unidirectional-packet-loss?          decimal64
++--ro threshold-accelerated-advertisement
  |  +--ro unidirectional-delay?                 uint32
  |  +--ro unidirectional-min-delay?             uint32
  |  +--ro unidirectional-max-delay?             uint32
  |  +--ro unidirectional-delay-variation?       uint32
  |  +--ro unidirectional-packet-loss?          decimal64
++--ro unidirectional-residual-bandwidth?  
++--ro unidirectional-available-bandwidth?  
++--ro unidirectional-utilized-bandwidth?
++--ro unidirectional-available-bandwidth? decimal64
++--ro unidirectional-utilized-bandwidth? decimal64
++--ro information-source? enumeration
++--ro credibility-preference? uint16
++--ro link-index? uint64
++--ro administrative-group* [sequence]
  ++--ro sequence uint32
  ++--ro ag-element? uint32
++--ro max-link-bandwidth? decimal64
++--ro max-resv-link-bandwidth? decimal64
++--ro unreserved-bandwidth* [priority]
  ++--ro priority uint8
  ++--ro bandwidth? decimal64
++--ro te-default-metric? (te-performance-metric)?
++--ro measurement
  ++--ro unidirectional-delay? uint32
  ++--ro unidirectional-min-delay? uint32
  ++--ro unidirectional-max-delay? uint32
  ++--ro unidirectional-delay-variation? uint32
  ++--ro unidirectional-packet-loss? decimal64
  ++--ro unidirectional-residual-bandwidth? decimal64
  ++--ro unidirectional-available-bandwidth? decimal64
  ++--ro unidirectional-utilized-bandwidth? decimal64
++--ro normality
  ++--ro unidirectional-delay? 
  performance-metric-normality
  ++--ro unidirectional-min-delay? 
  performance-metric-normality
  ++--ro unidirectional-max-delay? 
  performance-metric-normality
  ++--ro unidirectional-delay-variation? 
  performance-metric-normality
  ++--ro unidirectional-packet-loss? 
  performance-metric-normality
  ++--ro unidirectional-residual-bandwidth? 
  performance-metric-normality
  ++--ro unidirectional-available-bandwidth? 
  performance-metric-normality
  ++--ro unidirectional-utilized-bandwidth? 
  performance-metric-normality
  ++--ro link-protection-type? enumeration
  ++--ro interface-switching-capabilities* [switching-capability]
    ++--ro switching-capability ted:switching-capabilities 
    ++--ro encoding? ted:encoding-type 
    ++--ro max-lsp-bandwidth* [priority] 
      ++--ro priority uint8
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|   +--ro bandwidth?   decimal64
++-ro packet-switch-capable
    |   +--ro minimum-lsp-bandwidth?   decimal64
    |   +--ro interface-mtu?           uint16
++-ro time-division-multiplex-capable
    |   +--ro minimum-lsp-bandwidth?   decimal64
    |   +--ro indication?              enumeration
+++ro srlg
    +--ro srlg-values* [srlg-value]
        +--ro srlg-value uint32
+++ro alt-information-sources* [information-source]
        +--ro information-source enumeration
        +--ro credibility-preference?   uint16
        +--ro link-index?              uint64
        +--ro administrative-group* [sequence]
            |   +--ro sequence uint32
            |   +--ro ag-element?   uint32
        +--ro max-link-bandwidth?       decimal64
        +--ro max-resv-link-bandwidth?  decimal64
        +--ro unreserved-bandwidth* [priority]
            |   +--ro priority uint8
            |   +--ro bandwidth?   decimal64
+++ro te-default-metric?   uint32
+++ro performance-metric (te-performance-metric)?
        +--ro measurement
            |   +--ro unidirectional-delay?   uint32
            |   +--ro unidirectional-min-delay?   uint32
            |   +--ro unidirectional-max-delay?   uint32
            |   +--ro unidirectional-delay-variation?   uint32
            |   +--ro unidirectional-packet-loss?   decimal64
            |   +--ro unidirectional-available-bandwidth?
            |   +--ro unidirectional-utilized-bandwidth?
            |   +--ro normality
            |   +--ro unidirectional-delay?
        performance-metric-normality
            |   +--ro unidirectional-min-delay?
        performance-metric-normality
            |   +--ro unidirectional-max-delay?
        performance-metric-normality
            |   +--ro unidirectional-delay-variation?
        performance-metric-normality
            |   +--ro unidirectional-packet-loss?
        performance-metric-normality
            |   +--ro unidirectional-residual-bandwidth?
3.1. TE Topology Yang Module

<CODE BEGINS> file "ietf-te-topology@2015-03-23.yang"
module ietf-te-topology {
  yang-version 1;
  // replace with IANA namespace when assigned
  prefix "tet";
  import ietf-yang-types {
    prefix "yang";
  }
  import ietf-inet-types {
    prefix "inet";
  }
  import ted {
    prefix "ted";
  }
  import ietf-interfaces {

prefix "if";
}

organization "TBD";
contact "TBD";
description "TE topology model";

revision "2015-03-23" {
  description "Initial revision";
  reference "TBD";
}

/*
 * Features
 */

feature te-topology-hierarchy {
  description
    "This feature indicates that the system allows underlay and/or overlay TE topology hierarchy.";
}

/*
 * Typedefs
 */

typedef te-topology-id {
  type string {
    pattern '/?([a-zA-Z0-9\-_.]+)(/[a-zA-Z0-9\-_.]+)*';
  }
  description
    "An identifier for a topology.";
}

typedef te-template-name {
  type string {
    pattern '/?([a-zA-Z0-9\-_.]+)(/[a-zA-Z0-9\-_.]+)*';
  }
  description
    "A type for the name of a TE node template or TE link template.";
}

typedef te-node-id {
  type inet:ip-address;
  description
    "An identifier for a node in a topology.
    The identifier is represented as an IPv4 or IPv6 address.";
}
The identifier SHOULD be chosen such that the same node in a real network topology will always be identified through the same identifier, even if the model is instantiated in separate datastores. An implementation MAY choose to capture semantics in the identifier, for example to indicate the type of node and/or the type of topology that the node is a part of.

```yang
typedef te-link-id {
type union {
  type uint32;          // Unnumbered
  type inet:ip-address; // IPv4 or IPv6 address
}
description
  "An identifier for a TE link on a node. The identifier may be opaque."

  The identifier SHOULD be chosen such that the same TP in a real network topology will always be identified through the same identifier, even if the model is instantiated in separate datastores. An implementation MAY choose to capture semantics in the identifier, for example to indicate the type of TP and/or the type of node and topology that the TP is a part of.";
}

typedef te-topology-event-type {
type enumeration {
  enum "add" {
    value 0;
    description
      "A TE node or te-link has been added";
  }
  enum "remove" {
    value 1;
    description
      "A TE node or te-link has been removed";
  }
  enum "update" {
    value 2;
    description
      "A TE node or te-link has been updated";
  }
}

description "TE  Event type for notifications";
} // te-topology-event-type

/*
 * Identities
 */

identity flag-identity {
  description "Base type for flags";
}

identity undefined-flag {
  base "flag-identity";
  description "Undefined flag";
}

typedef flag-type {
  type identityref {
    base "flag-identity";
  }
  description "Type for flags";
}

/*
 * Groupings
 */

grouping topo-ref {
  description "Grouping for an absolute reference to a topology instance.";
  leaf topo-ref {
    type leafref {
      path "/tet:te-topologies/tet:topology/tet:te-topology-id";
    }
    description "An absolute reference to a topology instance.";
  }
}

grouping link-ref {
  description "Grouping for an absolute reference to a link instance.";
  uses topo-ref;
  leaf source-te-node-id-ref {
    type leafref {
      path "/tet:te-topologies/tet:topology"
      +"[tet:te-topology-id = current()]/..../topo-ref"
      +"/tet:link/tet:source-te-node-id";
  }
}
description
  "An absolute reference to a link instance."
}
leaf source-te-link-id-ref {
  type leafref {
    path "/tet:te-topologies/tet:topology"
    +"[tet:te-topology-id = current()/../topo-ref]"
    +"/tet:link/tet:source-te-link-id";
  }
  description
    "An absolute reference to a link instance."
}
leaf dest-te-node-id-ref {
  type leafref {
    path "/tet:te-topologies/tet:topology"
    +"[tet:te-topology-id = current()/../topo-ref]"
    +"/tet:link/tet:dest-te-node-id";
  }
  description
    "An absolute reference to a link instance."
}
leaf dest-te-link-id-ref {
  type leafref {
    path "/tet:te-topologies/tet:topology"
    +"[tet:te-topology-id = current()/../topo-ref]"
    +"/tet:link/tet:dest-te-link-id";
  }
  description
    "An absolute reference to a link instance."
}
}

grouping node-ref {
  description
    "Grouping for an absolute reference to a node instance."
  uses topo-ref;
  leaf node-ref {
    type leafref {
      path "/tet:te-topologies/tet:topology"
      +"[tet:te-topology-id = current()/../topo-ref]"
      +"/tet:node/tet:te-node-id";
    }
    description
      "An absolute reference to a node instance."
  }
}
grouping link-end-ref {
  description
    "Grouping for an absolute reference to a TE link end, which is
    the local representation of a TE link on a node.";
  uses node-ref;
  leaf link-end-ref {
    type leafref {
      path "/tet:te-topologies/tet:topology"
        +"[tet:te-topology-id = current()/../topo-ref]"
        +"/tet:node[tet:te-node-id = current()/../node-ref]"
        +"/tet:te-node-attributes/tet:te-link/tet:te-link-id";
    }
    description
      "Grouping for an absolute reference to a TE link end.";
  }
}

grouping te-topology-type {
  description
    "Identifies the TE topology type.";
  container te-topology {
    presence "indicates TE topology";
    description
      "Its presence identifies the TE topology type.";
  }
}

grouping te-path-element {
  description
    "A group of attributes defining an element in a TE path
    such as TE node, TE link, TE atomic resource or label.";
  leaf loose {
    type boolean;
    description "true if the element is loose.";
  }
  choice element-type {
    description "Attributes for various element types.";
    case numbered-link {
      leaf link-ip-address {
        type inet:ip-address;
        description "IPv4 or IPv6 address.";
    }
    }
    case unnumbered-link {
      leaf link-node-id {
        type uint32;
        description
          "Node ID of the node where the link end point resides.";
    }
}
leaf te-link-id {
    type uint32;
    description "Identifies the link end point.";
}
}
case node {
    leaf te-node-id {
        type uint32;
        description "Identifies the node.";
    }
}
case label {
    leaf label {
        type uint32;
        description "Identifies atomic TE resource or label.";
    }
}
}

} // te-path-element

grouping config-schedule-attributes {
    description "A list of schedules defining when a particular configuration takes effect."
    list schedules {
        key "schedule-id";
        description "A list of schedule elements."
        leaf schedule-id {
            type uint32;
            description "Identifies the schedule element.";
        }
        leaf start {
            type yang:date-and-time;
            description "Start time.";
        }
        leaf schedule-duration {
            type string {
                pattern
                'P(?<d+Y>(?d+M)?(?d+W)?(?d+D)?T(?d+H)?(?d+M)?(?d+S)?)';
            }
            description "Schedule duration in ISO 8601 format.";
        }
        leaf repeat-interval {
            type string {
                pattern
                'R(?<d*/P(?<d+Y>(?d+M)?(?d+W)?(?d+D)?T(?d+H)?(?d+M)?)';
            }
        }
    }
}

+ '_(d+S)\?';
}
description "Repeat interval in ISO 8601 format."
}
}

grouping information-source-attributes {

description "The attributes identifying source that has provided the related information, and the source credibility."
leaf information-source {

type enumeration {
enum "unknown" {

description "The source is unknown";
}
enum "locally-configured" {

description "Configured TE link";
}
enum "ospfv2" {

description "OSPFv2";
}
enum "ospfv3" {

description "OSPFv3";
}
enum "isis" {

description "ISIS";
}
enum "other" {

description "Other source";
}
}
description "Indicates the source of the information.";
}

leaf credibility-preference {

type uint16;
description "The preference value to calculate the traffic engineering database credibility value used for tie-break selection between different information-source values. Higher value is more preferable."
}
}

grouping te-node-attributes {

description "Node attributes in a TE topology.";
}
container te-node-attributes {
    description "Node attributes in a TE topology.";
    uses config-schedule-attributes;
    leaf name {
        type inet:domain-name;
        description "Node name.";
    }
    leaf-list signaling-address {
        type inet:ip-address;
        description "Node signaling address.";
    }
    leaf-list flag {
        type flag-type;
        description "Node operational flags.";
    }
    leaf is-abstract {
        type boolean;
        description "true if the node is abstract, false when the node is actual.";
    }
    leaf underlay-topology {
        if-feature te-topology-hierarchy;
        type leafref {
            path "/tet:te-topologies/tet:topology/tet:te-topology-id";
        }
        description "When an abstract node encapsulates a topology, this reference points to said topology.";
    }
}
list bundled-link {
    key "sequence";
    description
        "Specify a bundled interface that is further partitioned."
    leaf sequence {
        type uint32;
        description
            "Identify the sequence in the bundle."
    }
    leaf te-link-ref {
        type leafref {
            path ../../../te-link-id;
            require-instance "true";
        }
        description
            "Reference to TE link on this node."
    }
}

case component {
    container component-links {
        description
            "A set of component links"
    }
    list component-link {
        key "sequence";
        description
            "Specify a component interface that is sufficient to unambiguously identify the appropriate resources"
        leaf sequence {
            type uint32;
            description
                "Identify the sequence in the bundle."
        }
        leaf component-link-ref {
            type leafref {
                path "/if:interfaces/if:interface/if:name";
                require-instance "false";
            }
            description
                "Reference to component link on this node."
        }
    }
}
list connectivity-matrix {
  key "id";
  description "Represents node’s switching limitations, i.e. limitations in interconnecting network TE links across the node.”;
  leaf id {
    type uint32;
    description "Identifies the connectivity-matrix entry.”;
  }
  container from-link {
    uses tet:link-end-ref;
    description "Reference to source NTP.”;
  }
  container to-link {
    uses tet:link-end-ref;
    description "Reference to destination NTP.”;
  }
  leaf is-allowed {
    type boolean;
    description "true - switching is allowed,
    false - switching is disallowed.”;
  }
  container ted {
    description "Includes TE node attributes.”;
    uses ted:ted-node-attributes;
  }
}

// te-node-attributes

grouping te-node-state-attributes {
  description "Node state attributes in a TE topology.”;
  container te-node-state-attributes {
    description "Node state attributes in a TE topology.”;
    uses information-source-attributes;
  }
}

// te-node-state-attributes

grouping te-link-underlay-attributes {
  description "Attributes for te-link underlay.”;
  container underlay-path {
    description
"The service path on the underlay topology that supports this link."
leaf topology-id {
  type leafref {
    path "/tet:te-topologies/tet:topology/tet:te-topology-id";
    require-instance false;
  }
  description
  "Identifies the topology where the path belongs.";
}
list path-element {
  key "path-element-id";
  description
  "A list of path elements describing the service path";
  leaf path-element-id {
    type uint32;
    description "To identify the element in a path.";
  }
  uses te-path-element;
}
} // underlay-path
container underlay-backup-path {
  description
  "The backup service path on the underlay topology that supports this link."
leaf topology-id {
  type leafref {
    path "/tet:te-topologies/tet:topology/tet:te-topology-id";
    require-instance false;
  }
  description
  "Identifies the topology where the path belongs.";
}
list path-element {
  key "path-element-id";
  description
  "A list of path elements describing the backup service path";
  leaf path-element-id {
    type uint32;
    description "To identify the element in a path.";
  }
  uses te-path-element;
}
} // underlay-backup-path
leaf underlay-protection-type {
  type uint16;
  description
"Underlay protection type desired for this link";
}
container underlay-trail-src {
    uses tet:link-end-ref;
    description
        "Source TE link of the underlay trail.";
}
container underlay-trail-des {
    uses tet:link-end-ref;
    description
        "Destination TE link of the underlay trail.";
}
} // te-link-underlay-attributes

grouping te-link-state-underlay-attributes {
    description "State attributes for te-link underlay.";
    leaf dynamic {
        type boolean;
        description
            "true if the underlay is dynamically created.";
    }
    leaf committed {
        type boolean;
        description
            "true if the underlay is committed.";
    }
} // te-link-state-underlay-attributes

grouping te-link-attributes {
    description
        "Link attributes in a TE topology.";
    container te-link-attributes {
        description "Link attributes in a TE topology.";
        uses config-schedule-attributes;
        leaf name {
            type string;
            description "Link Name";
        }
        leaf-list flag {
            type flag-type;
            description "Link flags";
        }
        leaf is-abstract {
            type boolean;
            description "true if the link is abstract.";
        }
        container underlay {
            if-feature te-topology-hierarchy;
        }
    }
} // te-link-attributes
presence
   "Indicates the underlay exists for this link.";
description "State of the underlay of this link.";

uses te-link-underlay-attributes;
} // underlay
container ted {
   description "Includes TE link attributes.";
   uses ted:ted-link-attributes;
}
} // te-link-attributes

container ted {
   description "Includes TE link attributes.";
   uses ted:ted-link-attributes;
}
} // te-link-attributes

/grouping te-link-state-attributes {
   description "Link state attributes in a TE topology.";
   container te-link-state-attributes {
      description "Link state attributes in a TE topology.";
      uses information-source-attributes;
   }
}
} // te-link-state-attributes

/*
 * Configuration data nodes
 */

container te-topologies {
   description "This container acts as the top-level data element of configuration data.";
   list topology {
      key "te-topology-id";
      description "This is the model of an abstract topology. A topology contains nodes and links. Each topology MUST be identified by a unique te-topology-id for reason that a network could contain many topologies.";
      leaf te-topology-id {
         type te-topology-id;
         description "It is presumed that a datastore will contain many topologies. To distinguish between topologies it is vital to have UNIQUE topology identifiers.";
      }
      container topology-types {
         description "This container is used to identify the type, or types (as a topology can support several types simultaneously), of
the topology.
Topology types are the subject of several integrity
constraints that an implementing server can validate in
order to maintain integrity of the datastore.
Topology types are indicated through separate data nodes;
the set of topology types is expected to increase over
time.
To add support for a new topology, an augmenting module
needs to augment this container with a new empty optional
container to indicate the new topology type.
The use of a container allows to indicate a
subcategorization of topology types.
The container SHALL NOT be augmented with any data nodes
that serve a purpose other than identifying a particular
topology type.
uses te-topology-type; // Defines the TE topology type.
}

list node {
key "te-node-id";
leaf te-node-id {
    type te-node-id;
    description
        "The identifier of a node in the topology.
         A node is specific to a topology to which it belongs."
    }
    description
        "The list of network nodes defined for the topology.";
leaf te-node-template {
    type leafref {
        path "/te-topologies/node-template/name";
    }
    description
        "The reference to a TE node template.";
}
uses te-node-attributes;
}

list link {
key "source-te-node-id source-te-link-id "
    + "dest-te-node-id dest-te-link-id";
leaf source-te-node-id {
    type leafref {
        path "/./node/te-node-id";
    }
    mandatory true;
    description
        "Source node identifier, must be in same topology.";
}
leaf source-te-link-id {

type leafref {
    path "../../node[te-node-id = "
       + "current()../source-te-node-id]/" + "te-node-attributes/te-link/te-link-id";
} mandatory true;
description
    "Source TE link identifier, must be in same topology.";
}
leaf dest-te-node-id {
    type leafref {
        path "../../node/te-node-id";
    } mandatory true;
description
    "Destination node identifier, must be in the same topology.";
}
leaf dest-te-link-id {
    type leafref {
        path "../../node[te-node-id = "
           + "current()../dest-te-node-id]/" + "te-node-attributes/te-link/te-link-id";
    } mandatory true;
description
    "Destination TE link identifier, must be in same topology.";
}
description
    "TE link is a logical construct that represents a way to group/map information about certain physical resources (and their properties) that interconnect TE nodes.
A Network Link connects a by Local (Source) node and a Remote (Destination) Network Nodes via a set of the nodes’ TE links.
As it is possible to have several links between the same source and destination nodes, and as a link could potentially be re-homed, to ensure that we would always know to distinguish between links, every link is identified by a dedicated link identifier.
Note that a link models a point-to-point link, not a multipoint link.";
leaf te-link-template {
    type leafref {
        path "/te-topologies/link-template/name";
    }
list node-template {
    key "name";
    leaf name {
        type te-template-name;
        description
            "The name to identify a TE node template.";
    }
    description
        "The list of TE node templates used to define sharable
         and reusable TE node attributes.";
    uses te-node-attributes;
} // node

list link-template {
    key "name";
    leaf name {
        type te-template-name;
        description
            "The name to identify a TE link template.";
    }
    description
        "The list of TE link templates used to define sharable
         and reusable TE link attributes.";
    uses te-link-attributes;
} // link
} // te-topologies

/*/ 
  * Operational state data nodes 
  */

container te-topologies-state {
    config "false";
    description
        "This container acts as the top-level state data element of
         operational data.";
    list topology {
        key "te-topology-id";
        description
            "This is the model of an abstract topology. A topology
contains nodes and links. Each topology MUST be identified by a unique te-topology-id for reason that a network could contain many topologies.

leaf te-topology-id {
    type te-topology-id;
    description
    "It is presumed that a datastore will contain many topologies. To distinguish between topologies it is vital to have UNIQUE topology identifiers."
}

leaf server-provided {
    type boolean;
    config false;
    description
    "Indicates whether the topology is configurable by clients, or whether it is provided by the server. This leaf is populated by the server implementing the model. It is set to false for topologies that are created by a client; it is set to true otherwise. If it is set to true, any attempt to edit the topology MUST be rejected."
}

container topology-types {
    description
    "This container is used to identify the type, or types (as a topology can support several types simultaneously), of the topology. Topology types are the subject of several integrity constraints that an implementing server can validate in order to maintain integrity of the datastore. Topology types are indicated through separate data nodes; the set of topology types is expected to increase over time. To add support for a new topology, an augmenting module needs to augment this container with a new empty optional container to indicate the new topology type. The use of a container allows to indicate a subcategorization of topology types. The container SHALL NOT be augmented with any data nodes that serve a purpose other than identifying a particular topology type."
    uses te-topology-type; // Defines the TE topology type.
}

list node {
    key "te-node-id";
    leaf te-node-id {
        type te-node-id;
        description
        "The identifier of a node in the topology."
    }
}
A node is specific to a topology to which it belongs.

leaf te-node-template {
  type leafref {
    path "/te-topologies/node-template/name";
  }
  description "The reference to a TE node template.";
  uses te-node-attributes;
  uses te-node-state-attributes;
}
list link {
  key "source-te-node-id source-te-link-id " + "dest-te-node-id dest-te-link-id";
  leaf source-te-node-id {
    type leafref {
      path "../../node/te-node-id";
    }
    mandatory true;
    description "Source node identifier, must be in same topology.";
  }
  leaf source-te-link-id {
    type leafref {
      path "../../node[te-node-id = " + "current()../../source-te-node-id]/" + "te-node-attributes/te-link/te-link-id";
    }
    mandatory true;
    description "Source TE link identifier, must be in same topology.";
  }
  leaf dest-te-node-id {
    type leafref {
      path "../../node[te-node-id = " + "current()../../dest-te-node-id]/";
    }
    mandatory true;
    description "Destination node identifier, must be in the same topology.";
  }
  leaf dest-te-link-id {
    type leafref {
      path "../../node[te-node-id = " + "current()../../dest-te-node-id]/";
    }
    mandatory true;
    description "Destination TE link identifier, must be in the same topology.";
  }
}

"TE node-attributes/te-link/te-link-id";
} mandatory true;
description
"Destination TE link identifier, must be in same topology."
}
description
"TE link is a logical construct that represents a way to group/map information about certain physical resources (and their properties) that interconnect TE nodes.
A Network Link connects a by Local (Source) node and a Remote (Destination) Network Nodes via a set of the nodes’ TE links.
As it is possible to have several links between the same source and destination nodes, and as a link could potentially be re-homed, to ensure that we would always know to distinguish between links, every link is identified by a dedicated link identifier.
Note that a link models a point-to-point link, not a multipoint link.";
leaf te-link-template {
  type leafref {
    path "/te-topologies/link-template/name";
  }
  description
    "The reference to a TE link template.";
}
uses te-link-attributes;
uses te-link-state-attributes;
} // link
} // topology
} // te-topologies

augment "/te-topologies-state/topology/link/te-link-attributes/"
  + "underlay" {
    description "Add state attributes to te-link underlay.";
    uses te-link-state-underlay-attributes;
  }

notification te-node-event {
  description "Notification event for TE node";
}
leaf event-type {
  type te-topology-event-type;
  description "Event type";
}
uses node-ref;
uses te-topology-type;
uses tet:te-node-attributes;
}

notification te-link-event {
  description "Notification event for TE link";
  leaf event-type {
    type te-topology-event-type;
    description "Event type";
  }
  uses link-ref;
  uses te-topology-type;
  uses tet:te-link-attributes;
}

augment "/te-link-event/te-link-attributes/underlay" {
  description "Add state attributes to te-link underlay.";
  uses te-link-state-underlay-attributes;
}
}
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1. Introduction

This document describes a YANG [RFC6020] data model for MPLS and traffic engineering, covering label switched path (LSP) configuration, as well as signaling protocol configuration. The model is intended to be vendor-neutral, in order to allow operators to manage MPLS in heterogeneous environments with routers supplied by multiple vendors. The model is also intended to be readily mapped to existing implementations, however, to facilitate support from as large a set of routing hardware and software vendors as possible.

1.1. Goals and approach

The focus area of the first version of the model is to set forth a framework for MPLS, with hooks into which information specific to various signaling-protocols can be added. The framework is built around functionality from a network operator perspective rather than a signaling protocol-centric approach. For example, a traffic-engineered LSP will have configuration relating to its path computation method, regardless of whether it is signaled with RSVP-TE or with segment routing. Thus, rather than creating separate per-signaling protocol models and trying to stitch them under a common umbrella, this framework focuses on functionality, and adds signaling protocol-specific information under it where applicable.

This model does not (in the current iteration) aim to be feature complete (i.e., cover all possible aspects or features of MPLS). Rather its development is driven by examination of actual production configurations in use across a number of operator network deployments.

Configuration items that are deemed to be widely available in existing major implementations are included in the model. Those configuration items that are only available from a single implementation are omitted from the model with the expectation they will be available in companion modules that augment the current model. This allows clarity in identifying data that is part of the vendor-neutral model.

Where possible, naming in the model follows conventions used in available standards documents, and otherwise tries to be self-explanatory with sufficient descriptions of the intended behavior. Similarly, configuration data value constraints and default values,
where used, are based on recommendations in current standards
documentation. Since implementations vary widely in this respect,
this version of the model specifies only a limited set of defaults
and ranges with the expectation of being more prescriptive in future
versions based on actual operator use.

Note that this version of the model is a work-in-progress in several
respects. Although we present a complete framework for MPLS and
traffic engineering from an operational perspective, some signaling
protocol configuration will be completed in future revisions. In
addition, operational state data for MPLS LSPs is not included in
this version, but will be added in the next revision.

2. Model overview

The overall MPLS model is defined across several YANG modules and
submodules but at a high level is organized into 3 main sections:

- global -- configuration affecting MPLS behavior which exists
  independently of the underlying signaling protocol or label
  switched path configuration.

- signaling protocols -- configuration specific to signaling
  protocols used to setup and manage label switched paths.

- label switched paths -- configuration specific to instantiating
  and managing individual label switched paths.

The top level of the model is shown in the tree view below:

```plaintext
+--rw mpls!
    +--rw global
        |    ...
        +--rw signaling-protocols
        |    ...
        +--rw lsps
            ...
```

2.1. MPLS global overview

The global section of the framework provides configuration control
for MPLS items which exist independently of an individual label
switched path or signaling protocol. These standalone items are
applicable to the entire logical routing device, and establish
fundamental configuration such as specific device interfaces where
MPLS forwarding will be permitted. Timers are also specified which
determine the length of time an LSP must be present before considered
viable for forwarding use (mpls-lsp-install-delay), and the length of

time between LSP teardown and removal of the LSP from the network
element’s forwarding information base (mpls-lsp-cleanup-delay).
Also specified are the name to value mappings of MPLS administrative
groups (mpls-admin-groups).

    +--rw mpls!
    |    +--rw global
    |         +--rw mpls-interfaces* [interface-name]
    |             |    +--rw interface-name    string
    |             |    +--rw interface-admin-groups* -> /mpls/global/...
    |    +--rw mpls-lsp-install-delay?  uint16
    |    +--rw mpls-lsp-cleanup-delay?  uint16
    |    +--rw mpls-admin-groups* [admin-group-name]
    |             |    +--rw admin-group-name    string
    |             |    +--rw admin-group-value?  uint32

2.2. Signaling protocol overview

The signaling protocol section of the framework provides
configuration elements for configuring three major methods of
signaling label switched paths: RSVP, segment routing, and label
distribution protocol (LDP). Configuration of RSVP is centered
around interfaces on the device which participate in the protocol. A
key focus is to expose common RSVP configuration parameters which are
used to enhance scale and reliability (refresh-reduction, refresh-
reduction-reliable). From the same principles, configuration is
available to configure the sensitivity of IGP flooding events upon
bandwidth change on an RSVP interface (ted-update-threshold). Also
specified are options to configure RSVP soft-preemption (soft-
preemption), and for MPLS protection (link-protection).

Containers for specifying signaling via segment routing and LDP are
also present. Specific subelements will be added for those
protocols, as well as for BGP labeled unicast, in the next revision.
2.3. LSP overview

This part of the framework contains LSP information. At the high level, LSPs are split into three categories: traffic-engineering-capable (constrained-path), non-traffic-engineered determined by the IGP (unconstrained-path), and hop-by-hop configured (static).

The first two categories, constrained-path and unconstrained-path are the ones for which multiple signaling protocols exist, and are organized in protocol-specific and protocol-independent sections. For example, traffic-engineered, constrained path, LSPs may be set up using RSVP-TE or segment routing, and unconstrained LSPs that follow the IGP path may be signaled with LDP or with segment routing. IGP-determined LSPs may also be signaled by RSVP but this usage is not considered in the current version of the model.

A portion of the data model for constrained path traffic-engineered LSPs is shown below:
Similarly, the partial model for non-traffic-engineered, or IGP-based, LSPs is shown below:

```mermaid
+--rw mpls!
    +--rw lsps
        +--rw unconstrained-path
            +--rw path-setup-protocol
                +--rw ldp!
                    | ...
                    +--rw segment-routing!
                        ...
```

3. Example use cases

3.1. Traffic engineered p2p LSP signaled with RSVP

A possible scenario may be the establishment of a mesh of traffic-engineered LSPs where RSVP signaling is desired, and the LSPs use a local constrained path calculation to determine their path. These LSPs would fall into the category of a constrained-path LSP. The LSP will specify the path setup method as RSVP inside the path-setup container, indicating the LSP desires RSVP signaling. The LSP would be configured as locally-computed under the path-computation-method container, specifying the use of cspf (use-cspf). Additional attributes such as bandwidth (explicit or auto), protection style, and placement constraints are available in the path-attributes container.

The structure to support these is shown in the constrained-path portion of the data model below:
3.2. Traffic engineered LSP signaled with SR

A possible scenario may be the establishment of disjoint paths in a network where there is no requirement for per-LSP state to be held on midpoint nodes within the network, or RSVP-TE is unsuitable (as described in [I-D.ietf-spring-segment-routing-mpls] and [I-D.shakir-rtgwg-sr-performance-engineered-lsps]). Such LSPs fall in the constrained-path category. Similar to any other traffic engineered LSPs, the path computation method must be specified. Path attributes, such as the as lsp-placement-constraints (expressed as administrative groups) or metric must be defined. Finally, the path must be specified in a signaling-protocol specific manner appropriate for SR. The same configuration elements from the tree above apply in this case, except that path setup is done by the head-end by building a label stack, rather than signaled.
3.3. IGP-congruent LDP-signaled LSP

A possible scenario may be the establishment of a full mesh of LSPs. When traffic engineering is not an objective, no constraints are placed on the end-to-end path, and the best-effort path can be setup using LDP signaling simply for label distribution. The LSPs follow IGP-computed paths, and fall in the unconstrained-path category in the model. Protocol-specific configuration pertaining to the signaling protocol used, such as the FEC definition and metrics assigned are in the path-setup-protocol portion of the model.

The relevant part of the model for this case is shown below:

```
++-rw mpls!
  +--rw lsps
    +--rw unconstrained-path
    +--rw path-setup-protocol
      +--rw ldp!
        +--rw tunnel
          +--rw tunnel-type? mplst:tunnel-type
          +--rw ldp-type? enumeration
          +--rw p2p-lsp
            | +--rw fec-address* inet:ip-prefix
            +--rw p2mp-lsp
            +--rw mp2mp-lsp
```

A common operational issue encountered when using LDP is traffic blackholing under the following scenario: when an IGP failure occurs, LDP is not aware of it as these are two protocols running independently, resulting in traffic blackholing at the IGP failure point even though LDP is up and running. "LDP-IGP synchronization" [RFC5443] can be used to cost out the IGP failing point/segment to avoid the blackholing issue. The LDP-IGP synchronization function will be incorporated in a future version of this document.

Note that targeted LDP sessions are not discussed in this use case, and will be incorporated as a separate use case in a future version of this document.

4. Security Considerations

MPLS configuration has a significant impact on network operations, and as such any related protocol or model carries potential security risks.

YANG data models are generally designed to be used with the NETCONF protocol over an SSH transport. This provides an authenticated and secure channel over which to transfer BGP configuration and
operational data. Note that use of alternate transport or data encoding (e.g., JSON over HTTPS) would require similar mechanisms for authenticating and securing access to configuration data.

Most of the data elements in the configuration model could be considered sensitive from a security standpoint. Unauthorized access or invalid data could cause major disruption.

5. IANA Considerations

This YANG data model and the component modules currently use a temporary ad-hoc namespace. If and when it is placed on redirected for the standards track, an appropriate namespace URI will be registered in the IETF XML Registry" [RFC3688]. The MPLS YANG modules will be registered in the "YANG Module Names" registry [RFC6020].

6. YANG modules

The modules and submodules comprising the MPLS configuration and operational model are currently organized as depicted below.

```
+-------+
| MPLS  |
+-------+
    ^
   +-------+         +-------+         +-------+
   | TE LSPs |         | IGP-based LSPs |         | static LSPs |
   +-------+         +-------+         +-------+
       ^         ^             ^             ^
       +---------+       +---------+       +---------+
       | RSVP      |       | SEGMENT   |       | LDP      |
       +---------+       +---------+       +---------+
       | ROUTING     |
       +---------+
```

The base MPLS module includes submodules describing the three different types of support LSPs, i.e., traffic-engineered (constrained-path), IGP congruent (unconstrained-path), and static. The signaling protocol specific parts of the model are described in separate modules for RSVP, segment routing, and LDP. As mentioned earlier, support for BGP labeled unicast is also planned in a future revision.
A module defining various reusable MPLS types is included, and these modules also make use of the standard Internet types, such as IP addresses, as defined in RFC 6991 [RFC6991].

6.1. MPLS base modules

<CODE BEGINS> file mpls.yang
module mpls {
    yang-version "1";
    // namespace
    namespace "http://openconfig.net/yang/mpls";
    prefix "mpls";

    // import some basic types
    import mpls-types { prefix mplst; }
    import mpls-rsvp { prefix rsvp; }
    import mpls-sr { prefix sr; }
    import mpls-ldp { prefix ldp; }

    // include submodules
    include mpls-te;
    include mpls-igp;
    include mpls-static;

    // meta
    organization "OpenConfig working group";
    contact
        "OpenConfig working group
        netopenconfig@googlegroups.com";
    description
        "This module provides data definitions for configuration of
        Multiprotocol Label Switching (MPLS) and associated protocols for
        signaling and traffic engineering.

        RFC 3031: Multiprotocol Label Switching Architecture

        The MPLS / TE data model consists of several modules and
        submodules as shown below. The top-level MPLS module describes
        the overall framework. Three types of LSPs are supported:

        i) traffic-engineered (or constrained-path)
ii) IGP-congruent (LSPs that follow the IGP path)

iii) static LSPs which are not signaled

The structure of each of these LSP configurations is defined in corresponding submodules. Companion modules define the relevant configuration and operational data specific to key signaling protocols used in operational practice.
type identityref {
    base mplst:path-setup-protocol;
} 

description "path setup protocol to use with the LSP";

}

grouping mpls-administrative-groups {

description "global level definitions for MPLS link admin groups";

list mpls-admin-groups {

    key admin-group-name;
    description "configuration of value to name mapping for mpls affinities/admin-groups";

    leaf admin-group-name {
        type string;
        description "name for mpls admin-group";
    }

    leaf admin-group-value {
        type uint32;
        description "value for mpls admin-group";
    }

}

}

grouping mpls-global {

description "global level definitions for MPLS protocol operation";

// TODO: this should be made a reference to an interface in the
// interfaces model
// TODO - should probably have as key the interface name, also
// need an easy way to specify all interfaces and to exclude
// interfaces.
list mpls-interfaces {

    key interface-name;
    description "interfaces for which MPLS is enabled";

    leaf interface-name {
        type string;
    }

}
leaf-list interface-admin-groups {
  type leafref {
    path "/mpls:mpls/mpls:global/mpls:mpls-admin-groups/
    + "mpls:admin-group-name";
  }
  description "list of configured admin-groups on the interface";
}

leaf mpls-lsp-install-delay {
  type uint16 {
    range 0..3600;
  }
  units seconds;
  description "delay the use of newly installed lsp for a
  specified amount of time.";
}

leaf mpls-lsp-cleanup-delay {
  type uint16;
  units seconds;
  description "delay the removal of old lsp for a specified
  amount of time";
}

container mpls {
  presence "top-level container for MPLS config and operational
  state";
  description "Anchor point for mpls configuration and operational
data";
  container global {
    description "general mpls configuration across LSP and tunnel
types";
    uses mpls-global;
    uses mpls-administrative-groups;
  }
  container signaling-protocols {
description "top-level signaling protocol configuration";

uses rsvp:rsvp-global;
uses sr:sr-global;
uses ldp:ldp-global;
}

container lsps {
  description "LSP definitions and configuration";

  container constrained-path {
    description "traffic-engineered LSPs supporting different path computation and signaling methods";

    uses mpls-te-global;
    uses path-definitions;

    list label-switched-path {
      key signaled-name;
      description "list of defined TE LSPs";

      uses te-lsp-common;
      uses te-lsp-setup;
    }
  }

  container unconstrained-path {
    description "LSPs that use the IGP-determined path, i.e., non traffic-engineered, or non constrained-path";

    uses igp-lsp-common;
    uses igp-lsp-setup;
  }

  container static-lsps {
    description "statically configured LSPs, without dynamic signaling";

    uses static-lsp-main;
  }
}

// augment statements

// rpc statements
module mpls-types {
    yang-version "1";
    // namespace
    namespace "http://openconfig.net/yang/mpls-types";
    prefix "mplst";

    // meta
    organization "OpenConfig working group";
    contact
        "OpenConfig working group
         netopenconfig@googlegroups.com";
    description
        "General types for MPLS / TE data model";
    revision "2015-02-01" {
        description
            "Initial revision";
        reference "TBD";
    }

    // extension statements
    // feature statements
    // identity statements
    // using identities rather than enum types to simplify adding new
    // signaling protocols as they are introduced and supported
    identity path-setup-protocol {
        description "base identity for supported MPLS signaling
                      protocols";
    }

    identity path-setup-rsvp {
        base path-setup-protocol;
    }

    // notification statements
}
description "RSVP-TE signaling protocol";
}

identity path-setup-sr {
    base path-setup-protocol;
    description "Segment routing";
}

identity path-setup-ldp {
    base path-setup-protocol;
    description "lDP - RFC 5036";
}

// typedef statements
typedef percentage {
    type uint8 {
        range "0..100";
    }
    description
        "Integer indicating a percentage value";
}

typedef mpls-label {
    type union {
        type uint32 {
            range 16..1048575;
        }
    }
    type enumeration {
        enum IPV4_EXPLICIT_NULL {
            value 0;
            description "valid at the bottom of the label stack, indicates that stack must be popped and packet forwarded based on IPv4 header";
        }
        enum ROUTER_ALERT {
            value 1;
            description "allowed anywhere in the label stack except the bottom, local router delivers packet to the local CPU when this label is at the top of the stack";
        }
        enum IPV6_EXPLICIT_NULL {
            value 2;
            description "valid at the bottom of the label stack, indicates that stack must be popped and packet forwarded based on IPv6 header";
        }
    }
}
enum IMPLICIT_NULL {
  value 3;
  description "assigned by local LSR but not carried in packets";
}

enum ENTROPY_LABEL_INDICATOR {
  value 7;
  description "Entropy label indicator, to allow an LSR to distinguish between entropy label and application labels RFC 6790";
}

description "type for MPLS label value encoding";
reference "RFC 3032 - MPLS Label Stack Encoding";

typedef tunnel-type {
  type enumeration {
    enum P2P {
      description "point-to-point label-switched-path";
    }
    enum P2MP {
      description "point-to-multipoint label-switched-path";
    }
    enum MP2MP {
      description "multipoint-to-multipoint label-switched-path";
    }
  }
  description "defines the tunnel type for the LSP";
}

// grouping statements
// data definition statements
// augment statements
// rpc statements
// notification statements
6.2. MPLS LSP submodules

```yang
<CODE BEGINS> file mpls-te.yang
submodule mpls-te {
    yang-version "1";
    belongs-to "mpls" {
        prefix "mpls";
    }

    // import some basic types
    import ietf-inet-types { prefix inet; }
    import mpls-types { prefix mplst; }
    import mpls-rsvp { prefix rsvp; }
    import mpls-sr { prefix sr; }

    // meta
    organization "OpenConfig working group";
    contact
        "OpenConfig working group
        netopenconfig@googlegroups.com";
    description
        "Configuration related to constrained-path LSPs and traffic
        engineering. These definitions are not specific to a particular
        signaling protocol or mechanism (see related submodules for
        signaling protocol-specific configuration).";
    revision "2014-07-07" { 
        description
            "Initial revision";
        reference "TBD";
    }

    // extension statements
    // feature statements
    // identity statements
```
// using identities for path comp method, though enums may also
// be appropriate if we decided these are the primary computation
// mechanisms in future.
identity path-computation-method {
    description "base identity for supported path computation
    mechanisms";
}

identity locally-computed {
    base path-computation-method;
    description "indicates a constrained-path LSP in which the
    path is computed by the local LER";
}

identity externally-queried {
    base path-computation-method;
    description "constrained-path LSP in which the path is
    obtained by querying an external source, such as a PCE server";
}

identity explicitly-defined {
    base path-computation-method;
    description "constrained-path LSP in which the path is
    explicitly specified as a collection of strict or/and loose
    hops";
}

// typedef statements
typedef mpls-hop-type {
    type enumeration {
        enum LOOSE {
            description "loose hop in an explicit path";
        }
        enum STRICT {
            description "strict hop in an explicit path";
        }
    }
    description "enumerated type for specifying loose or strict
    paths";
}

typedef te-metric-type {
    type union {
        type enumeration {
            enum IGP {
                description "set the LSP metric to track the underlying
                IGP metric";
            }
        }
    }
}

typedef cspf-tie-breaking {
  type enumeration {
    enum RANDOM {
      description "CSPF calculation selects a random path among multiple equal-cost paths to the destination";
    }
    enum LEAST_FILL {
      description "CSPF calculation selects the path with greatest available bandwidth";
    }
    enum MOST_FILL {
      description "CSPF calculation selects the path with the least available bandwidth";
    }
  }
  default RANDOM;
  description "type to indicate the CSPF selection policy when multiple equal cost paths are available";
}

typedef mpls-protection-style {
  type enumeration {
    enum UNPROTECTED {
      description "no protection is desired for the lsp";
    }
    enum LINK-PROTECTION-REQUESTED {
      description "link protection is desired for the lsp";
    }
    enum LINK-NODE-PROTECTION-REQUESTED {
      description "node and link protection is desired for the lsp";
    }
  }
  default UNPROTECTED;
  description "Specifies the protection type for the LSP";
}

// grouping statements

grouping te-lsp-common {
description "common definitions for traffic-engineered LSPs";

leaf signaled-name {
  type string;
  description "LSP name, also carried in signaling messages when appropriate";
}

leaf lsp-description {
  type string;
  description "optional text description for the LSP";
}

container path-computation-method {
  description "select and configure the way the LSP path is computed";

  leaf path-computation {
    type identityref {
      base path-computation-method;
    }
    description "path computation method to use with the LSP";
  }

  uses te-lsp-comp-explicit;
  uses te-lsp-comp-queried;
  uses te-lsp-comp-local;
}

container path-attributes {
  description "general path attribute settings for TE-LSP tunnels";

  // XXX - no, this is also there for LDP - also removed the reference to "igp metric" as this is going to be confusing, unless we mandate for the LSP to have the same metric as the Igp, which is going to be hard with some vendors implementations.
  leaf metric {
    type te-metric-type;
    description "LSP metric, either explicit or IGP";
  }

  container bandwidth {
    description "bandwidth specification for the LSP";

    choice lsp-bandwidth {
      default explicit;
    }
  }
}
description "select how bandwidth for the LSP will be specified and managed";

case explicit {
    leaf set-bandwidth {
        type uint32;
        description "set bandwidth explicitly, e.g., using offline calculation";
    }
}

case auto {
    container auto-bandwidth {
        presence "presence of this container indicates auto-bandwidth is enabled for the LSP";
        description "configure auto-bandwidth operation in which devices automatically adjust bandwidth to meet requirements";

        leaf min-bw {
            type uint32;
            description "set the minimum bandwidth in Mbps for an auto-bandwidth LSP";
        }

        leaf max-bw {
            type uint32;
            description "set the maximum bandwidth in Mbps for an auto-bandwidth LSP";
        }

        leaf adjust-interval {
            type uint32;
            description "time in seconds between adjustments to LSP bandwidth";
        }

        leaf adjust-threshold {
            type mplst:percentage;
            description "percentage difference between the LSP’s specified bandwidth and its current bandwidth allocation -- if the difference is greater than the specified percentage, auto-bandwidth adjustment is triggered";
        }
    }

    container overflow {
        presence "presence of this element indicates overflow";
    }
}
is configured for the lsp

description "configuration for mpls lsp bandwidth overflow adjustment"

leaf overflow-threshold {
    type mplst:percentage;
    description "bandwidth percentage change to trigger an overflow event"
}

leaf trigger-event-count {
    type uint16;
    description "number of consecutive overflow sample events needed to trigger an overflow adjustment"
}
}

container underflow {
    presence
    "presence of this element indicates underflow is configured for the lsp"

description
    "configuration for mpls lsp bandwidth underflow adjustment"

leaf underflow-threshold {
    type mplst:percentage;
    description "bandwidth percentage change to trigger and underflow event"
}

leaf trigger-event-count {
    type uint16;
    description "number of consecutive underflow sample events needed to trigger an underflow adjustment"
}
}
}
}

container lsp-placement-constraints {
    description
"constraints on lsp routing such as admin-groups";

container admin-groups {
  description
  "Include/Exclude constraints for link affinities";

  list exclude-groups {
    key admin-group-name;
    description
    "list of admin-groups to exclude in path calculation";

    leaf admin-group-name {
      type leafref {
        path "/mpls/global/mpls-admin-groups/" + 
        "admin-group-name";
      }
      description
      "name of the admin group -- references a defined admin
group";
    }
  }

  list include-all-groups {
    key admin-group-name;
    description
    "list of admin-groups of which all must be included";

    leaf admin-group-name {
      type leafref {
        path "/mpls/global/mpls-admin-groups/" + 
        "admin-group-name";
      }
      description
      "name of the admin group -- references a defined admin
group";
    }
  }

  list include-any-groups {
    key admin-group-name;
    description
    "list of admin-groups of which one must be included";

    leaf admin-group-name {
      type leafref {
        path "/mpls/global/mpls-admin-groups/" + 
        "admin-group-name";
      }
      description
      "name of the admin group -- references a defined admin
group";
    }
  }
}
type leafref {
    path "/mpls/global/mpls-admin-groups/" + "admin-group-name";
} description "name of the admin group -- references a defined admin group";
}
}

container protection {
    description "failure protection properties for the LSP";

    leaf protection-style-requested {
        type mpls-protection-style {
        } description "style of mpls frr protection desired. both facility backup and one-to-one are options";
    }
}
}

// TODO - note that this is only currently defined for RSVP-like entities
grouping te-lsp-comp-explicit {
    description "definitions for LSPs in which hops are explicitly specified";

    container explicit-path {
        description "LSP with explicit path specification";

        leaf path-name {
            type leafref {
                path "/mpls/lsps/constrained-path/" + "path-information/path/path-name";
                require-instance true;
            } description "reference to a defined path";
        }
    }
}

grouping te-lsp-comp-queried {
    description "definitions for LSPs computed by querying a remote service, e.g., PCE server";
}
container queried-path {
    description "LSP with path queried from an external server";

    leaf path-computation-server {
        type inet:ip-address;
        description "Address of the external path computation server";
    }
}

grouping te-lsp-comp-local {
    description "definitions for locally-computed LSPs";

    container locally-computed {
        description "LSP with path computed by local ingress LSR";

        leaf use-cspf {
            type boolean;
            description "Flag to enable CSFF for locally computed LSPs";
        }

        leaf cspf-tiebreaker {
            type cspf-tie-breaking;
            description "Determine the tie-breaking method to choose between equally desirable paths during CSFP computation";
        }
    }
}

grouping path-definitions {
    description "describe path configuration for specifying LSP hops";

    container path-information {
        description "common information for MPLS path definition";

        list path {
            key path-name;
            description "specification of LSP path";

            leaf path-name {
                type string;
                description "identifier for the LSP path";
            }
        }
    }
}
list hop {
    key address;
    description "specification of the strict and loose hops in the path";

    leaf address {
        type inet:ip-address;
        description "router hop for the LSP path";
    }

    leaf type {
        type mpls-hop-type;
        description "strict or loose hop";
    }
}
}
}
}

grouping te-lsp-setup {
    description "signaling protocol configuration for traffic engineered LSPs";

    container path-setup {
        description "select and configure the signaling method for the LSP";

        // uses path-setup-common;
        uses rsvp:te-lsp-rsvp-setup;
        uses sr:te-lsp-sr-setup;
    }
}

grouping mpls-te-global {
    description "global level defintions for mpls traffic engineered LSPs";

    }

    // data definition statements
    // augment statements
    // rpc statements
    // notification statements
}
file mpls-igp.yang
submodule mpls-igp {
    yang-version "1";
    belongs-to "mpls" {
        prefix "mpls";
    }

    // import some basic types
    import mpls-ldp { prefix ldp; }
    import mpls-sr { prefix sr; }

    // meta
    organization "OpenConfig working group";
    contact
        "OpenConfig working group
        netopenconfig@googlegroups.com";
    description
        "Configuration generic configuration parameters for IGP-congruent LSPs";
    revision "2014-07-07" {
        description
            "Initial revision";
        reference "TBD";
    }

    // extension statements
    // feature statements
    // identity statements
    // typedef statements
    // grouping statements

    grouping igp-lsp-common {

description "common definitions for IGP-congruent LSPs"

// container path-attributes {
  description "general path attribute settings for IGP-based LSPs";

  //}  
}

grouping igp-lsp-setup {
  description "signaling protocol definitions for IGP-based LSPs";

  container path-setup-protocol {
    description "select and configure the signaling method for the LSP";

    // uses path-setup-common;
    uses ldp:igp-lsp-ldp-setup;
    uses sr:igp-lsp-sr-setup;
  }
}

// data definition statements
// augment statements
// rpc statements
// notification statements

}  

<CODE ENDS>

<CODE BEGINS> file mpls-static.yang
submodule mpls-static {
  yang-version "1";

  belongs-to "mpls" {
    prefix "mpls";
  }

  // import some basic types
  import mpls-types {prefix mplst; }

import ietf-inet-types { prefix inet; }

// meta
organization "OpenConfig working group";
contact
  "OpenConfig working group
  netopenconfig@googlegroups.com";
description
  "Defines static LSP configuration";
revision "2015-02-01" {
description
  "Initial revision";
  reference "TBD";
}

// extension statements
// feature statements
// identity statements
// typedef statements
// grouping statements
grouping static-lsp-common {
description "common definitions for static LSPs";
  leaf next-hop {
type inet:ip-address;
description "next hop IP address for the LSP";
  }
  leaf incoming-label {
type mplst:mpls-label;
description "label value on the incoming packet";
  }
  leaf push-label {
type mplst:mpls-label;
description "label value to push at the current hop for the LSP";
  }
}
grouping static-lsp-main {
    description "grouping for top level list of static LSPs";

    list label-switched-path {
        key name;
        description "list of defined static LSPs";

        leaf name {
            type string;
            description "name to identify the LSP";
        }

        // TODO: separation into ingress, transit, egress may help
        // to figure out what exactly is configured, but need to
        // consider whether implementations can support the
        // separation
        container ingress {
            description "Static LSPs for which the router is an
            ingress node";

            uses static-lsp-common;
        }

        container transit {
            description "static LSPs for which the router is a
            transit node";

            uses static-lsp-common;
        }

        container egress {
            description "static LSPs for which the router is a
            egress node";

            uses static-lsp-common;
        }
    }
}

// data definition statements
// augment statements
// rpc statements
// notification statements
6.3. MPLS signaling protocol modules

```<CODE BEGINS> file mpls-rsvp.yang
module mpls-rsvp {
    yang-version "1";
    // namespace
    namespace "http://openconfig.net/yang/rsvp";
    prefix "rsvp";

    // import some basic types
    import ietf-inet-types { prefix inet; }
    import mpls-types { prefix mplst; }

    // meta
    organization "OpenConfig working group";
    contact
        "OpenConfig working group
        netopenconfig@googlegroups.com";

    description
        "Configuration for RSVP signaling, including global protocol
         parameters and LSP-specific configuration for constrained-path
         LSPs";

    revision "2014-07-07" {
        description
            "Initial revision";
        reference "TBD";
    }

    // extension statements
    // feature statements
    // identity statements
    // typedef statements
    // grouping statements
```
grouping rsvp-global {
    description "Global RSVP protocol configuration";
}

container rsvp {
    description "RSVP global signaling protocol configuration";
    // interfaces, bw percentages, hello timers, etc goes here"
}

list interfaces {
    key interface-name;
    description "list of per-interface RSVP configurations";

    // TODO: update to interface ref -- move to separate
    // augmentation.
    leaf interface-name {
        type string;
        description "references a configured IP interface";
    }

    leaf hello-interval {
        type uint16 {
            range 0..60000;
        }
        units milliseconds;
        description "set the interval in ms between RSVP hello
        messages";
    }

    // TODO: confirm that the described semantics are supported
    // on various implementations. Finer grain configuration
    // will be vendor-specific
    leaf refresh-reduction {
        type boolean;
        default true;
        description "enables all RSVP refresh reduction message
        bundling, RSVP message ID, reliable message delivery
        and summary refresh";
        reference "RFC 2961 RSVP Refresh Overhead Reduction
        Extensions";
    }

    leaf refresh-reduction-reliable {
        type boolean;
        default true;
        description "enables RSVP refresh reduction reliable
        delivery and message_ID";
        reference "RFC 2961 RSVP Refresh Overhead Reduction
        Extensions";
    }
}
leaf subscription {
  type mplst:percentage;
  description "percentage of the interface bandwidth that RSVP can reserve";
}

leaf ted-update-threshold {
  type mplst:percentage;
  description "percentage of interface bandwidth change that triggers an update event into the IGP TED";
}

// TODO: this may need to be moved to common TE LSP config
container link-protection {
  description "link-protection (NHOP) related configuration";
  presence "presence of this container indicates facility protection is configured on the interface";

  leaf link-protection-only {
    type boolean;
    default false;
    description "disables node protection on this interface, and forces only link protection";
  }

  leaf bypass-optimize-interval {
    type uint16;
    units seconds;
    description "interval between periodic optimization of the bypass LSPs";
    // note: this is interface specific on juniper
    // on iox, this is global. need to resolve.
  }

  // to be completed, things like enabling link protection, // optimization times, etc.
}

container soft-preemption {
  description "options relating to RSVP soft preemption";
  presence "presence of this container enables RSVP soft preemption on a node";

  leaf soft-preemption-timeout {
    type uint16 {

range 0..300;
}
default 0;
description "timeout value for soft preemption to revert to hard preemption";
}
}

grouping te-tunnel-rsvp {
description "definitions for RSVP-signaled LSP tunnel types, e.g., applicable to point-to-point LSPs";

container tunnel {
description "contains configuration stanzas for different LSP tunnel types (P2P, P2MP, etc.)";

leaf tunnel-type {
type mplst:tunnel-type;
description "specifies the type of LSP, e.g., P2P or P2MP";
}

container p2p-lsp {
when "tunnel-type = 'P2P'" {
description "container active when LSP tunnel type is point to point";
}

description "properties of point-to-point tunnels";

leaf destination {
type inet:ip-address;
description "destination egress node for the LSP";
}

leaf tunnel-local-id {
type union {
type uint32;
type string;
}
description "locally significant optional identifier for the LSP; may be a numerical or string value";
}

leaf soft-preemption {
type boolean;
description "enables RSVP soft-preemption on this LSP";
default false;
}
container p2mp-lsp {
    when "tunnel-type = 'P2MP'" {
        description "container is active when LSP tunnel type is point to multipoint";
    }
}

description "properties of point-to-multipoint tunnels";

leaf-list destination {
    type inet:ip-address;
    description "list of destinations / egress nodes for the multipoint LSP tunnel";
}
}
}

grouping te-lsp-rsvp-setup {
    description "data definitions for RSVP-signalled LSPs";

    container rsvp {
        presence "Presence of this container sets the LSP to use RSVP signaling";

        description "Configuration for RSVP-signalled TE LSPs";

        container path-specification {
            description "Definition of primary/backup paths for purpose of signaling the LSP";
        }

        leaf setup-priority {
            type uint8 {
                range 0..7;
            }
            default 7;
            description "preemption priority during LSP setup, lower is higher priority; default 7 indicates that LSP will not preempt established LSPs during setup";
        }

        leaf hold-priority {
            type uint8 {
            }
    }
}
range 0..7;
}
default 0;
description "preemption priority once the LSP is established, lower is higher priority; default 0 indicates that other LSPs will not preempt the LSPs once established";
}

leaf retry-timer {
  type uint16 {
    range 1..600;
  }
  units seconds;
  description "sets the time between attempts to establish the LSP";
}
//TODO: add other RSPV parms: optimize delay, switchover delay, // etc.

// include tunnel (p2p, p2mp, etc).
uses te-tunnel-rsvp;
}

// data definition statements
// augment statements
// rpc statements
// notification statements

<CODE ENDS>

<CODE BEGINS> file mpls-sr.yang
module mpls-sr {
  yang-version "1";
  // namespace
  namespace "http://openconfig.net/yang/sr";
  prefix "sr";

  // import some basic types

import ietf-inet-types { prefix inet; }
import mpls-types { prefix mplst; }

// meta
organization "OpenConfig working group";

contact
  "OpenConfig working group
  netopenconfig@googlegroups.com";

description
  "Configuration for MPLS with segment routing-based LSPs,
   including global parameters, and LSP-specific configuration for
   both constrained-path and IGP-congruent LSPs";

revision "2014-07-07" {
  description
    "Initial revision";
  reference "TBD";
}

// extension statements

// feature statements

// identity statements

// typedef statements

// grouping statements

grouping sr-global {
  description "global segment routing signaling configuration";

  container segment-routing {
    description "SR global signaling config";
  }
}

grouping te-tunnel-sr {
  description "definitions for SR-signaled LSP tunnel types,
               .e.g., applicable to point-to-point LSPs";

  container tunnel {
    description "contains configuration stanzas for different LSP
                 tunnel types (P2P, P2MP, etc.)";
  }
}
leaf tunnel-type {
    typemplst::tunnel-type;
    description "specifies the type of LSP, e.g., P2P or P2MP";
}

container p2p-lsp {
    when "tunnel-type = 'P2P'" {
        description "container active when LSP tunnel type is point to point";
    }
    description "Config for point-to-point tunnels";
    // fill out the configuration details per segment
    // routing requirements
}
}

grouping te-lsp-sr-setup {
    description "data definitions for SR signaling";
    container segment-routing {
        presence "Presence of this container sets the LSP to use SR signaling";
        description "Configuration for signaling SR-based TE LSPs";
        uses te-tunnel-sr;
    }
}

grouping igp-tunnel-sr {
    description "definitions for SR-signaled, IGP-based LSP tunnel types";
    container tunnel {
        description "contains configuration stanzas for different LSP tunnel types (P2P, P2MP, etc.)";
        leaf tunnel-type {
            type mplst::tunnel-type;
            description "specifies the type of LSP, e.g., P2P or P2MP";
        }
        container p2p-lsp {

when "tunnel-type = 'P2P'" {
    description "container active when LSP tunnel type is point to point";
} description "properties of point-to-point tunnels";

leaf-list fec-address {
    type inet:ip-prefix;
    description "Address prefix for packets sharing the same forwarding equivalence class for the IGP-based LSP";
}

grouping igp-lsp-sr-setup {
    description "grouping for SR-IGP path setup for IGP-congruent LSPs";
    container segment-routing {
        presence "Presence of this container sets the LSP to use SR signaling";
        description "segment routing signaling extensions for IGP-congruent LSPs";
        uses igp-tunnel-sr;
    }
}

// data definition statements
// augment statements
// rpc statements
// notification statements

} <CODE ENDS>
namespace "http://openconfig.net/yang/ldp";  

prefix "ldp";

import ietf-inet-types { prefix inet; }
import mpls-types { prefix mplst; }

organization "OpenConfig working group";

contact
  "OpenConfig working group
  netopenconfig@googlegroups.com";

description
  "Configuration of Label Distribution Protocol global and LSP-
specific parameters for IGP-congruent LSPs";

revision "2014-07-07" {
  description
    "Initial revision";
  reference "TBD";
}

// extension statements

// feature statements

// identity statements

// typedef statements

// grouping statements

grouping ldp-global {
  description "global LDP signaling configuration";

  container ldp {
    description "LDP global signaling configuration";

    container timers {
      description "LDP timers";
    }
  }
}
grouping igp-tunnel-ldp {
  description "common definitions for LDP-signaled LSP tunnel types";
}

container tunnel {
  description "contains configuration stanzas for different LSP tunnel types (P2P, P2MP, etc.)";

  leaf tunnel-type {
    type mplst:tunnel-type;
    description "specifies the type of LSP, e.g., P2P or P2MP";
  }

  leaf ldp-type {
    type enumeration {
      enum BASIC {
        description "basic hop-by-hop LSP";
      }
      enum TARGETED {
        description "tLDP LSP";
      }
    }
    description "specify basic or targeted LDP LSP";
  }

  container p2p-lsp {
    when "tunnel-type = 'P2P'" {
      description "container active when LSP tunnel type is point to point";
    }
    description "properties of point-to-point tunnels";
    leaf-list fec-address {
      type inet:ip-prefix;
      description "Address prefix for packets sharing the same forwarding equivalence class for the IGP-based LSP";
    }
  }

  container p2mp-lsp {
    when "tunnel-type = 'P2MP'" {
      description "container is active when LSP tunnel type is point to multipoint";
    }
    description "properties of point-to-multipoint tunnels";
  }
}
container mp2mp-lsp {
    when "tunnel-type = 'MP2MP'" {
        description "container is active when LSP tunnel type is multipoint to multipoint";
    }

    description "properties of multipoint-to-multipoint tunnels";

    // TODO: specify group/source, etc.
}

grouping igp-lsp-ldp-setup {
    description "grouping for LDP setup attributes";

    container ldp {

        presence "Presence of this container sets the LSP to use LDP signaling";

        description "LDP signaling setup for IGP-congruent LSPs";

        // include tunnel (p2p, p2mp, ...)

        uses igp-tunnel-ldp;
    }

    // data definition statements

    // augment statements

    // rpc statements

    // notification statements
}

<CODE ENDS>
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1. Introduction

In an RSVP-TE network with a very large number of LSPs, link/node failure(s) may produce a noticeable increase in RSVP-TE control traffic. As a result, RSVP-TE messages might get delayed by virtue of being stuck in a queue that is overwhelmed with messages to be sent or they might get lost forever. For example, a Path message intended to be sent by a transit router might be stuck in the output queue to be sent to the next-hop. Alternately, it might have got dropped on the receive side due to queue overflows. The same could happen for a Resv message in the reverse direction. Also, in the absence of reliable delivery of Path-Error messages [RFC2961], an error that gets generated at transit/egress for an LSP that is in the process of being setup may never make it to the ingress.
Lost/delayed RSVP-TE messages cause the following problems for an ingress router:
- In the absence of an error indication, how is an ingress to know that an LSP for which signaling was (re-)initiated and a Resv has not yet been received, is ever going to come up?
- In the absence of any indication, what action should the ingress take to support low-latency LSP-setup?

The above problems essentially boil-down to: how long should the ingress continue to wait before giving up on its attempt to bring up the LSP, and take some alternative course of action (e.g., try to bring up the LSP on an alternate path)? To mitigate this problem, some implementations use a setup-retry timer mechanism. This document discusses the issues associated with a particular implementation of this timer and makes some specific recommendations to get around these issues.

2. Setup-Retry Timer

The setup-retry timer is usually a configurable timer which (in the absence of an error indication) goes off when an LSP with a given LSPID has not received the corresponding Resv in response to its Path during a pre-configured duration after its first Path had been sent.

Use of the setup-retry timer is based on the presumption that if signaling for a given LSP has not been completed within an "expected" duration, it is not going to be completed at all. The intent in the use of this timer is to expeditiously take some alternative course of action when an LSP has not yet completed its signaling within an "expected" duration of time.

3. Possible ill-effects due to implementation choices

As mentioned in the previous section, the intent in the use of this timer is to take some alternative course of action when an LSP has not yet completed its signaling within an "expected" duration of time. One such course of action is for the ingress router to initiate tear-down for the previously in-the-process-of-being-signaled path via a PathTear; run CSPF; and use the outcome of this CSPF to signal the brand-new path for this tunnel with a different LSP-ID, typically, bumped up by 1. This section describes the problems caused by such course of action.

As mentioned in Section 1, in a network with a very large number of RSVP-TE LSPs, link/node failure(s) may produce a noticeable increase
in the volume of RSVP-TE control traffic, which in turn might cause a router to either drop RSVP-TE messages or alternately cause them to be sent excessively late.

As a result, the following problems can occur:
- LSP setup latency might be excessively high.
- Error messages that indicate failure in LSP setup might not make it to the ingress router.

A mix of the above problems can cause the setup-retry timer for a given LSP (at the ingress router) to fire repeatedly over a period of time. The situation being such the ingress gets stuck in a cycle as illustrated below for some/many LSPs:

---

Ingress Timeline

1. Trigger LSP setup
   : Path
   : TNL-ID=X
   : LSP-ID=Y
   <No Resv (X, Y)>

2. Setup-Retry Timer fires; Recompute path;

3. Trigger Teardown
   PathTear
   : TNL-ID=X
   : LSP-ID=Y
   <---------> PathTear (X, Y)

4. Trigger setup for new instance of the LSP (same ERO)
   : Path
   : TNL-ID=X
   : LSP-ID=Y+1
   <No Resv (X, Y+1)>

---
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In the above illustration, notice how the transit router never gets to completely process the "current" LSP-ID (see [Rshakir] for more). The implementation recommendations made in this document will help avoid this snowball effect.

4. Causes of the above ill-effects

The implementation issues listed in section 3 end up causing an increase in the control plane load on a network whose control plane is already under stress. The foregoing is caused by unnecessarily doing the following even when there is no change in the computed path:

- Sending PathTears causes excessive and unjustifiable work on those downstream routers on the "previous ERO path" that had managed to bring the LSP UP. In other words, the slowness of a given transit router should not be the cause to penalize all other transit routers downstream of it, as doing so just increases the overall network stress.

- Sending Path for LSPID=Y+1 causes unnecessary work for all routers on the ERO path including those that were already running slow and were the real cause of the Resv for LSPID=Y not having been received timely by the ingress.

5. Solution to the implementation issues

To eliminate causes of the ill-effects listed in the previous section and thus to eliminate the ill-effects, this document makes the following recommendations.

When the setup-retry timer fires:

If there is no change in the computed path (no error indication for that LSP has been received via a PathErr or a TE update indicating a failure),
- Do not send PathTear for LSPID=Y
- Just let the Path State get refreshed for LSPID=Y.

The recommended default behavior is to keep retrying until the path changes or the user intervenes. Implementations MAY choose to
provide the user with an option to override this default behavior and specify a policy to determine when to stop retrying.

Implementations SHOULD use the recommendations listed in this section to avoid getting stuck in a LSP signaling hysteresis.

6. Security Considerations

This document does not introduce any new security concerns.

7. IANA Considerations

None.
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Abstract

This document defines a YANG data model for the configuration and management of Traffic Engineering (TE) interfaces and tunnels. The model defines generic data that is reusable across multiple data and control plane protocols.

The data model covers the configuration, operational state, remote procedural calls, and event notifications data for TE data.
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1. Introduction

YANG [RFC6020] is a data definition language that was introduced to define the contents of a conceptual data store that allows networked devices to be managed using NETCONF [RFC6241]. YANG is proving relevant beyond its initial confines, as bindings to other interfaces (e.g. ReST) and encoding other than XML (e.g. JSON) are being defined. Furthermore, YANG data models can be used as the basis of implementation for other interface, such as CLI and programmatic APIs.

This document defines a YANG data model that can be used to configure and manage TE interfaces and P2P or P2MP TE tunnels. This data model restricts to TE generic data that is control and data plane agnostic. It is expected that other protocol and data plane specific modules (e.g. RSVP-TE) will augment this TE model.

1.1. Terminology

In this document, the key words "MUST", "MUST NOT", "REQUIRED", "SHALL", "SHALL NOT", "SHOULD", "SHOULD NOT", "RECOMMENDED", "MAY", and "OPTIONAL" are to be interpreted as described in BCP 14, RFC 2119 [RFC2119].

1.2. Tree Diagram

A simplified graphical representation of the data model is presented in each section of the model. The following notations are used for the YANG model data tree representation.
<status> <flags> <name> <opts> <type>

<status> is one of:
+ for current
x for deprecated
o for obsolete

<flags> is one of:
  rw for read-write configuration data
  ro for read-only non-configuration data
  -x for execution rpcs
  -n for notifications

<name> is the name of the node

If the node is augmented into the tree from another module, its name is printed as <prefix>:<name>

<opts> is one of:
  ? for an optional leaf or node
  ! for a presence container
  * for a leaf-list or list
  Brackets [<keys>] for a list’s keys
  Curly braces (<condition>) for optional feature that make node conditional
  Colon : for marking case nodes
  Ellipses ("...") subtree contents not shown

Parentheses enclose choice and case nodes, and case nodes are also marked with a colon (":"

<type> is the name of the type for leafs and leaf-lists.

1.3. Prefixes in Data Node Names

In this document, names of data nodes and other data model objects are prefixed using the standard prefix associated with the corresponding YANG imported modules, as shown in Table 1.

| Prefix | YANG module     | Reference |
|--------+-----------------+-----------|
| yang   | ietf-yang-types | [RFC6991] |
| inet   | ietf-inet-types | [RFC6991] |

Table 1: Prefixes and corresponding YANG modules
1.4. Open Issues and Next Steps

This is the initial version of the TE basic and its helper modules. It also describes the high-level relationship of these modules to other external protocol modules. The current revision of the TE basic model focuses on defining configuration data. However, future revisions are expected to cover state, RPC, and notification data.

It is also expected that models for technology specific extensions to the basic TE model (e.g. OTN [RFC4328] TE extension), if needed, will likely be published in separate drafts.

2. Data Model Overview

Although the basis of TE elements remain similar across different vendor implementations, the detailed TE model will usually vary across different vendor implementations. Also, implementations may vary in their support of the complete set of TE features.

The TE YANG module defined in this document has the common building blocks that are independent of specific data or control plane instantiations. It covers data representation for the configuration, state, remote procedural calls (RPCs), and event notifications.

2.1. Design Objectives

The goal of this document is to define a TE data model that can represent such different implementations, while adhering to standard terminology and behavior when resolving differences in implementations.

The following considerations with respect data organization are taken into account when defining the model:

- reusable data elements are grouped into separate TE types module(s) that can be readily imported by other modules whenever needed
- reusable TE data types that are data plane independent are grouped in the TE basic types module "ietf-te-types.yang"
- reusable TE data elements that are data plane specific (e.g. packet PSC or switching technologies as defined in [RFC3473]) are expected to be grouped in a technology-specific types module. It is expected that technology specific types will augment TE basic types as shown in Figure 1
Figure 1: Relationship between generic and technology specific TE types modules

- TE basic module includes data elements that are control plane independent. Data elements specific to a control plane protocol (e.g. RSVP-TE) are expected to be in a separate module that augments the TE basic module. It is also expected that data relevant to a specific instantiation of data plane technology will exist in a separate YANG module that augments the TE basic model, see Figure 2.
In general, little information in the model is designated as "mandatory", to allow freedom to vendors to adapt the data model to their specific product implementation.

2.2. Optional Features

Optional features are features beyond the basic TE model, and hence, it is up to a vendor to decide whether to support of a particular feature on a particular device.

This module declares a number of TE functions as features (such as P2MP-TE, soft-preemption etc.). It is intended that vendors will extend this features list.

2.3. Configuration Inheritance

The defined data model supports configuration inheritance for tunnels, paths, and interfaces. Data elements defined in the main container (e.g. that encompasses the list of tunnels, interfaces, or paths) are assumed to apply equally to all elements of the list, unless overridden explicitly for a certain element (e.g. tunnel, interface or path). Vendors are expected to augment the above container(s) to provide the list of inheritance command for their implementations.
2.4. Vendor Configuration Models

There two main popular types of routing protocol configuration that vendors may support:

- **protocol centric** - all the protocol related configuration is contained within the protocol itself. Configuration belonging to multiple instances of the protocol running in different routing-instances (e.g. VRFs) are contained under the default routing instance [I-D.ietf-netmod-routing-cfg]:

- **VRF centric** - all the protocol related configuration for a routing-instance is contained within this routing-instance.

Currently, there is on-going discussion with respect to the approach to take at IETF. Options being considered are:

- standard models to support both and vendors to pick the style that best suit them
- standard models to support both and requires vendors to support both styles
- standard models to pick one of the two style and vendors to support at least that

The model proposed in this document will adhere to the final outcome of those discussions.

3. Model Organization

This model defines configuration, state, execution, and notifications data for TE globals, interfaces, and tunnels properties.

The container "te" is the top level container in this data model. The presence of this container is expected to enable TE function system wide.
module: ietf-te
  +--rw te!
    +--rw globals
      .
    +--rw interfaces
      .
    +--rw tunnels
      .
    +--ro global-state
      .
    +--ro interfaces-state
      .
    +--ro tunnels-state
      .
  rpcs:
    +---x globals-rpc
    +---x interfaces-rpc
    +---x tunnels-rpc
notifications:
  +---n globals-notif
  +---n interfaces-notif
  +---n tunnels-notif

3.1. TE Configuration Data

Following subsections provide overview of parts of the model pertaining to configuration data.

3.1.1. Global Configuration Data

This branch of the data model covers configurations elements that control TE features behavior system-wide. Examples of such configuration data are:

- Auto-bandwidth parameters: control and manage auto-bandwidth specific system-wide properties
- Table of named SRLG mappings
- Table of named (extended) administrative groups mappings
- Table of named explicit paths to be referenced by TE tunnels
o Table of named path-constraints sets

o TE diff-serve TE-class maps

o System-wide capabilities for LSP reoptimization
  * Reoptimization timers (periodic interval, LSP installation and cleanup)

o System-wide capabilities for TE state flooding
  * Periodic flooding interval

o System-wide capabilities that affect the originating, traversing and terminating LSPs. For example:
  * Path selection parameters (e.g. metric) at head-end LSR
  * Path protection parameters at head-end LSR
  * (Soft) preemption parameters
  * Fast reroute parameters

o Point-to-Multipoint (P2MP) TE parameters

module: ietf-te
  +--rw te!
    |   |   +--rw globals
    |   |       |   +--rw interface-named-admin-groups* [name]
    |   |       |       {ietf-te-types:extended-admin-groups, ietf-te-types:named-extended-admin-groups}?
    |   |       |           +--rw name     string
    |   |       |           +--rw group?   ietf-te-types:admin-groups
    |   |       |           +--rw interface-named-srlgs* [name]
    |   |       |       {ietf-te-types:named-srlg-groups}?
    |   |       |           +--rw name     string
    |   |       |           +--rw group?   ietf-te-types:srlg
    |   |       |           +--rw explicit-paths* [name]
    |   |       |           +--rw name     string
    |   |       |           +--rw explicit-route-objects* [index]
    |   |       |               +--rw index   uint8
    |   |       |               +--rw explicit-route-object
    |   |       |               +--rw (type)?
    |   |       |               +--:(ipv4-address)
    |   |       |               |   +--rw v4-address?   inet:ipv4-address
    |   |       |               |       +--rw v4-prefix-length?   uint8
    |   |       |               |           +--rw v4-loose?   boolean
3.1.2. Interface Configuration Data

This branch of the data model covers configurations elements relevant to TE interfaces.

Examples of such configuration items are TE interface’s:

- Maximum reservable bandwidth, bandwidth constraints (BC)
- Flooding parameters
  - Flooding intervals and threshold values
- Fast reroute backup tunnel properties (such as static, auto-tunnel)
- Interface attributes
  - (Extended) administrative groups
  - SRLG values
  - TE metric value

module: ietf-te
  +--rw te!
    +--rw interfaces
      |  +--rw interface* [interface]
      |     +--rw interface       if:interface-ref
      |     +--rw named-admin-groups* [named-admin-group]
      |     {ietf-te-types:extended-admin-groups,
      |          ietf-te-types:named-extended-admin-groups}? 
      |     +--rw named-srlgs* [named-srlg]
      |     {ietf-te-types:named-srlg-groups}? 
      |     +--rw named-srlg      leafref
      |     +--rw switching-capabilities* [switching-capability]
      |     |  +--rw capability?        identityref
      |     |  +--rw encoding?          identityref
      |     +--rw te-metric?        ietf-te-types:te-metric
      +--rw affinities
        +--rw (type)?
          | +--:(admin-groups)
          |    +--rw admin-group?      admin-group
          |    +--:(extended-admin-groups) (extended-admin-groups)?
          |        +--rw extended-admin-group? extended-admin-group
          |     +--rw srlgs
          |        +--rw (type)?
++-(srlg-name)
  ++-rw names* [name]
    ++-rw name string
++-(srlg-value)
  ++-rw values* [value]
    ++-rw value uint32
++-rw (bc-model-type)?
++-(bc-model-rdm)
  ++-rw bc-model-rdm
    ++-rw bandwidth-psc-constraints
      ++-rw maximum-reservable? uint32
      ++-rw bc-value* uint32
++-(bc-model-mam)
  ++-rw bc-model-mam
    ++-rw bandwidth-psc-constraints
      ++-rw maximum-reservable? uint32
      ++-rw bc-value* uint32
++-(bc-model-mar)
  ++-rw bc-model-mar
    ++-rw bandwidth-psc-constraints
      ++-rw maximum-reservable? uint32
      ++-rw bc-value* uint32
++-rw thresholds
  ++-rw (type)?
    ++-(equal-steps)
      ++-rw (equal-step-type)?
        ++-(up-down-different-step)
          ++-rw up-step? uint8
          ++-rw down-step? uint8
        ++-(up-down-same-step)
          ++-rw step? uint8
    ++-(unequal-steps)
      ++-rw up-steps* [value]
        ++-rw value uint8
      ++-rw down-steps* [value]
        ++-rw value uint8
++-rw fast-reroute-backups {ietf-te-types:frr-te}?
  ++-rw backup-capacity
    ++-rw capacity? uint32
    ++-rw type? uint32
  ++-rw (type)?
    ++-(static-tunnel)
      ++-rw name? leafref
      ++-rw static-backups* [backup-tunnel]
        ++-rw backup-tunnel leafref
    ++-(auto-tunnel)
      ++-rw auto-backup!
        ++-rw method? identityref
3.1.3. Tunnel Configuration Data

This branch of the model covers configuration items relevant TE tunnels. Examples of such configuration items are TE tunnel’s:

- Name
- Admin-state
- Type (such as P2P, P2MP)
- Primary and secondary paths
- Routing usage (auto-route announce, forwarding adjacency)
- Policy based routing (PBR) parameters

module: ietf-te
++-rw te!
  |  +--rw tunnels
  |     +--rw tunnel* [name type]
  |        +--rw name                    string
  |        +--rw type                    identityref
  |        +--rw identifier?             uint16
  |        +--rw description?            string
  |        +--rw admin-status?           identityref
  |        +--:(routing-choice)?
  |           +--:(autoroute)
  |              +--rw autoroute-announce!
  |              |  +--rw routing-afs*       inet:ip-version
  |              |     +--:(metric-type)?
  |              |        +--:(metric)
  |              |           |  +--rw metric?            uint32
  |              |           |     +--:(relative-metric)
  |              |           |        |  +--rw relative-metric?   int32
  |              |           |        |     +--:(absolute-metric)
  |              |           |        |        +--rw absolute-metric?   uint32
  |              |     +--:(forwarding-adjacency)
  |              |     +--rw forwarding-adjacency!
  |              |     |  +--rw holdtime?         uint32
  |              |     +--rw routing-afs*       inet:ip-version
  |     +--rw forwarding
  |        +--rw load-share?   uint32
  |        +--rw (policy-type)?
  |              +--:(class)

++-rw dynamic?                  empty
  +--:(explicit)
    +--rw explicit-path-name?    leafref
    +--rw no-cspf?               empty
    +--rw lockdown?              empty
  +--:(p2mp) {ietf-te-types:p2mp-te}?
    +--rw p2mp-paths* [destination]
      +--rw destination        inet:ip-address
    +--rw primary-paths* [preference]
      +--rw preference         uint8
    +--rw path-properties
      +--rw path-named-constraint? leafref
      (ietf-te-types:named-path-constraints)?
        +--rw path-constraints
          +--rw path-selection
            +--rw topology?         topology-id
            +--rw cost-limit?       uint32
            +--rw hop-limit?        uint8
            +--rw metric-type?      identityref
            +--rw tiebreaker-type?  identityref
            +--rw ignore-overload?  boolean
          +--rw path-properties
            +--rw path-srlgs
              +--rw (style)?
                +--:(values)
                  +--rw value?           uint32
                  +--rw mask?           uint32
                  +--:(named)
                    +--rw constraints* [usage]
                      +--rw usage identityref
                    +--rw constraint
                      +--rw affinity-names* [name]
                        +--rw name    string
              +--rw (style)?
                +--:(values)
                  +--rw usage? const-usage-type
                  +--rw values*        srlg
                  +--:(named)
                    +--rw constraints* [usage]
                      +--rw usage const-usage-type
                    +--rw constraint
                      +--rw srlg-names* [name]
                        +--rw name    string
              +--rw (type)?
                +--:(dynamic)
                  +--rw dynamic?                  empty
                  +--:(explicit)
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---rw explicit-path-name?  leafref
---rw no-cspf?             empty
---rw lockdown?            empty
---rw secondary-paths* [preference]
  ---rw preference        uint8
  ---rw path-properties
    ---rw path-named-constraint?  leafref

(ietf-te-types:named-path-constraints)?
  ---rw path-constraints
    ---rw path-selection
      ---rw topology?          topology-id
      ---rw cost-limit?        uint32
      ---rw hop-limit?         uint8
      ---rw metric-type?       identityref
      ---rw tiebreaker-type?   identityref
      ---rw ignore-overload?   boolean
    ---rw path-affinities

(ietf-te-types:named-path-affinities)?
  ---rw (style)?
    ---:(values)
      ---rw value?            uint32
      ---rw mask?             uint32
    ---:(named)
      ---rw constraints* [usage]
        ---rw usage identityref
      ---rw constraint
        ---rw affinity-names* [name]
          ---rw name          string
    ---rw path-srlgs
      ---rw (style)?
        ---:(values)
          ---rw usage? const-usage-type
          ---rw values*        srlg
        ---:(named)
          ---rw constraints* [usage]
            ---rw usage const-usage-type
          ---rw constraint
            ---rw srlg-names* [name]
              ---rw name        string
    ---rw (type)?
      ---:(dynamic)
      | ---rw dynamic?        empty
      ---:(explicit)
        ---rw explicit-path-name?  leafref
    ---rw no-cspf?             empty
    ---rw lockdown?            empty
3.2. TE State Data

Following subsections provide overview of the parts of the model that hold state data.

3.2.1. Global State Data

This branch of the model covers system-wide state for various TE features. Examples of such states are:

- Global statistics (signaling, admission, preemption, flooding)
- Global counters (number of tunnels/LSPs/interfaces)

3.2.2. Interface State Data

This branch of the model covers state data for TE interfaces. Examples of such states are TE interface’s:

- State information
  * UP/Down: when and reason
- Bandwidth information: maximum bandwidth, available bandwidth at different priorities and for each class-type (CT)
- List of admitted LSPs
  * Name, bandwidth value and pool, time, priority
- Statistics: state counters, flooding counters, admission counters (accepted/rejected), preemption counters
- Adjacency information
  * Neighbor address
  * Metric value

3.2.3. Tunnel State Data

This module defines operational state data for TE tunnels. Examples of such tunnel states are:

- Tunnel creation information
- State information
* Up/Down: when and reason
  o Traffic counters
  o History of events

3.3. TE RPC data

The execution model facilitates issuing commands to a router and optionally returning responses.

3.3.1. Global RPC Data

This branch of the model covers system-wide RPC execution data to trigger actions and optionally expect responses. Examples of such TE commands are:

  o Clear global TE statistics of various features

3.3.2. Interface RPC Data

This collection of data in the model defines TE interface RPC execution commands. Examples of these are:

  o Clear TE statistics for all or for individual links
  o Trigger immediate flooding for all TE interfaces

3.3.3. Tunnel RPC Data

This branch of the model covers TE tunnel RPC execution data to trigger actions and optionally expect responses. Examples of such TE commands are:

  o Clear statistics for all or for individual tunnels

3.4. TE Notification Data

Following subsections provide overview of parts of the model pertaining to notification data.

3.4.1. Global Notifications Data

This branch of the model covers system-wide notifications data. The global TE events notification model uses configuration data for registration. The node notifies the registered events to the server using the defined notification messages. Example of such global TE events are:
3.4.2. Interfaces Notifications Data

This branch of the model covers TE interfaces related notifications data. The TE interface configuration is used for specific events registration. Notifications are sent for registered events to the server. Example events for TE interfaces are:

- Link creation and deletion
- Link state transition
- (Soft) preemption trigger
- Fast reroute activation

3.4.3. Tunnel Notification Data

This branch of the model covers TE tunnels related notifications data. The TE tunnels configuration is used for specific events registration. Notifications are sent for registered events to the server. Example events for TE tunnels are:

- Tunnel creation and deletion events
- Tunnel state up/down changes
- Tunnel state reoptimization changes

4. TE YANG Module

<CODE BEGINS>file "ietf-te-types@2015-03-22.yang"
module ietf-te-types {
    /* Replace with IANA when assigned */
    prefix "te-types";
    import ietf-inet-types { prefix inet; }
    organization "IETF TEAS Working Group";
    contact "Fill me";
    description
"This module contains a collection of generally useful TE specific YANG data type definitions."

revision 2015-03-22 {
  description "Latest revision of TE basic types";
  reference "RFC3209";
}

identity tunnel-type {
  description
    "Base identity from which specific tunnel types are derived.";
}

identity tunnel-p2p {
  base tunnel-type;
  description
    "TE point-to-point tunnel type.";
}

identity tunnel-p2mp {
  base tunnel-type;
  description
    "TE point-to-multipoint tunnel type.";
}

identity state-type {
  description
    "Base identity for TE states";
}

identity state-up {
  base state-type;
  description
    "State up";
}

identity state-down {
  base state-type;
  description
    "State down";
}

identity switching-capabilities {
  description
    "Base identity for interface switching capabilities";
}
identity switching-psc1 {
    base switching-capabilities;
    description
      "Packet-Switch Capable-1 (PSC-1)";
}

identity switching-evpl {
    base switching-capabilities;
    description
      "Ethernet Virtual Private Line (EVPL)";
}

identity switching-l2sc {
    base switching-capabilities;
    description
      "Layer-2 Switch Capable (L2SC)";
}

identity switching-tdm {
    base switching-capabilities;
    description
      "Time-Division-Multiplex Capable (TDM)";
}

identity switching-otn {
    base switching-capabilities;
    description
      "OTN-TDM capable";
}

identity switching-dcsc {
    base switching-capabilities;
    description
      "Data Channel Switching Capable (DCSC)";
}

identity switching-lsc {
    base switching-capabilities;
    description
      "Lambda-Switch Capable (LSC)";
}

identity switching-fsc {
    base switching-capabilities;
    description
      "Fiber-Switch Capable (FSC)";
}
identity lsp-encoding-types {
    description "Base identity for encoding types";
}

identity lsp-encoding-packet {
    base lsp-encoding-types;
    description "Packet LSP encoding";
}

identity lsp-encoding-ethernet {
    base lsp-encoding-types;
    description "Ethernet LSP encoding";
}

identity lsp-encoding-pdh {
    base lsp-encoding-types;
    description "ANSI/ETSI LSP encoding";
}

identity lsp-encoding-sdh {
    base lsp-encoding-types;
    description "SDH ITU-T G.707 / SONET ANSI T1.105 LSP encoding";
}

identity lsp-encoding-digital-wrapper {
    base lsp-encoding-types;
    description "Digital Wrapper LSP encoding";
}

identity lsp-encoding-lambda {
    base lsp-encoding-types;
    description "Lambda (photonic) LSP encoding";
}

identity lsp-encoding-fiber {
    base lsp-encoding-types;
    description "Fiber LSP encoding";
}

identity lsp-encoding-fiber-channel {
base lsp-encoding-types;
description
  "FiberChannel LSP encoding";
}

identity lsp-encoding-oduk {
  base lsp-encoding-types;
  description
    "G.709 ODUk (Digital Path)LSP encoding";
}

identity lsp-encoding-optical-channel {
  base lsp-encoding-types;
  description
    "Line (e.g., 8B/10B) LSP encoding";
}

identity lsp-encoding-line {
  base lsp-encoding-types;
  description
    "Line (e.g., 8B/10B) LSP encoding";
}

/* TE basic features */
feature p2mp-te {
  description
    "Indicates support for P2MP-TE";
}

feature frr-te {
  description
    "Indicates support for TE FastReroute (FRR)";
}

feature extended-admin-groups {
  description
    "Indicates support for TE link extended admin
    groups.";
}

feature named-path-affinities {
  description
    "Indicates support for named path affinities";
}

feature named-extended-admin-groups {
  description
    "Indicates support for named extended admin groups";
feature named-srlg-groups {
  description
  "Indicates support for named SRLG groups";
}

feature named-path-constraints {
  description
  "Indicates support for named path constraints";
}

grouping explicit-route-object {
  description
  "Explicit Route Object grouping";
  container explicit-route-object {
    description
    "An explicit route describes as a list of groups of
    nodes along the explicit route.";
    reference "RFC3209: Extensions to RSVP for LSP Tunnels";
    choice type {
      description
      "The Explicit Route Object type";
      case ipv4-address {
        description
        "IPv4 address Explicit Route Object";
        leaf v4-address {
          type inet:ipv4-address;
          description
          "An IPv4 address. This address is
treated as a prefix based on the
prefix length value below. Bits beyond
the prefix are ignored on receipt and
SHOULD be set to zero on transmission.";
        }
        leaf v4-prefix-length {
          type uint8;
          description
          "Length in bits of the IPv4 prefix";
        }
        leaf v4-loose {
          type boolean;
          description
          "Describes whether the object is loose
if set, or otherwise strict";
        }
      }
    }
  }
}
case ipv6-address {
  description
    "IPv6 address Explicit Route Object";
  leaf v6-address {
    type inet:ipv6-address;
    description
      "An IPv6 address. This address is
       treated as a prefix based on the
       prefix length value below. Bits
       beyond the prefix are ignored on
       receipt and SHOULD be set to zero
       on transmission."
  }
  leaf v6-prefix-length {
    type uint8;
    description
      "Length in bits of the IPv4 prefix"
  }
  leaf v6-loose {
    type boolean;
    description
      "Describes whether the object is loose
       if set, or otherwise strict"
  }
}
 case as-number {
  leaf as-number {
    type uint16;
    description "AS number"
  }
  description
    "Autonomous System Explicit Route Object"
}
 case unnumbered-link {
  leaf router-id {
    type inet:ip-address;
    description
      "A router-id address"
  }
  leaf interface-id {
    type uint32;
    description "The interface identifier"
  }
  description
    "Unnumbered link Explicit Route Object"
  reference
    "RFC3477: Signalling Unnumbered Links in RSVP-TE";
case label {
    leaf value {
        type uint32;
        description "the label value";
    }
    description "The Label ERO subobject";
}
/* AS domain sequence..? */
}

grouping record-route-object {
    description "The record route object grouping";
    container record-route-object {
        description "Describes a record route object";
        choice type {
            description "The record route object type";
            case ipv4-address {
                leaf address {
                    type inet:ipv4-address;
                    description "An IPv4 address. This address is treated as a prefix based on the prefix length value below. Bits beyond the prefix are ignored on receipt and SHOULD be set to zero on transmission.";
                }
                leaf prefix-length {
                    type uint8;
                    description "Length in bits of the IPv4 prefix";
                }
            }
            case ipv6-address {
                leaf address {
                    type inet:ipv6-address;
                    description "An IPv6 address. This address is treated as a prefix based on the prefix length value below. Bits beyond the prefix are ignored on receipt and SHOULD be set to zero transmission.";
                }
            }
        }
    }
}

leaf prefix-length {
  type uint8;
  description "Length in bits of the IPv4 prefix";
}
}
case label {
  leaf value {
    type uint32;
    description "the label value";
  }
  description "The Label ERO subobject";
}
}

identity route-usage-type {
  description "Base identity for route usage";
}

identity route-include-ero {
  base route-usage-type;
  description "Include ERO from route";
}

identity route-exclude-ero {
  base route-usage-type;
  description "Exclude ERO from route";
}

identity route-exclude-srlg {
  base route-usage-type;
  description "Exclude SRLG from route";
}

identity path-metric-type {
  description "Base identity for path metric type";
}
identity path-metric-te {
    base path-metric-type;
    description
        "TE path metric";
}

identity path-metric-igp {
    base path-metric-type;
    description
        "IGP path metric";
}

identity path-tiebreaker-type {
    description
        "Base identity for path tie-breaker type";
}

identity path-tiebreaker-minfill {
    base path-tiebreaker-type;
    description
        "Min-Fill LSP path placement";
}

identity path-tiebreaker-maxfill {
    base path-tiebreaker-type;
    description
        "Max-Fill LSP path placement";
}

identity path-tiebreaker-random {
    base path-tiebreaker-type;
    description
        "Random LSP path placement";
}

identity bidir-provisioning-mode {
    description
        "Base identity for bidirectional provisioning mode.";
}

identity bidir-provisioning-single-sided {
    base bidir-provisioning-mode;
    description
        "Single-sided bidirectional provisioning mode";
}

identity bidir-provisioning-double-sided {
base bidir-provisioning-mode;
  description
    "Double-sided bidirectional provisioning mode";
}

identity bidir-association-type {
  description
    "Base identity for bidirectional association type";
}

identity bidir-assoc-corouted {
  base bidir-association-type;
  description
    "Co-routed bidirectional association type";
}

identity bidir-assoc-non-corouted {
  base bidir-association-type;
  description
    "Non co-routed bidirectional association type";
}

identity resource-affinities-type {
  description
    "Base identity for resource affinities";
}

identity resource-aff-include-all {
  base resource-affinities-type;
  description
    "The set of attribute filters associated with a
tunnel all of which must be present for a link
to be acceptable";
}

identity resource-aff-include-any {
  base resource-affinities-type;
  description
    "The set of attribute filters associated with a
tunnel any of which must be present for a link
to be acceptable";
}

identity resource-aff-exclude-any {
  base resource-affinities-type;
  description
    "The set of attribute filters associated with a
tunnel any of which renders a link unacceptable";
typedef admin-group {
    type uint32;
    description "Administrative group/Resource class/Color.";
}

typedef extended-admin-group {
    type binary;
    description "Extended administrative group/Resource class/Color.";
}

typedef admin-groups {
    type union {
        type admin-group;
        type extended-admin-group;
    }
    description "TE administrative group derived type";
}

typedef srlg {
    type uint32;
    description "SRLG type";
}

identity path-computation-srlg-type {
    description "Base identity for SRLG path computation";
}

identity srlg-ignore {
    base path-computation-srlg-type;
    description "Ignores SRLGs in path computation";
}

identity srlg-strict {
    base path-computation-srlg-type;
    description "Include strict SRLG check in path computation";
}

identity srlg-preferred {
    base path-computation-srlg-type;
    description "Include preferred SRLG check in path computation";
}
identity srlg-weighted {
    base path-computation-srlg-type;
    description
    "Include weighted SRLG check in path computation";
}

typedef te-metric {
    type uint32;
    description
    "TE link metric";
}

typedef topology-id {
    type string {
        pattern '/?([a-zA-Z0-9\-_\.]+)\([a-zA-Z0-9\-_\.]+)\*';
    }
    description
    "An identifier for a topology.";
}

grouping tunnel-path-selection {
    description
    "Tunnel path selection properties grouping";
    container path-selection {
        description
        "Tunnel path selection properties container";
        leaf topology {
            type topology-id;
            description
            "The tunnel path is computed using the specific topology identified by this identifier";
        }
        leaf cost-limit {
            type uint32 {
                range "1..4294967295";
            }
            description
            "The tunnel path cost limit.";
        }
        leaf hop-limit {
            type uint8 {
                range "1..255";
            }
            description
            "The tunnel path hop limit.";
        }
    }
}
leaf metric-type {
    type identityref {
        base path-metric-type;
    }
    default path-metric-te;
    description
        "The tunnel path metric type."
}
leaf tiebreaker-type {
    type identityref {
        base path-tiebreaker-type;
    }
    default path-tiebreaker-maxfill;
    description
        "The tunnel path computation tie breakers."
}
leaf ignore-overload {
    type boolean;
    description
        "The tunnel path can traverse overloaded node."
}
uses path-affinities;
uses path-srlgs;
}

grouping path-affinities {
    description
        "Path affinities grouping";
    container path-affinities {
        if-feature named-path-affinities;
        description
            "Path affinities container";
        choice style {
            description
                "Path affinities representation style";
            case values {
                leaf value {
                    type uint32 {
                        range "0..4294967295";
                    }
                    description
                        "Affinity value";
                }
                leaf mask {
                    type uint32 {
                        range "0..4294967295";
                    }
                }
            }
        }
    }
}
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case named {
    list constraints {
        key "usage";
        leaf usage {
            type identityref {
                base resource-affinities-type;
            }
            description "Affinities usage";
        }
    }
    container constraint {
        description "Container for named affinities";
        list affinity-names {
            key "name";
            leaf name {
                type string;
                description "Affinity name";
            }
            description "List of named affinities";
        }
        description "List of named affinity constraints";
    }
}

grouping path-srlgs {
    description "Path SRLG properties grouping";
    container path-srlgs {
        description "Path SRLG properties container";
        choice style {
            description "Type of SRLG representation";
            case values {
                leaf usage {
                    type identityref {
                        base route-exclude-srlg;
                    }
                }
            }
        }
    }
}
leaf-list values {
  type srlg;
  description "SRLG value";
}
case named {
  list constraints {
    key "usage";
    leaf usage {
      type identityref {
        base route-exclude-srlg;
      }
      description "SRLG usage";
    }
    container constraint {
      description "Container for named SRLG list";
      list srlg-names {
        key "name";
        leaf name {
          type string;
          description "The SRLG name";
        }
        description "List named SRLGs";
      }
      description "List of named SRLG constraints";
    }
  }
}
}

grouping tunnel-bidir-assoc-properties {
  description "TE tunnel associated bidirectional properties grouping";
  container bidirectional {
    description "TE tunnel associated bidirectional attributes.";
    container association {
      description
leaf id {
    type uint16;
    description
        "The TE tunnel association identifier.";
}
leaf source {
    type inet:ip-address;
    description
        "The TE tunnel association source.";
}
leaf global-source {
    type inet:ip-address;
    description
        "The TE tunnel association global source.";
}
leaf type {
    type identityref {
        base bidir-association-type;
    }
    default bidir-assoc-non-corouted;
    description
        "The TE tunnel association type.";
}
leaf provisioning {
    type identityref {
        base bidir-provisioning-mode;
    }
    description
        "Describes the provisioning model of the associated bidirectional LSP";
    reference
        "draft-ietf-teas-mpls-tp-rsvpte-ext-associated-lsp, section-3.2";
}

/* TE interface attribute properties */
grouping interface-switching-cap {
    description
        "TE interface switching capabilities";
    list switching-capabilities {
        key "switching-capability";
        description
            "List of interface capabilities for this interface";
    }
}
leaf switching-capability {
    type identityref {
        base te-types:switching-capabilities;
    }
    description
        "Switching Capability for this interface";
}
leaf encoding {
    type identityref {
        base lsp-encoding-types;
    }
    description
        "Encoding supported by this interface";
}

grouping interface-affinities {
    description
        "TE interface affinities grouping";
    container affinities {
        description
            "TE interface affinities container";
        choice type {
            description
                "TE interface administrative groups representation type";
            case admin-groups {
                description
                    "Administrative group/Resource class/Color.";
                leaf admin-group {
                    type admin-group;
                    description
                        "TE interface administrative group";
                }
            }
            case extended-admin-groups {
                if-feature extended-admin-groups;
                description
                    "Extended administrative group/Resource class/Color.";
                leaf extended-admin-group {
                    type extended-admin-group;
                    description
                        "TE interface extended administrative group";
                }
            }
        }
    }
}
grouping interface-srlgs {
    description "TE interface SRLG grouping";
    container srlgs {
        description "TE interface SRLG container";
        choice type {
            description "SRLG representation type";
            case srlg-name {
                list names {
                    key "name";
                    description "List of SRLG names that this link is part of.";
                    leaf name {
                        type string;
                        description "Name associated with the SRLG";
                    }
                }
            }
            case srlg-value {
                list values {
                    key "value";
                    description "List of SRLG values that this link is part of.";
                    leaf value {
                        type uint32 {
                            range "0..4294967295";
                            description "Value of the SRLG";
                        }
                    }
                }
            }
        }
    }
}

Figure 3: TE basic types YANG module

/* Replace with IANA when assigned */
prefix "te-psc-types";

import ietf-inet-types { prefix inet; }

organization
  "IETF TEAS Working Group";

contact "Fill me";

description
  "This module contains a collection of generally useful TE specific YANG data type definitions."

revision 2015-03-22 {
  description "Latest revision of TE MPLS/packet types";
  reference "RFC3209";
}

/* Describes egress LSP label allocation */
typedef egress-label {
  type enumeration {
    enum "IPv4-EXPLICIT-NULL" {
      description
        "Use IPv4 explicit-NULL MPLS label at the egress";
    }
    enum "IPv6-EXPLICIT-NULL" {
      description
        "Use IPv6 explicit-NULL MPLS label at the egress";
    }
    enum "IMPLIED-NULL" {
      description
        "Use implicit-NULL MPLS label at the egress";
    }
    enum "NON-NULL"{
      description
        "Use a non NULL MPLS label at the egress";
    }
  }
  description
    "Describes egress label allocation";
}

identity backup-type {
description
  "Base identity for backup protection types";
}

identity backup-facility {
  base backup-type;
  description
    "Use facility backup to protect LSPs traversing
    protected TE interface";
  reference
    "RFC49090: RSVP-TE Fast Reroute";
}

identity backup-detour {
  base backup-type;
  description
    "Use detour or 1-for-1 protection";
  reference
    "RFC49090: RSVP-TE Fast Reroute";
}

identity backup-protection-type {
  description
    "Base identity for backup protection type";
}

identity backup-protection-link {
  base backup-protection-type;
  description
    "backup provides link protection only";
}

identity backup-protection-node-link {
  base backup-protection-type;
  description
    "backup offers node (preferred) or link protection";
}

identity bc-model-type {
  description
    "Base identity for Diffserv-TE bandwidth constraint
    model type";
}

identity bc-model-rdm {
  base bc-model-type;
  description
    "Russian Doll bandwidth constraint model type.";
}
identity bc-model-mam {
    base bc-model-type;
    description
        "Maximum Allocation bandwidth constraint model type.";
}

identity bc-model-mar {
    base bc-model-type;
    description
        "Maximum Allocation with Reservation bandwidth constraint model type.";
}

grouping bandwidth-constraint-values {
    description
        "Packet bandwidth contraints values";
    choice value-type {
        description
            "Value representation";
        case percentages {
            container perc-values {
                uses bandwidth-psc-constraints;
                description
                    "Percentage values";
            }
        }
        case absolutes {
            container abs-values {
                uses bandwidth-psc-constraints;
                description
                    "Absolute values";
            }
        }
    }
}

grouping bandwidth-psc-reservable {
    description
        "Packet reservable bandwidth";
    choice bc-model-type {
        description
            "Reservable bandwidth percentage capacity values";
        case bc-model-rdm {
            container bc-model-rdm {

description "Russian Doll Model Bandwidth Constraints."
    uses bandwidth-psc-constraints;
}
}
case bc-model-mam {
    container bc-model-mam {
        uses bandwidth-psc-constraints;
        description "Maximum Allocation Model Bandwidth Constraints.";
    }
}
case bc-model-mar {
    container bc-model-mar {
        uses bandwidth-psc-constraints;
        description "Maximum Allocation with Reservation Model Bandwidth Constraints.";
    }
}
}
}

typedef bfd-type {
    type enumeration {
        enum classical {
            description "BFD classical session type.";
        }
        enum seamless {
            description "BFD seamless session type.";
        }
    }
    default "classical";
    description "Type of BFD session";
}

typedef bfd-encap-mode-type {
    type enumeration {
        enum gal {
            description "BFD with GAL mode";
        }
        enum ip {
            description "BFD with IP mode";
        }
    }
}

default ip;

description "Possible BFD transport modes when running over TE
LSPs.";

grouping bandwidth-psc-constraints {
  description "Bandwidth constraints."
  container bandwidth-psc-constraints {
    description "Holds the bandwidth contraints properties";
    leaf maximum-reservable {
      type uint32 {
        range "0..4294967295";
      }
      description "The maximum reservable bandwidth on the
interface";
    }
    leaf-list bc-value {
      type uint32 {
        range "0..4294967295";
      }
      max-elements 8;
      description "The bandwidth contraint type";
    }
  }
}

grouping tunnel-forwarding-properties {
  description "Properties for using tunnel in forwarding.";
  container forwarding {
    description "Tunnel forwarding properties container";
    leaf load-share {
      type uint32 {
        range "1..4294967295";
      }
      description "ECMP tunnel forwarding
load-share factor.";
    }
    choice policy-type {
      description "Tunnel policy type";
      container class {
        description
"Class forwarding per class properties";
leaf class {
  type uint8 {
    range "1..7";
  }
  description
  "The class associated with this tunnel";
}

carrier group {
  description
  "Class forwarding per group properties";
  leaf-list classes {
    type uint8 {
      range "1..7";
    }
    description
    "The forwarding class";
  }
}

grouping tunnel-routing-properties {
  description
  "TE tunnel routing properties";
  choice routing-choice {
    description
    "Announces the tunnel to IGP as either
    autoroute or forwarding adjacency.";
    case autoroute {
      container autoroute-announce {
        presence "Enable autoroute announce.";
        description
        "Announce the TE tunnel as autoroute to
        IGP for use as IGP shortcut.";
        leaf-list routing-afs {
          type inet:ip-version;
          description
          "Address families";
        }
      }
      choice metric-type {
        description
        "Type of metric to use when announcing
        the tunnel as shortcut";
        leaf metric {
          type uint32 {
            range "1..5000000";
          }
        }
      }
    }
  }
}
case forwarding-adjacency {
  container forwarding-adjacency {
    presence "Enable forwarding adjacency on the tunnel.";
    description "Announce the TE tunnel as forwarding adjacency."
    leaf holdtime {
      type uint32 {
        range "0..4294967295";
      }
      description "Holdtime in seconds after tunnel becomes UP."
    }
    leaf-list routing-afs {
      type inet:ip-version;
      description "Address families";
    }
  }
}

range "1..2147483647";
}

description "Describes the metric to use when announcing the tunnel as shortcut";
}
leaf relative-metric {
  type int32 {
    range "-10..10";
  }
  description "Relative TE metric to use when announcing the tunnel as shortcut";
}
leaf absolute-metric {
  type uint32 {
    range "1..2147483647";
  }
  description "Absolute TE metric to use when announcing the tunnel as shortcut";
}
Figure 4: TE packet/MPLS specific types YANG module

```xml
<CODE BEGINS> file "ietf-te@2015-03-22.yang"
module ietf-te {

    namespace "urn:ietf:params:xml:ns:yang:ietf-te";

    /* Replace with IANA when assigned */
    prefix "te";

    /* Import TE generic types */
    import ietf-te-types {
        prefix ietf-te-types;
    }

    /* Import TE packet specific types */
    import ietf-te-psc-types {
        prefix ietf-te-psc-types;
    }

    import ietf-interfaces {
        prefix if;
    }

    import ietf-inet-types {
        prefix inet;
    }

    organization
        "IETF TEAS Working Group";

    contact
        "Fill me";

    description
        "YANG data module for TE configuration, state, RPC and notifications."

    revision 2015-03-22 {
        description
            "Initial revision."
        reference "TBD";
    }
```

grouping interface-attributes {
    description "Interface TE properties grouping.";
    leaf te-metric {
        type ietf-te-types:te-metric;
        description "Interface TE link metric.";
    }
    uses ietf-te-types:interface-affinities;
    uses ietf-te-types:interface-srlgs;
    uses ietf-te-psc-types:bandwidth-psc-reservable;
}

/* TE interface flooding parameters */
grouping flooding-parameters {
    description "Interface TE flooding properties.";
    container thresholds {
        description "Flooding threshold values in percentages.";
        choice type {
            description "Describes the flooding threshold step method";
            case equal-steps {
                choice equal-step-type {
                    description "Describes whether up and down equal step size are same or different";
                    case up-down-different-step {
                        leaf up-step {
                            type uint8 {
                                range "0..100";
                            }
                            description "Set single percentage threshold for increasing resource allocation";
                        }
                        leaf down-step {
                            type uint8 {
                                range "0..100";
                            }
                            description "Set single percentage threshold for decreasing resource allocation";
                        }
                    }
                    case up-down-same-step {
                        leaf step {
                            type uint8 {
                                range "0..100";
                            }
                            description "Set single percentage threshold for increasing resource allocation";
                        }
                    }
                }
            }
        }
    }

case unequal-steps {
  list up-steps {
    key "value";
    description "Set nultuple percentage thresholds for increasing resource allocation";
    leaf value {
      type uint8 {
        range "0..100";
      }
      description "Percentage value";
    }
  }
  list down-steps {
    key "value";
    description "Set nultuple percentage thresholds for decreasing resource allocation";
    leaf value {
      type uint8 {
        range "0..100";
      }
      description "Percentage value";
    }
  }
}

grouping auto-backup {
  description "Auto-tunnel backup properties grouping.";
  container auto-backup {
    presence "Enable auto-tunnel backup feature.";
    description "Container for auto-backup features";
    leaf method {
      type string {
        range "0..100";
      }
      description "Percentage value";
    }
  }
}


type identityref {
    base ietf-te-psc-types:backup-type;
}

description
    "Describes whether facility backup or 1-for-1 backup should be used";
}

leaf protection {
    type identityref {
        base ietf-te-psc-types:backup-protection-type;
    }
    default
        ietf-te-psc-types:backup-protection-node-link;
    description
        "Describes whether the backup should offer protection against link, node, or either";
}

leaf path-computation {
    type identityref {
        base ietf-te-types:path-computation-srlg-type;
    }
    description
        "FRR backup computation type";
}
}

grouping fast-reroute-backups {
    description
        "FRR backup tunnels";
    container fast-reroute-backups {
        if-feature ietf-te-types:frr-te;
        description
            "FRR backup tunnel container";
        container backup-capacity {
            description
                "Limits the aggregate amount of primary protected LSP bandwidth that this backup tunnel may protect";
            leaf capacity {
                type uint32;
                description
                    "Maximum bandwidth this facility backup is allowed to protect";
            }
            leaf type {
                type uint32;
                description
            }
        }
    }
}

"Type of primary LSP bandwidth that the backup is allowed to protect."

choice type {
    description "FRR backup tunnel type";
    case static-tunnel {
        leaf name {
            type leafref {
                path "/te/tunnels/tunnel/name";
            }
            description "Static FRR backup tunnel name";
        }
        list static-backups {
            key "backup-tunnel";
            description "List of static backup tunnels that protect the TE interface.";
            leaf backup-tunnel {
                type leafref {
                    path "/te/tunnels/tunnel
                        [name = current()//..//name]/type";
                }
                description "FRR Backup tunnel";
            }
        }
    }
    case auto-tunnel {
        uses auto-backup;
    }
}

grouping path-constraints {
    description "Grouping of possible TE path constraints";
    container path-constraints {
        description "Path constraints container";
        uses ietf-te-types:tunnel-path-selection;
    }
}

grouping tunnel-path-properties {
    description
"Tunnel path properties grouping";
container path-properties {
    description
    "Defines a TE tunnel path properties";
    leaf path-named-constraint {
        if-feature ietf-te-types:named-path-constraints;
        type leafref {
            path "/te/globals/path-named-constraints/name";
        }
        description
        "Reference to a globally defined named path constraint set";
    }
    uses path-constraints;
    choice type {
        description
        "Describes the path type";
        case dynamic {
            leaf dynamic {
                type empty;
                description
                "A CSPF dynamically computed path";
            }
        }
        case explicit {
            leaf explicit-path-name {
                type leafref {
                    path "/te/globals/explicit-paths/name";
                }
                description
                "Reference to a globally defined explicit-path";
            }
        }
    }
    leaf no-cspf {
        type empty;
        description
        "Indicates no CSPF is to be attempted on this path.";
    }
    leaf lockdown {
        type empty;
        description
        "Indicates no reoptimization to be attempted for this path.";
    }
}
container te {
    presence "Enable TE feature.";
    description
        "TE global container.";

    list interface-named-admin-groups {
        if-feature ietf-te-types:extended-admin-groups;
        if-feature ietf-te-types:named-extended-admin-groups;
        key "name";
        description
            "List of named TE admin-groups";
        leaf name {
            type string;
            description
                "A string name that uniquely identifies a TE
                interface named admin-group";
        }
        leaf group {
            type ietf-te-types:admin-groups;
            description
                "An SRLG value";
        }
    }

    list interface-named-srlgs {
        if-feature ietf-te-types:named-srlg-groups;
        key "name";
        description
            "A list of named SRLG groups";
        leaf name {
            type string;
            description
                "A string name that uniquely identifies a TE
                interface named srlg";
        }
        leaf group {
            type ietf-te-types:srlg;
            description
                "An SRLG value";
        }
    }
list explicit-paths {
    key "name";
    description "A list of explicit paths";
    leaf name {
        type string;
        description "A string name that uniquely identifies an explicit path";
    }
}

list explicit-route-objects {
    key "index";
    description "List of explicit route objects";
    leaf index {
        type uint8 {
            range "0..255";
        }
        description "Index of this explicit route object";
    }
    uses ietf-te-types:explicit-route-object;
    leaf explicit-route-usage {
        type identityref {
            base ietf-te-types:route-usage-type;
        }
        description "An IP hop action.";
    }
}

list path-named-constraints {
    if-feature ietf-te-types:named-path-constraints;
    key "name";
    description "A list of named path constraints";
    leaf name {
        type string;
        description "A string name that uniquely identifies a path constraint set";
    }
    uses path-constraints;
}
/* TE Interface Configuration Data */
container interfaces {
  description
  "Configuration data model for TE interfaces.";
  list interface {
    key "interface";
    description "TE interfaces.";
    leaf interface {
      type if:interface-ref;
      description
        "TE interface name.";
    }
  }
  list named-admin-groups {
    if-feature ietf-te-types:extended-admin-groups;
    if-feature
      ietf-te-types:named-extended-admin-groups;
    key named-admin-group;
    description
      "A list of named admin-group entries";
    leaf named-admin-group {
      type leafref {
        path "/te/globals/" +
          "interface-named-admin-groups/name";
      }
    description
      "A named admin-group entry";
    }
  }
  list named-srlgs {
    if-feature ietf-te-types:named-srlg-groups;
    key named-srlg;
    description
      "A list of named SRLG entries";
    leaf named-srlg {
      type leafref {
        path "/te/globals/" +
          "interface-named-srlgs/name";
      }
    description
      "A named SRLG entry";
    }
  }
}
uses ietf-te-types:interface-switching-cap;
uses interface-attributes;
/* Link IGP flooding properties */
uses flooding-parameters;
uses fast-reroute-backups;
}
}

/* TE Tunnel Configuration Data */
container tunnels {
  description
  "Configuration, operational, notification and RPC
data model for TE tunnels."

list tunnel {
  key "name type";
  unique "identifier";
  description "TE tunnel.";
  leaf name {
    type string;
    description "TE tunnel name.";
  }
  leaf type {
    type identityref {
      base ietf-te-types:tunnel-type;
    }
    description "TE tunnel type.";
  }
  leaf identifier {
    type uint16;
    description
      "TE tunnel Identifier.";
  }
  leaf description {
    type string;
    description
      "TE tunnel description.";
  }
  leaf admin-status {
    type identityref {
      base ietf-te-types:state-type;
    }
    default ietf-te-types:state-up;
    description "TE tunnel administrative state.";
  }

  uses ietf-te-psc-types:tunnel-routing-properties;
  uses ietf-te-psc-types:tunnel-forwarding-properties;
  uses ietf-te-types:tunnel-bidir-assoc-properties;
}
choice path-type {
    description "Describes the path type";
    case p2p {
        leaf destination {
            type inet:ip-address;
            description "P2P tunnel destination address";
        }
        /* P2P list of path(s) */
        list primary-paths {
            key "preference";
            description "List of primary paths for this tunnel.";
            leaf preference {
                type uint8 {
                    range "1..255";
                }
                description "Specifies a preference for this path. The lower the number higher the preference";
            }
            uses tunnel-path-properties;
        }
        list secondary-paths {
            key "preference";
            description "List of secondary paths for this tunnel.";
            leaf preference {
                type uint8 {
                    range "1..255";
                }
                description "Specifies a preference for this path. The lower the number higher the preference";
            }
            uses tunnel-path-properties;
        }
    }
    case p2mp {
        if-feature ietf-te-types:p2mp-te;
        list p2mp-paths {
            ...
key "destination";
description
   "List of destinations and their
   paths.";
leaf destination {
   type inet:ip-address;
description
   "P2MP destination leaf address";
}
list primary-paths {
   key "preference";
description
   "List of primary paths";
leaf preference {
   type uint8 {
      range "1..255";
   }
description
   "Specifies a preference for
   this path. The lower the
   number higher the
   preference";
}
uses tunnel-path-properties;
list secondary-paths {
   key "preference";
description
   "List of secondary paths";
leaf preference {
   type uint8 {
      range "1..255";
   }
description
   "Specifies a preference
   for this path. The lower
   the number higher
   the preference";
}
uses tunnel-path-properties;
}
/* MPLS-TE Global Operational Data */
container global-state {
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config "false";
description
  "State for global TE data";
}

/* TE Interfaces State Data */
container interface-state {
  config "false";
description
  "Operational data model for TE interfaces.";
}

/* TE Tunnel State Data */
container tunnels-state {
  config "false";
description "MPLS-TE tunnel operational state data.";
}

/* TE Global RPCs/execution Data */
rpc globals-rpc {
  description
  "Execution data for TE global.";
}

/* TE interfaces RPCs/execution Data */
rpc interfaces-rpc {
  description
  "Execution data for TE interfaces.";
}

/* TE Tunnel RPCs/execution Data */
rpc tunnels-rpc {
  description
  "TE tunnels RPC nodes";
}

/* TE Global Notification Data */
notification globals-notif {
  description
  "Notification messages for Global TE.";
}

/* TE Interfaces Notification Data */
notification interfaces-notif {
  description
  "Notification messages for TE interfaces.";
}
notification tunnels-notif {
    description
    "Notification messages for TE tunnels."
}

Figure 5: TE generic YANG module

5. IANA Considerations

This document registers the following URIs in the IETF XML registry [RFC3688]. Following the format in [RFC3688], the following registration is requested to be made.

URI: urn:ietf:params:xml:ns:yang:ietf-te XML: N/A, the requested URI is an XML namespace.

URI: urn:ietf:params:xml:ns:yang:ietf-te-types XML: N/A, the requested URI is an XML namespace.


This document registers a YANG module in the YANG Module Names registry [RFC6020].


6. Security Considerations

The YANG module defined in this memo is designed to be accessed via the NETCONF protocol [RFC6241]. The lowest NETCONF layer is the secure transport layer and the mandatory-to-implement secure transport is SSH [RFC6242]. The NETCONF access control model [RFC6536] provides means to restrict access for particular NETCONF
users to a pre-configured subset of all available NETCONF protocol operations and content.

There are a number of data nodes defined in the YANG module which are writable/creatable/deletable (i.e., config true, which is the default). These data nodes may be considered sensitive or vulnerable in some network environments. Write operations (e.g., <edit-config>) to these data nodes without proper protection can have a negative effect on network operations. Following are the subtrees and data nodes and their sensitivity/vulnerability:

"/te/globals": This module specifies the global TE configurations on a device. Unauthorized access to this container could cause the device to ignore packets it should receive and process.

"/te/tunnels": This list specifies the configured TE tunnels on a device. Unauthorized access to this list could cause the device to ignore packets it should receive and process.

"/te/interfaces": This list specifies the configured TE interfaces on a device. Unauthorized access to this list could cause the device to ignore packets it should receive and process.
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1. Introduction

Multiprotocol Label Switching (MPLS) and Generalized MPLS (GMPLS) Label Switched Path (LSP) has various common attributes irrespective of the protocol and signalling mechanism (For example, RSVP-TE, LDP, BGP, PCEP etc).

The objective of this document is to write a high level generic LSP database module to capture these common attributes. Thus this document defines YANG [RFC6020] data model for a generic high-level tree structures of MPLS and GMPLS LSPs.

Further modules augmenting this data model with specific signalling protocol, technology or advanced features will be handled in a separate document A possible relationship is roughly depicted in the figure below.
This document contains a specification of the base LSPDB YANG module, "ietf-lspdb".

2. Requirements Language

The key words "MUST", "MUST NOT", "REQUIRED", "SHALL", "SHALL NOT", "SHOULD", "SHOULD NOT", "RECOMMENDED", "MAY", and "OPTIONAL" in this document are to be interpreted as described in [RFC2119].

3. Tree Diagrams

A graphical representation of the complete data tree is presented in Section 6. The meaning of the symbols in these diagrams is as follows and as per [I-D.ietf-netmod-rfc6087bis]:

- Brackets "[" and "]" enclose list keys.
- Curly braces "{" and "}" contain names of optional features that make the corresponding node conditional.
Abbreviations before data node names: "rw" means configuration (read-write), and "ro" state data (read-only).

Symbols after data node names: "?" means an optional node and "*" denotes a "list" or "leaf-list".

Parentheses enclose choice and case nodes, and case nodes are also marked with a colon (":").

Ellipsis ("...") stands for contents of subtrees that are not shown.

4. Prefixes in Data Node Names

In this document, names of data nodes and other data model objects are often used without a prefix, as long as it is clear from the context in which YANG module each name is defined. Otherwise, names are prefixed using the standard prefix associated with the corresponding YANG module, as shown in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Prefix</th>
<th>YANG module</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>yang</td>
<td>ietf-yang-types</td>
<td>[RFC6991]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>inet</td>
<td>ietf-inet-types</td>
<td>[RFC6991]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>if</td>
<td>ietf-interfaces</td>
<td>[RFC7223]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Prefixes and corresponding YANG modules

5. Objectives

This section describes some of the design objectives for the model:

- In case of existing implementations, it needs to map the data model defined in this document to their proprietary native data model. To facilitate such mappings, the data model should be simple.

- The data model should be suitable for new implementations to use as is.

- Mapping to the MIB Module should be clear.

- The data model should allow for static configurations of LSP. (Editors Note - Maybe taken for future)
o The data model should include read-only counters in order to
gather statistics with errors.

o It should be fairly straightforward to augment the base data
model.

6. The Design of LSP-DB Data Model

The module "ietf-lspdb", defines the generic components of a LSP-DB.
This module will be augmented with additional data nodes and
features based on signalling protocol and advanced features.

module: ietf-lspdb
  +--ro lspdb
     +--ro lsp-num?     uint32
     +--ro lsp-entry* [system-generated-id]
     +--ro system-generated-id uint64
     +--ro lsp-signaling          lsp-signalingtypes
     +--ro is-primary?            boolean
     +--ro lsr-type?              lsr-types
     +--ro source                 inet:ip-address
     +--ro destination            inet:ip-address
     +--ro creation-time?         yang:date-and-time
     +--ro last-change?           yang:date-and-time
     +--ro operation-status?      status-types
     +--ro incoming
       +--ro incoming-interface?   if:interface-state-ref
       +--ro incoming-label
     +--ro outgoing
       +--ro outgoing-interface?   if:interface-state-ref
       +--ro outgoing-label
     +--ro primary-lsp*           lsp-ref
     +--ro backup-lsp*            lsp-ref
     +--ro statistics

6.1. The Lsp-entry Lists

The LSP-DB yang module contains the full LSP-DB and thus the status
information for all LSPs. The data model presented in this document
uses a flat list of LSPs. Each entity in the list is identified by a
system generated id (system-generated-id). Furthermore, each entity
has a mandatory "lsp-signaling" leaf (the signalling protocol/
mechanism).
6.2. Incoming/Outgoing Containers

These containers contain the interface and label information in incoming and outgoing directions. A reference to the interface name to "ietf-interfaces" module [RFC7223] and an empty label container is maintained. The label should be augmented by the data plane specific YANG modules.

6.3. Primary/Backup Lists

All LSPs (primary and backup) are maintained together in a single flat lsp-entry list. The relationship to other LSPs is maintained via the "primary-lsp" and "backup-lsp" leaf-lists.

A LSP is identified by its system-generated-id, which is unique within the node. This property is captured in "lsp-ref" typedef, which other should use when they need to reference a LSP.

Thus a list of references to primary and backup LSPs are maintained per LSP.

7. The LSP-DB YANG Module

RFC Ed.: In this section, replace all occurrences of 'XXXX' with the actual RFC number and all occurrences of the revision date below with the date of RFC publication (and remove this note).

<CODE BEGINS> file "ietf-lspdb@2015-03-xx.yang"

module ietf-lspdb {

    namespace "urn:ietf:params:xml:ns:yang:ietf-lspdb";
    prefix lspdb;

    import ietf-inet-types {
        prefix "inet";
    }

    import ietf-yang-types {
        prefix "yang";
    }
}

<CODE ENDS>
import ietf-interfaces {
    prefix "if";
}

organization
    "IETF XXX Working Group";

contact
    " 
    Editor: Dhruv dhody
    <dhruv.dhody@huawei.com>
    Editor: Xian ZHANG
    <zhang.xian@huawei.com>";

description
    "This module contains a collection of YANG definitions for
    configuring LSP database. The intent of this module is to
    serve as a base model and it is kept protocol-independent.
    It is expected that it will be augmented depending on the
    targeted protocol.";

Copyright (c) 2015 IETF Trust and the persons identified as
authors of the code. All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or
without modification, is permitted pursuant to, and subject
to the license terms contained in, the Simplified BSD License
set forth in Section 4.c of the IETF Trust’s Legal Provisions
Relating to IETF Documents
(http://trustee.ietf.org/license-info).";

revision 2015-03-05 {
    description
        "Initial revision.";
    reference
        "RFC XXX: A YANG Data Model for Label Switched Path
        (LSP) Database Management";
}

/*
 * Features:none.
 */

/*
 * Typedefs
 */

typedef lsp-signalingtypes {

type enumeration {
    enum "rsvp" {
        value 1;
        description "Resource reSerVation Protocol.";
    }
    enum "ldp" {
        value 2;
        description "Label Distribution Protocol";
    }
    enum "bgp" {
        value 3;
        description "Border Gateway Protocol";
    }
    enum "sr" {
        value 4;
        description "Segment Routing";
    }
    enum "static" {
        value 5;
        description "Manually Configured";
    }
}

description "The signalling type of a LSP";

typedef status-types {
    type enumeration {
        enum "up" {
            value 1;
            description "UP";
        }
        enum "down" {
            value 2;
            description "Not working/failed";
        }
        enum "standby" {
            value 3;
            description "Idle state, created by not used";
        }
    }
}
typedef lsr-types {
    type enumeration {
        enum "ingress" {
            value 1;
            description "Ingress node";
        }
        enum "transit" {
            value 2;
            description "Transit node";
        }
        enum "egress" {
            value 3;
            description "Egress node";
        }
    }
    description "the role of the Label Switched Router (LSR) for a LSP entry.";
}

typedef lsp-ref {
    type leafref {
        path "/lspdb/lsp-entry/system-generated-id";
    }
    description "This type is used by data models that need to reference other LSP.";
}

/*
 * Operational data nodes
 */

container lspdb {
    config false;
    description "This container defines the information of all the LSP a node has/stores";
leaf lsp-num {
    type uint32;
    description
    "This stores the total number of LSPs, including working and backup.";
}

list lsp-entry {
    key "system-generated-id";
    description
    "This define each LSP entry.";

    leaf system-generated-id {
        type uint64;
        description
        "This is generated by the local node and it is unique within this node";
    }

    leaf lsp-signaling {
        type lsp-signalingtypes;
        mandatory true;
        description
        "The signalling protocol/mechanism for the LSP.";
    }

    leaf is-primary {
        type boolean;
        description
        "Whether a LSP is a primary or second LSP. 1-primary, 0-secondary";
    }

    leaf lsr-type {
        type lsr-types;
        description
        "The role of this LSR with regard to the current LSP";
    }

    leaf source {
        type inet:ip-address;
        mandatory true;
        description
"The Source node of this LSP";
}

leaf destination {
    type inet:ip-address;
    mandatory true;
    description
        "The Destination node of this LSP";
}

leaf creation-time {
    type yang:date-and-time;
    description
        "The time the LSP was created.";
}

leaf last-change {
    type yang:date-and-time;
    description
        "The time the LSP entered its current state.";
}

leaf operation-status {
    type status-types;
    description
        "The operational status of this LSP";
}

container incoming {
    description
        "The incoming interface, label information.";
    leaf incoming-interface {
        type if:interface-state-ref;
        description
            "The reference to the name of the incoming interface.";
    }
    container incoming-label {
        description
            "Empty container, Label format to be augmented depending on the data plane technology";
    }
}
container outgoing {
  description "The outgoing interface, label information.";
  leaf outgoing-interface {
    type if:interface-state-ref;
    description "The reference to the name of the outgoing interface.";
  }
}

container outgoing-label {
  description "Empty container, Label format to be augmented depending on the data plane technology";
}

leaf-list primary-lsp {
  type lsp-ref;
  description "A list of references to primary LSPs (if exist) for this LSP."

  reference "xxx";
}

leaf-list backup-lsp {
  type lsp-ref;
  description "A list of references to backup LSPs (if exist) for this LSP."

  reference "xxx";
}

container statistics {
  description "TBD";
}

}"/module

<CODE ENDS>
8. Security Considerations

The YANG module defined in this memo is designed to be accessed via the NETCONF protocol [RFC6241]. The lowest NETCONF layer is the secure transport layer and the mandatory-to-implement secure transport is SSH [RFC6242]. The NETCONF access control model [RFC6536] provides the means to restrict access for particular NETCONF users to a pre-configured subset of all available NETCONF protocol operations and content.

There are a number of data nodes defined in the YANG module which are writable/creatable/deletable (i.e., config true, which is the default). These data nodes may be considered sensitive or vulnerable in some network environments. Write operations (e.g., <edit-config>) to these data nodes without proper protection can have a negative effect on network operations.

TBD: List specific Subtrees and data nodes and their sensitivity/vulnerability.

9. Manageability Considerations

9.1. Control of Function and Policy
9.2. Information and Data Models
9.3. Liveness Detection and Monitoring
9.4. Verify Correct Operations
9.5. Requirements On Other Protocols

10. IANA Considerations

This document registers a URI in the "IETF XML Registry" [RFC3688]. Following the format in RFC 3688, the following registration has been made.


Registrant Contact: The MPLS WG of the IETF.

XML: N/A; the requested URI is an XML namespace.

This document registers a YANG module in the "YANG Module Names" registry [RFC6020].
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